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Publishers’ Preface

Brown Judaic Studies has been publishing scholarly books in all 

areas of Judaic studies for forty years. Our books, many of which con-

tain groundbreaking scholarship, were typically printed in small runs 

and are not easily accessible outside of major research libraries. We are 

delighted that with the support of a grant from the National Endowment 

for the Humanities/Andrew W. Mellon Foundation Humanities Open 

Book Program, we are now able to make available, in digital, open-ac-

cess, format, fifty titles from our backlist. 

I. Tzvi Abusch’s book, Babylonian Witchcraft Literature: Case 

Studies (1987), is a revision of his doctoral dissertation, completed in 

1972. The book lays the textual groundwork for the later scholarship, of 

Abusch and others, on the understanding and practice of “witchcraft” 

in ancient Babylonian society.

With the exception of the second preface, this edition remains 

unchanged from the original. 

Michael L. Satlow

Managing Editor

October, 2019





I have not made any changes in the text of this volume. But I take 

this opportunity to update a few bibliographical references for the sec-

ond edition. 

This volume was originally accepted as a doctoral dissertation in 1972 

in the department of Near Eastern Languages and Literatures, Harvard 

University, under the title “Studies in the History and Interpretation 

of Some Akkadian Incantations and Prayers Against Witchcraft.” Some 

years later, it was published as Babylonian Witchcraft Literature: Case 

Studies. BJS 132. Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1987.

Since its publication, the Mesopotamian witchcraft corpus has 

been edited and published as: Corpus of Mesopotamian Anti-Witchcraft 

Rituals (CMAwR) in the series Ancient Magic and Divination, pub-

lished by Brill. The volumes are: T. Abusch – D. Schwemer, Corpus of 

Mesopotamian Anti-Witchcraft Rituals, vol. 1. AMD 8/1. Brill: Leiden – 

Boston 2011; T. Abusch – D. Schwemer with M. Luukko – G. Van 

Buylaere, Corpus of Mesopotamian Anti-Witchcraft Rituals, vol. 2. 

AMD 8/2. Brill: Leiden – Boston 2016; T. Abusch – D. Schwemer – M. 

Luukko – G. Van Buylaere, Corpus of Mesopotamian Anti-Witchcraft 

Rituals, vol. 3 AMD 8/3. Brill: Leiden – Boston 2019.  In addition, G. Van 

Buylaere and M. Luukko have prepared an on-line version of Corpus of 

Mesopotamian Anti-Witchcraft Rituals and Maqlû as well as a published 

glossary: Corpus of Mesopotamian Anti-Witchcraft Rituals. Glossaries 

and Indices. AMD 8/4. Brill: Leiden – Boston 2019.

I have collected my early studies of witchcraft in Mesopotamian 

Witchcraft: Toward a History and Understanding of Babylonian 

Witchcraft Beliefs and Literature. AMD 5. Leiden: Brill/Styx, 2002, and 

will publish a second volume of studies on Mesopotamian witchcraft that 

were written subsequent to the appearance of my 2002 collection in the 

same series in 2020. D. Schwemer has published a comprehensive study 

of Mesopotamian Anti-Witchcraft as Abwehrzauber und Behexung. 

Studien zum Schadenzauberglauben im alten Mesopotamien. Unter 

Benutzung von Tzvi Abuschs Kritischem Katalog und Sammlungen 

im Rahmen des Kooperationsprojektes Corpus of Mesopotamian Anti-

Witchcraft Rituals. Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz Verlag, 2007. 

I have also published a critical edition of Maqlû: T. Abusch, The 

Magical Ceremony Maqlû: A Critical Edition. AMD 10. Brill: Leiden – 

Boston 2016. (See also my Maqlû: A Student Edition and Selected 

Commentary. State Archives of Assyria Cuneiform Texts 11. Helsinki: 

Neo Assyrian Text Corpus Project, 2015 and The Witchcraft Series Maqlû. 

Writings From the Ancient World, vol. 37. Atlanta: SBL Press, 2015). For 

copies of the cuneiform sources of Maqlû, see D. Schwemer, The Anti-

Witchcraft Ritual Maqlû. The Cuneiform Sources of a Magic Ceremony 

from Ancient Mesopotamia, Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz Verlag, 2017.

Preface to Digital Edition



 Mesopotamian witchcraft texts mentioned in Babylonian Witchcraft 

Literature: Case Studies can easily be found in CMAwR; note the con-

cordances in Corpus of Mesopotamian Anti-Witchcraft Rituals, vol. 3, 

pp. 413-464. But witchcraft texts discussed at length in Babylonian 

Witchcraft Literature should be provided with their new CMAwR num-

ber and Maqlû texts discussed in detail but whose line-count have 

changed in my new edition should be supplied here with their new line-

count: Thus: KAR 269 = vol. 2, 8.21 A; M VII 119-146 = M VII 114-140; 

KAR 26 = vol. 2, 8.20 B; BMS 12 = vol. 2, 8.20 B and vol. 2, 8.20 B; KAR 

226 = vol. 2, 8.20 B.

I take this opportunity again to express my thanks to my disser-

tation advisors, Thorkild Jacobsen and William L. Moran and to all 

those who made the original publication possible, Marvin Fox, Calvin 

Goldscheider, and Jacob Neusner, as well as to my colleagues on the 

CMAwR project, Daniel Schwemer, Greta Van Buylaere, and Mikko 

Luukko. Thank you very much!

Tzvi Abusch.

Waltham, Massachusetts

Preface to Digital Edition



reface 

The essays in this volume were composed in response to sev-

eral major problems that I uncovered when I undertook the study 

of Mesopotamian magical and medical texts centering on witchcraft 

and sorcery. They address difficulties that I noted when I tried to 

sort the texts into coherent categories and to understand individual 

prayers and incantations. Hence, the studies in this volume focus 

on individual texts and suggest solutions to complications and in-

tricacies in the material. In the process, useful approaches were 

developed for the understanding of magical texts generally. Part 

One follows a diachronic approach, Part Two a synchronic one. In 

this sense, the studies are to be viewed broadly: while unravelling 

knots in individual texts, they highlight certain issues and exemplify 

some solutions for common problems in traditional Mesopotamlan 

therapeutic literature. 

In Part One, I examine such well known Akkadian incantations 

and prayers as EAR1 226 IV 3ff. and related texts (Chapter 1), 

MaqM VII 119-146 and related texts (Chapter 2), and KAR 26 and 

BMS 12 (Chapter 3). This examination grew out of my various at-

tempts to determine the limits of the witchcraft corpus and to cate-

gorize the many texts that display divergent and sometimes contra-

dictory textual features. These texts contain indicators that suggest 

that they were used not only to combat witchcraft but also for other 

purposes as well. Some of these texts had been labelled "Universal 

Beschw6rungenw. I found that adaptation and change had occurred 

in these texts and that, at different times, these texts were used for 

different purposes. Such changes resulted in the appearance of dis-

jointed and/or contradictory statements and of features pointing to 

multiple and often unrelated uses of the text. Accordingly, 1 have 

argued that a determination of the stages of development of such 

compositions is necessary for an understanding of the text2 and is 

lM the main, the abbreviations used are those of W. von Soden, Akkadisehes 

Sandworterbueh (Wiesbaden, lfSi-81) and of the Assyrian Dictionary of the Ori-

ental Institute of the University of Chicago (Chicago, If 56-). In citing Akkadian 

and Sumerian, h /H represent h /H, 

2 Obviously a fill understanding of the text requires analysis on both the 

diachronic and synchronic levels and the synthesis of the results of both forms 

ix 
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one way to decide whether a text should be included in, or excluded 

from, the corpus. 

Part Two focusses on an individual incantation, Maqtm I 1-36, 

an address to the gods of the night sky. Although this opening 

incantation in Maqln is a famous and oft-cited example of magical 

literature, my initial study of the text raised new questions and 

revealed unexplained details. I found it necessary to construct a 

coherent and comprehensive statement of the meaning and function 

of the incantation. Accordingly, I subjected this incantation to a 

detailed and sustained analysis. The painstaking examination of 

the individual elements of an incantation and of their relationship 

to each other is laborious, but at least in this case it resulted in a 

fuller understanding of the text and of its place in Maqlu. Moreover, 

this type of analysis showed the incantation to be the product of 

a literary creativity that draws together magical and legal imagery 

for the purpose of creating an indictment in which social and moral 

dimensions of the witchcraft accusation come into play. 

This nocturnal invocation was probably recited on the rooftop, 

and like prayers of divination, it probably anticipated some oracular 

response. In light of the analysis, 1 would render the incantation as 

follows: 

The speaker calls upon the court of the heavenly gods of Anu to 

convene and hear his plaint; he first lays out the facts that justify 

his right to a hearing (1-14): 

1 I have called upon you Gods of the Night; 

2 With you I have called upon Night, the veiled bride; 

3 I have called upon Twilight, Midnight, and Dawn. 

4 Because a witch has bewitched me, 

5 A deceitful woman has accused me, 

6 Mas (thereby) caused my god and goddess to be estranged from 

me (and) 

7 I have become sickening in the sight of those who behold me, 

8 I am (therefore) unable to rest day or night, 

of analysis. However, all too often applications that purport to be rooted in 

actttetk and/or formal theory ate aitistorictii and much too removed from the 

meaning of the text. 
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9 And a gag continually filling my month 

10 Has kept food distant from my month and 

11 Has diminished the water which passes through my drinking 

organ, 

12 My song of joy has become wailing and my rejoicing 

mourning— 

13 Stand by me ye Great Gods and give heed to my suit, 

14 Judge my case and grant me an (oracular) decision! 

Only then does the plaintiff present Ms accusation and claim that 

the witch has treated Mm wrongly (IS-20): 

15 I have made an image of my warlock and witch, 

16 Of my conjuror and sorceress, 

17 I have set it at your feet and plead my case: 

18 Because evil did she perform against me and baseless charges 

has she conjured up against me, 

19 May she die, but I live! 

20 Verily are her bewitchments, enchantments, and charms 

released! 

The speaker now takes an oath and establishes Ms own innocence of 
any charge (21-26): 

21 The tamarisk ... shall clear me! 

22 The date palm ... shall release me! 

23 The soapwort ... shall cleanse me! 

24 The pine cone ... shall release me! 

25 In your presence have I become pure like grass, 

26 Clean and innocent tike nard. 

Having thus proved that the accusations made against Mm by the 

witch are false and motivated by malicef the plaintiff states that 

her accusation has been refuted and she is therefore unable to level 

charges again (27-28): 
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27 Her spell being that of an evil witch, 

28 Her word has been turned back into her month and her tongue 

constricted. 

Given the falseneis of the accusation, the court is called upon to label 

her acts as witchcraft, to charge her with the crime of performing 

this evil deed, to release its consequences, and to destroy the very 

organs that the witch used in her plot and which make her dangerous 

(29-33): 

29 On a(c)count of her witchcraft, may the Gods of the Night 

strike her; 

30 May the three watches of the night release her evil 

enchantments, 

31 Her mouth be tallow, her tongue be salt; 

32 May that (i.e., her mouth) which uttered evil against me melt 

like tallow! 

33 May that (i.e., her tongue) which performed witchcraft against 

me dissolve like salt! 

The final stanza informs us of the court's decision (34-36): 

34 Her bonds are broken, her deeds nullified; 

35 Her accusations are dismissed— 

36 By the verdict pronounced by the Gods of the Night! 

It seems that the speaker felt himself to have been accused of an 

unspecified but serious crime, accused, that is, of having in some 

way violated societal norms, thus becoming the object of shame in 

the opinion and judgment of the public. He deals with this threat 

by turning on Ms accuser, who is the personification of moral repro-

bation; he asserts his own innocence and directs against his accuser 

the accusation of witchcraft.3 

5 Such psychological- social dynamics may perhaps be better understood when 

viewed in the comparative light of explanations such a» those offered by K. 

Thomas, "The Eelevance of Social Anthropology to the Historical Study of En-

glish Witchcraftf
w hi Witchcraft Confessions and Accusations, ed. M. Douglas, 

pp. 81ff. (London/New York, IITO) or D. L. O'Eeefe, Stolen Lightning-, The 

Social Theory of Magic (New York, 1982), pp. 414ff. 
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The studies included in this monograph were written in 1970-71 

and completed as part of the requirements for the degree of Doctor 

of Philosophy in the Department of Near Eastern Languages and 

Literatures, Harvard University, 1972.4 These studies treated only 

a limited number of problems and used selected forms of textual 

inquiry. Since they were originally intended to be part of a much 

larger work and represented even then only a fraction of my recon-

struction and interpretation of the witchcraft corpus, I delayed their 

publication. 1 have continued working on the witchcraft corpus, 

searching for new texts especially among the unpublished materials 

of the British Museum (photographs and Geers5 copies)6 but also 

elsewhere, and preparing editions of the compositions. Recently, I 

have resumed my work of exposition of the corpus.* Having not 

*The original dissertation was entitled "Studies in the History and Interpreta-

tion of Some Akkadian Incantations and Prayers Against Witchcraft." Th. Jacob-

sen and W. L. Moran served as dissertation advisors. Portions of Part One were 

read before the 180th meeting of the American Oriental Society, 1970. The rit-

ual nature of Mmqlu has been established in my "Mesopotamia Anti-Witchcraft 

Literature; Texts and Studies, Part I: The Nature of Maqlu i Its Character, 

Divisions, and Calendrical Setting," JNESiZ (1974) 251-262. A version of Part 

One, note 69, was published as "Dismissal by Authorities; Suikunu and Related 

Matters," JCS 37 (1985) 91-100. The study mentioned in Part Two, note 94, 

appears in HTR 80/1 (198T) under the title uAhktu and Halakhah; Oracular 

Decision, Divine Revelation." I am indebted to Scott Magoon and Ms staff in the 

Department of Research and Academic Computing, Brandeis University, for the 

production of the camera ready copy of this monograph. The actual work was 

done by Jmssi Eloranta. I a n deeply grateful to Kathryn Kxaviti, Joel Hunt, 

and lames McMann for their generous assistance proofreading and correcting 

computer generated copy. 

*I again express my indebtedness to the late A. Leo Oppenheim and the 

Oriental Institute for permission to study the late P. W. Geers* copies, A i 

joins of British Museum materials made through 1976 were communicated to 

C. B. F, Walker at regular intervals, I remain grateful to him for checking the 

joins, answering my questions, recording the various texts that 1 was to edit, 

and arranging for the production of photographs. Some of my joins have been 

registered by R. Borger, Handbmch der Keilschriftiitemtur, Vol. II (Berlin/New 

York, 1975), pp. 331E, and idem, MZur Kuyunjik-Sammlung: Nachtrage ra HKL 

II, s. 331-395," AfO 2S (1975-77) 41 Iff. 1 communicated suggested joins of British 

Museum materials to Fran* Kocher in 19T8 for Ms use, 
8 For an updated, if concise, statement of some of my views about Maqlu, see 

the article «M«fM«« in a_ forthcoming fascicle of Aeolimfeon der Astyriohgie und 

vordera»iaH$ehen Archaalogie (Berlin/New York). 
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yet completed the larger work, I have decided to make these stud-

ies available to the broader scholarly community in their original 

form. Here and there, corrections can be made and bibliographical 

citations updated,7 But I have decided not to rewrite the studies, in 

part because my style and interests have changed somewhat over the 

years. Today, I might prefer to incorporate somewhat different lines 

of inquiry, kinds of solutions, and styles of argumentation. To have 

revised the essays would have meant rewriting them completely and 

producing studies quite different from those contained herein. Since 

the present studies retain most of their original merit, there is little 

reason for discarding them and replacing them at this time with new 

studies of the same texts or with similar studies of different texts. 

The studies in their present form have been found useful by sev-

eral specialists who have had access to them8; they represent at-

tempts to make sense of magical texts, and provide working exam-

ples of productive approaches to the material. I ask the reader to 

overlook those errors that might have been rectified by a thorough 

revision in the belief that the benefit of placing the studies in the 

public domain outweighs some minor annoyances. I hope they wiE 

be of some interest and use to other scholars working on cuneiform 

literature, generaEy, and therapeutic texts, specifically. 

TIn addition to the dictionaries, cf.» e.g., the information in the following 

books; M.-J. Senx, Hymnes et priires awe die-urn de Babylomie et d'A$$yrie {Fmi®, 

191%) (note the review by Werner Mayer, OrNS 4§ [1977] 388-392, esp. pp. 3ilf. 

for BMS 12 and KAR 36); Werner Mayer, Untermchungen mr Formempmche 

rfer babyloniachen uGebet$be$chworvngen" (Studia PoM: Series Maior 5; Rome, 

1S?§); W. Farber, Be$chworung$riiuak an litar und Dwmm (Wiesbaden, 19TT); 

E. von Weiher, SpBTU II. Note also volumes containing SB therapeutic texts 

such as BAM IV-VI, CT 51, SpBTU I-II, UET 7, nos. llSff., Lorets/Mayer, 

Su-Ua-Gebete (AOAT 34). Elsewhere, I will provide updated information about 

the exemplars, joins, and readings of compositions treated or cited in my studies. 

(For example, I have since identified and joined more fragments to, and aug-

mented the text of, the Mardmk composition cited in Part Two, n. 21.) I should 

note here, moreover, that when I wrote these studies I was still relying on pub-

Eshed copies and editions and on Geers' unpublished copies. Subsequently, I ex-

panded the number of texts that comprise the corpus, and examined photographs 

of most of the tablets, including unpublished Mss of various compositions. This 

examination has resulted in some corrections and in a more systematic and fuller 

listing of variants for some of the compositions cited in these studies. 
§See, for example, W. Farber, op. citf pp. 42-83. 
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There is one possible source of error that to my mind, at least, 

is not minor; however, there is little point in trying to rectify the 

situation at this time. I refer to my reading of the broken text KAR, 

no, 269, rev.(?). In Part One, Chapter 2,1 attempt to explain how 

a composite incantation like MaqU VII119-146 came into existence. 

After identifying KAR 269 rev. as a parallel to MaqU VII 119-146, 

I prepared a working transliteration of KAR 269 rev. and subjected 

MaqU VII 119ff., KAR 269 rev., and other relevant texts to a de-

tailed comparison using this transliteration. KAR 269 rev. played 

an important role in the analysis and determined some of the details 

of the overall reconstruction. 

Unfortunately, KAR 269 rev. is quite broken, and some of my 

readings are restorations and conjectures. Sometime after the study 

was composed, I began to entertain alternative readings for some of 

the traces and breaks in the tablet as a result of several suggestions 

made by Thorkild Jacobsen. In some instances, these readings seem 

preferable to, or at least cast some doubt on, my original readings; 

moreover, several of these readings would require some changes in the 

details of the historical reconstruction. But given the broken state of 

the text, some form of collation was required to reach any degree of 

certainty; there was no point in revising the detailed argumentation -

especially since the analysis was clear and simple - prior to collation. 

Unfortunately, collation has not proved possible for me. 

When it became clear in 1974-75 that there was little chance of 

my visiting Berlin in the foreseeable future, I asked (8/71) the au-

thorities of the Staatliche Museen in Berlin for photographs of KAR 

269 (VAT 11119) as well as of some other texts. Correspondence with 

the late G.E. Meyer followed, but in April 1976 Dr. Liane Jakob-

Eost most graciously sent me a photograph of KAR 269. Upon ex-

amination, I noted that the photograph contained only the left side 

of the obverse (?) and the top left piece of the reverse (?) (parts 

of lines l'-5r). What for my purposes was the crucial piece was 

detached and not on the photograph. Although only one museum 

number was designated in the publication, KAR 269 was presumably 

the result of a join. I communicated this information and asked if 

a search could be undertaken for the missing piece. Unfortunately, 

the piece was lost; in a letter of 4 June 1976, Dr. Jakob-Eost in-
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formed me that t4da§ fehlende Stuck der Tafel ¥AT 11119 offenbar 

durch die Kriegswirren verlorengegangen ist." I conclude, therefores 

that while other readings may be preferable, a fundamental re¥ision 

of my reconstruction of the literary history of MaqU ¥11 Hi-146 is 

best deferred to a time when the reading of EAR 269 rev, can be 

checked against an original. 

Still, here we should at least note a few of the alternative read-

ings and their effects. Possible changes in EAR 269 rev., lines l '-6'e 

as well as in Meier's edition of Maqlu VII119-14610 have little bear-

ing on our analysis. But alternative restorations of EAR 269 rev., 

line 7'11 or line I I ' 1 2 are another matter. If our original reading of 

line T is rejected, this would surely affect the statements about and 

inferences drawn from the occurrence of the generic catch-phrase 

(minima lemnu mimma la tab% ... ) before the witchcraft entry. 

Here it may also be noted that a duplicate of E. Caplice, OrNS 

39 (1970) 149:22'ff., a Namburbi included in our treatment of Maqlu 

¥11140ff., is E. Caplice, OrNS 42 (1973) 509:16ff. Line 22 of this du-

plicate provides the correct reading of OrNS 39 (1970) 149:26V3 and 

indicates that also that line (lippaird idati ittaii lemneti Sa iiiaknani) 

should be included in our discussion, for it as well as Maqlm ¥11 144 

(lippaim ... ) begin with forms of the N precative plural of pai&ru 

(cf. AMT 23/9). Accordingly, line 144—or rather an earlier non-

witchcraft form of 144—should probably be treated together with 

the preceding lines (140-143). This suggests a slight modification of 

my historical reconstruction. In no way, however, does this invalidate 

our claim that Maqlm ¥11 140ff, derives from the Namburbis rather 

•Probably restore .ME rather than ,MES in Hues t'-f on the basis of .ME in 

line 2; but cf. the use of .MES in lines I'M. Perhaps restore line l ' on the basis of 

Maqlu VII 123, LKA 128 obv. 5f., etc.: the visible ME would then either be the 

plural mark in Al.ME or part of GlIfSKUM! (< .ME>) f. In line 3', perhaps restore 

SIZKUE farfj of „HL 1» Hae 4', perhaps restore M - f - H « « | totead of 

[MJ.HAL-tij fxl [ . 
1#E.g.» in lines 133f., probably restore tazimti [tif] and delete one occurrence 

of nfi tlf. 

"E.g . , \d%\4i-\ipf\-\tml4m4^H?-[tu N]U DtlG.GA.[(ME§) UZ]U.ME$ 4{r-mt 

MNGIB.MES] to(?)-x f(=te»mt*?); or ... UZ]U.MB§~i[a NU DUG.GJA! SA x [ 

/(consider also GJAZ §A x [). 
I3E.g., a-no UGU a\i~na]-ni 
13See already E. Caplce, OrNS 40 (1971) 182. 
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than the reverse; if anything, it may even strengthen that claim. In 

any case, it provides additional support for the contention that lines 

140ff. should be treated as a unit, and, thereby, strengthens further 

the argument for the absence of lines 140-141 in the original frame-

work of the text from which the incantation MaqM ¥11 119ff, derives. 

In support of this latter point, note farther that lines 140-141 are 

absent in the MaqM VII Ms K ?476+. 

Obviously, some details of our analysis and reconstruction of the 

emergence of MaqM VII 119-146 and related texts require modifica-

tion. Perhaps, at a later date, we will be able to provide a revised 

historical reconstruction. At that time, moreover, we might also 

wish to consider other interpretations of the evidence,14 with the 

almost certain result, however, of more - rather than less - compli-

cated stemmata. The analysis, moreover, would be further refined 

- probably not modified - by a close comparison of the individual 

Mss of MaqM VII 119-146. Still, the thrust of our argument stands; 

KAR 269 rev. is some form of parallel of MaqM VII 119-146. In 

gross terms, the historical scheme seems to be sound. Even if an 

alternative reconstruction is to be preferred, our attempt wiH have 

highlighted some developments that magical texts underwent and 

changes to which they were subjected. Most important, the study 

still serves to exemplify the type of textual development it set out to 

document. The principle enunciated and exemplified remains doc-

umented; namely, that texts like MaqM VII 119-146 are the end 

product of a series of changes and adaptions and that some of the 

logical and contextual difficulties encountered in reading these texts 

are the result of changes introduced into the composition at various 

points of its development. 

One further comment: It may be recalled that this reconstruction 

was among the first of a growing number of attempts at producing 

the detailed history of a magical text.11 It is possible that in my 

desire to understand how such texts came into being and to find, 

thereby, a satisfactory way of reading them. I may have simplified 

14
E,g., that the Namburbi lists of evils in KAR 269 rev. and Maqlu VII 119C 

were derived independently from variant forms of the list. 

"No te that our attempts are concerned with SB incantations, and we do not 

assume OB prototypes. 
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matters by creating overly logical schemes and solutions. In the pro-

cess, I may not have accorded sufficient weight to the vagaries of the 

transmission of cuneiform texts and to the formulaic nature of some 

of the phrases and blocks in incantations and prayers. Such con-

siderations may render precise historical reconstruction and stemma 

less cogent or compelling. Still, at this stage of the study of Stan-

dard Babylonian literature, I prefer the excesses of the historical-

analytical approach, I proceed as if all elements of a text have sig-

nificance and stand in meaningful relationships to each other. But 

if strict coherence or integration seems absent, I then attempt to 

define the difficulty and, when appropriate, to isolate additions and 

revisions and determine the manner of, the motivation behind, and 

the effect of the inclusion. It is not easy to read a composite and 

inconsistent text. Even if structuralist) or stylistic artifices are de-

tectable, we should first execute the historical operations so that we 

know what we are doing when we construct a harmonistic or selec-

tive reading that is often the only way to comprehend the composite. 

I should like to express my gratitude and affection to Thorkild 

Jacobsen and William h. Moran. They were my teachers and have 

been good friends even during difficult times. Marvin Fox has been 

both mentor and colleague; he has created the circumstances for re-

newed productivity. Calvin Goldscheider of Brown University sug-

gested and facilitated the publication of this work in the Brown Ju-

daic Studies, and offered the encouragement and advice of a dear 

friend. I am grateful to Jacob Neusner for graciously accepting this 

volume into the series. 

My wife Susan and my sons David and Ra'anan have shared life 

with me. They have been constant sources of love, joy, and knowl-

edge. They grow more precious by the day. I owe them a great debt. 

When I was writing these studies, I intended to dedicate them 

to my parents. Now, perforce, I would dedicate them to my mother 

with love and prayers that old-age be kind to her, and to the loving 

memory of my father. 

I. Tzvi Abusch 

Brandeis University 

August 1986 



In t roduct ion 

The written remains of ancient Mesopotamia preserve a partial 

record of the life and thought of that civilization, a record composed 

of documents of diverse forms and varied concerns, A significant 

portion of these documents constitutes a rich and complex mag-

ical and medical literature. This literature, which is part of the 

mainstream of the Mesopotamian cultural tradition, comprises de-

scriptions of symptoms, diagnoses, ritual and medical prescriptions, 

incantations, and prayers, and is recorded in a variety of formally 

distinct textual types. In modern terms, the magical and medical 

texts describe the beliefs and behavior associated with pathologi-

cal disorders, personal and social crises, and culturally determined 

anxieties of the individual, and they prescribe the self-administered 

and professionally-administered measures undertaken to restore the 

afflicted individual to a normal life. These texts reflect suffering, 

fears, and anxieties common to all men, and are among the most 

important sources for our knowledge of the personal and religious 

life of the ancient Mesopotamian. 

Although much progress has been made as a result of the work 

of a small number of devoted scholars, the study of this branch of 

cuneiform literature is still in its infancy, and much remains to be 

done in the areas of publication, systematiiation, and interpreta-

tion of the texts. Because of the size and complexity of the mate-

rials, significant advances can best be made by the intensive study 

of topically related segments of the magical and medical corpus. 

This procedure is far from new, and several segments of the corpus 

have already been investigated. However, although there has been 

a growing reanzation-since the pioneering works of Evans-Pritchard 

and Kluckhohn-of the importance of the role of witchcraft in the 

cultural and social life of many primitive and western societies, no 

comprehensive study of the Mesopotamian texts which deal with 

witchcraft has been attempted. This lack is surprising in view of 

the existence of a large number of relevant cuneiform texts, some 

of which have been known since almost the beginning of cuneiform 

studies, and of the mention of witchcraft in a number of general 

works on Mesopotamian religion, magic, and literature. 
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Accordingly, in the spring of 1968, we undertook the study of that 

segment of the Mesopotamian magical and medical corpus which 

deals with witchcraft. This project has consisted in (1) the collec-

tion of all Sumerian and Akkadian texts in which witchcraft plays 

a role, to which end all of the magical and medical texts previously 

published as weB as Geers' copies of several thousand unpublished 

British Museum tablets have been examined, and (2) the system-

atization and analysis of the texts for the purposes of tracing their 

history and ascertaining their meaning and of reconstructing Meso-

potamian beMefs and behavior relating to witchcraft. In view of the 

richness both in quality and in quantity of the materials, it is not 

surprising that this investigation has resulted in a number of new 

finds, some of which have already been presented in several papers 

to the American Oriental Society, communicated to the authorities 

of the British Museum, and shared with interested coMeagues in the 

field. While this is not the place to summarize all these finds, two 

results should be mentioned here, though they wiE be presented in 

detail and substantiated elsewhere. 

During the preparation, for eventual pubHcation, of an edition 

of the textual materials which form the witchcraft corpus, many 

new texts, duplicates, and joins were identified, and, thereby, new 

compositions were discovered and previously known ones were either 

whoEy or partially restored or provided with a fuller coEection of 

variants. In this context, the importance of the Geers coEection 

should be emphasised. 

The single most important result of the investigation, however, 

has been registered not in the area of text pubHcation, but in that 

of interpretation. The ritual and incantation series M#§M, which 

series was edited originaEy by TaBqvist and more recently by Meier, 

still remains the single most important source for the study of Meso-

potamian witchcraft. In, the course of an intensive examination of 

AfofM, it was found that this series, far from being a coEection of 

incantations brought together because of a common theme, repre-

sents a consecutive and unified ceremony whose incantations were 

recited and whose rituals were performed in the order given in the 

series, and that the ritual tablet of the series, far from being a sim-

ple catalog, is the manual for the complete ceremony. As a long and 
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complex ceremony, MaqM is divided into three major parts. These 

three divisions, each of which displays an inner unity and is defin-

able on the basis of internal and formal criteria, were performed in 

sequence; the first two being performed during the night and the 

third during the following morning. These divisions are tablets I-V, 

VI-VII 57, and VII 58-VIII. 

The length and complexity of the series are due to a number 

of changes introduced into the ceremony in the course of its evolu-

tion and to the accompanying developments in the body of the text. 

The stages of j^owth of MaqM can still be traced, and the series 

can be shown to have originated in a short sequence of ten incanta-

tions. Contrary to previous opinion, the MaqM incantations which 

are listed by incipit in BBR 26 V and in PBS 1/113 rev. / / K 15234 

-f 16344 (confirmed) are not an extract from the "canonical" MaqM; 

rather they constitute the historical nucleus out of which tablets I-V, 

the oldest division in the series, emerged through a conscious process 

of adaptation, repatterning, and expansion. 

While the short original version and the expanded final version 

of I-V differ from each other in respect to size and time of perfor-

mance (the former was performed in the morning), the basic pattern 

underlying the short version is retained in the expanded version and 

remains operative there in most of its essentials. This is especially 

fortunate, for, whereas the pattern underlying the final, version is 

obscured by the length, repetitiveness, and apparent complexity of 

that version, that underlying the original version is rendered con-

spicuous by the very brevity of that version, and, consequently, the 

identification of the pattern underlying the short version facilitates 

the isolation of that underlying the final version and the definition 

of its meaning. 

The pattern underlying the short version may, in summary form, 

be reconstructed as foEows: 

(1) The first part, which is composed of three incantations, cen-

ters on the judgment and execution of the witch. The plaintiff ad-

dresses Samai, identifies the witches, who are represented by statues, 

as the culprits who have harmed him, and asks Samai to order their 

execution by fire. He then turns to Nusku, who, as watchman, has 

guarded Mm against that witchcraft which was sent during the night, 
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and asks him to cause that witchcraft to turn back and attack those 

who originally sent it. 

(2) The second part, which is somewhat more difficult to recon-

struct because of the damaged state of aE three of its incantations 

and rituals, seems to center on the release of witchcraft through the 

untying of knots, on protection against future attack, and on purifi-

cation. The ritual of the third incantation prescribes the placing of 

a cornel branch in the heart of the witch, which action represents a 

further stage in her execution. 

(3) The third part centers on the transformation of the witch into 

a ghost and on its expulsion. After having been burned and impaled, 

the smoldering statue is drenched with water. The drenching serves 

to extinguish any remaining spark of life and malicious impulse in 

the witch, who is, thereby, finally and irrevocably killed, divested of 

aU corporeal form, and turned into a ghost, After the ghost has been 

pacified, the speaker expresses the wish that the mountain, which, 

in some way, represents death, confine it. He then commands the 

witch's ghost to be gone and never return, thus expelling it from the 

world of the living. On this note the original ritual ended. 

The expulsion of the witch's ghost, a theme which is crucial for 

an understanding of Maqlu, is bound up with the calendrical setting 

of the series. It is virtually certain that at least the final version 

of Maqlu was performed in the month of Abu, probably during the 

period of the disappearance of the moon at the end of that month. 

Maqlu was performed in Abu because of the cultic-calendrical associ-

ation of that month with Gilgamesh in his netherworld capacity and 

with the appearance of ghosts and their return to the netherworld. 

It is, however, neither to our general edition and treatment of 

the body of texts which constitute the witchcraft corpus nor to our 

study of the nature, history, structure, ritual, and calendrical setting 

of Maqlu that the studies in this volume are devoted. It seems to us 

that a somewhat more immediate and pressing need would perhaps 

be served by an exposition in case-study form of what we believe to 

be a productive approach to the materials. 

Students of Mesopotamian magical literature will surely agree 

that this branch of cuneiform studies, perhaps more than any other, 

is in a chaotic state and is, in a profound sense, term incognita. 
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While it cannot be denied that the difficulties inherent in this type 

of literature, the imposing mass and complexity of these materi-

als, the nature of their organiiation in antiquity, and their state 

of preservation and publication in modern times have been con-

tributing factors, it seems to us that the main cause of this situ-

ation is to be sought elsewhere. The study of this literature has 

suffered from the absence of sympathy for and the presence of an-

tipathy to the magical literature. These sentiments are due, in large 

measure, to the belief that these texts are not internally coherent 

and do not express a logical and meaningful pattern of thought. 

This belief, especially when operating in the study of the very gen-

res most alien to the modem scholar and most prone to expan-

sion, revision, and corruption, can have only one outcome; as a 

self-fulfilling prophecy, it sounds the death kneE of the philologi-

cal enterprise. The only way in which we fulfill our responsibil-

ity as philologists is by assuming that the magical texts do make 

sense. However, we shall find that sense neither by demanding 

that the texts speak for themselves nor by according them a false 

respect cast in the mold of literalism, but rather by approaching 

them with sympathetic imagination and educated common sense, 

on the one hand, and strict logic and rigorous criticism, on the 

other. 

The studies herewith presented are predicated on the assump-

tion that the magical texts do make sense, and they have as their 

main purpose the transformation of that assumption into a self-

evident truth. The first study is devoted to an examination of 

several incantations and prayers which presently display an inor-

dinate number of illogicalities. By the application of several dif-

ferent modes of critical analysis, an attempt is made to demon-

strate that these compositions were originally coherent and that 

their illogicalities first emerged as a result of changes introduced 

into these compositions in the course of their development. The 

second study, by way of contrast, is primarily concerned with one 

incantation and is essentially interpretive. By the probing of the 

details of this incantation, an attempt is made to discern and to 

understand the internal logic and the full range of meaning of the 

incantation. 
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Although the author is aE too certain that some of his arguments 

and conclusions will turn out to be mistaken, he presents these stud-

ies in the hope of having shown that where we do not understand 

the texts, the failing lies with us and not with the ancients. 



PART ONE 

Secondary Developments and Synthetic 
Growth in Akkadian Incantations and Praycrss 

Some Case Studies in Literary and 
Textual History 
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P rob lem, Hypothesis and I l lustrat ion 

A study of all published and many unpublished Akkadian prayers 

and incantations containing witchcraft-related terminology reveals 

that most of the texts deal primarily with witchcraft and can be 

typed and assigned to distinct categories on structural and thematic 

grounds. In a number of texts, however, these terms occur as mem-

bers of a much larger group of evils and stand in no causal rela-

tionship to the non-witchcraft terms. While this creates no essential 

difficulty for the interpreter in those instances where the text has as 

its object the combatting of evils of all types (as, for example, in the 

General Namburbi group represented by J A OS 59 llff. (13:6-8) and 

parallels: LKA 128 (obv, 101) / / (?) KAR 120 and KAR 282 (Frag. 

1:3) and the related KAR 286 (15)1), it does pose problems of an 

internal and/or contextual nature in a number of texts belonging to 

a wide range of prayer and incantation types. 

It is the purpose of this study to demonstrate that many of these 

texts are not made of whole cloth, but have undergone a series of 

changes, that these texts are often best understood as recensional 

stages in the development of a composition and that an understand-

ing of these texts, be it for purposes of interpretation, literary or 

religious history or translation, requires the application of "higher 

critical" methods. We propose to examine examples drawn from 

two text groups. These text groups were chosen because they are 

characterised by structurally different types of enumeration. The 

examples drawn from these groups were chosen because they exem-

plify different processes of development and require different types 

of analysis. 

However, before turning to these texts, it will be of some ben-

efit to illustrate the differences between "manuscripts" of one com-

*Cf. JNES If 153, where all these texts, save for the last one, are listed. A 

witchcraft entry occurs in all General Namburbi incantations of the JAOS 59 

13 group sufficiently preserved to permit judgment and in almost all the texts 

influenced by it. See below Chapter 2, Sec. D, 4, Position of Witchcraft Entry, 

1), and notes 3, 53 and 54. The appropriateness of the inclusion of this entry in 

this General Namburbi type will be discussed elsewhere. 

9 
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position, each of which must be classified as a different recension, 

K 246? + 80-7-19, 116 obv. r. col. 12' - rev. r. col. 2, KAR 78:1'-

5' and KAR 226 IV 3-132 provide tis with an exceEent example; for 

the genetic relationship between these texts is undeniable and their 

differences probably exemplify the simplest form of expansion of a 

short list of evils. These incantations are particularly relevant to our 

study because they relate to the General Namburbi,3 demonstrate 

the secondary nature of the witchcraft theme and occur in witchcraft 

contexts.4 

'These texts haw been identified as duplicates by Reiner, Surpn (AfO Beiheft 

11) [Henceforth: Jttffn*}, p. 84, and the first two lines of our incantation have 

already been transliterated and translated there. For KAR 78:4'-5', cf. RA 38 31 

n. 4. In K 2467 4- and KAR 78, as well as in S"urpu, p. Mm J.A W f., the incantation 

mktmbsmkkm is followed by the incantation fpui * Em ipiur A Em (cf. Snrpu, p . 54). 

In KAR 226 IV, however, the incantation aktmbsakka is followed not by ffjwf * Em 

but by two fragmentary lines (14-18), the first of which ( [» (x ) 1JJN].NU.U§ 

GI§.[ ... J; cf. possibly JCS 21 10:fl+a and references there) probably contains 

a ritual. Therefore, although it stttl remains possible that the incantation fj«*# 

*Ba occurs also in KAR 226, there is no evidence for this (modify accordingly 

the statement in Surp% p. 54). (For lists of occurrences of the incantation £ l 

*Em, cf. RA 36 31f., OrNS 8 306f. and especially 307 n. 3, Surpu, p . 54, and 

Caplice, The Akkadian Text Genre Namburbi [Diss., University of Chicago, 1963] 

pp. 172f.) 
3 KAR 78 has been classed in RA 48 7 as a Namburbi text written on an 

amulet. It is interesting to note the connections between the incantation found 

in K 2467 + , KAR 78 and KAR 226 and the General Namburbis. Three essential 

elements in this incantation have parallels in that group: (a) the request that the 
s*^t£%•¥%&- n # r i i t f i i gmmmf'^f f%ff #* i? i t« u t t o rr i#» £**%*&Ttt%& #fctt#Mi t%*e*tit%& &{%$%e%t%f*&*k %% f i * i i t i ^ o t i t 
C p j y i w U l H L %M^MkMflJr%Mm %*%mt,M,,j %$£% C V J U I S CM.I&I f**t*£ ^ J J M t C < & U i l L V * P 5 s i %rM,MJM.Mk | w u U i l v 3 8 **3F Mt%MUSM.%M i l l 

KAR 37 rev.(!) 2f. (cf. RA 38 31 n. 4) and JAOS 59 14:271; (b) plants, in their 

releasing and purifying role, are mentioned in contiguity to the aforementioned 

motif in KAR 37 rev.(t) 1 and JAOS Si 14:24-26; and (c) the evils Mated in KAR 

226 IV 8-l§ recur in JAOS 69 13:3-10, LKA 128:5-10 / / KAR 120:5-8, KAR 282 

frag, 2:6-8, AnBi 12 284:56f.f KAR 286:10-13 and in texts influenced by this 

genre (KAR 26 obv. 41 f., Maqlu VII 123ff.» KAR 269 rev. 2'-4' and JNES 15 

142:60'f.), [Note that a witchcraft sequence almost always occurs in these texts 

in the larger 1st of which these lines form part; the only exceptions are AnBi 

12 and JNES 15. See above note 1 and below Chapter 2, Sec, D, 4, Position of 

Witchcraft Entry, 1), and notes 53 and 54.] 

*See below note 10. 
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K 246? 4- 80-7-19,116 

obv, r. col, 

12' [EN ok-tab-aa]-ka id-ad~da~ak~ka GIS.S[1MIG] 

13' [GIS.SIKtt.LA U].[IN1.NU.US GIS.SA,GIS[IMMAR] 

14' [im-tu-ia ta-n]i-hi-m ta-di-m-ti-[m} 

rev. r. col. 

1 V4-mu m i l 1 [MU.AN.NA id it-talk* lummi lit-barlu] 

2 KIMIN id [f¥]-[nt-ft»-fM TI.LA liflm-bi/bil4m~m EN] 

[EN ofe»ta6-*a»&a §a-ad~da~a,k~ka GIS.SINIG] 

1' [GIS.SIKIL.LJA!? U.IN.NU.U§ SA-W gi-lmm-ma-ri 

3' [(x x)] ftf|-<a> or a hu-us-su GAZ SA-W te-fx] [x x] 

4' [U^mtt ITU) MU.AN.NA im it-tal-kn lum-ni /t*f6a|-[/«] 

5' [U4-mtt ITU] MU.AN.NA ia ir-m-bm-mm TIN h-Ml-lm-ni E[N] 

JL4J2 226 IV 

3 EN «fc-tefc-«a-fe[a ia-ad-da-ak-ka GIS.SINIG] 

4 GIS.SIKIL.LA U.I[N.NU.US GIS.SA.GISIMMAR ( ... )] 

6 rla1-a tu-ub SA-W-ia [la-a tu-ub UZU.MES-taT (HUL?)] 

1 [kii]-rpp rm-he-e rw-se-e up-ia-ie-e [HUL,MES-te ia LU.MBS-te] 

8 [HUL MAS].[GI«i?1 .MES A.MES-te GISKIM.MES-fc 

HUL.[MBS-<e NU DUG.GA.MES] 

§ [UZU.MBS ha]-\tm\~{wU% HjUL.MES-fe paW«-»-[te 

•Can DIE have the mime Ural Note Renger's objection (M 61 3Tf.) to the 

assignment of CVCY values to CVC signs. 

• P „ h . p , thi. . in. i , to b , furth„ Stored .cording to KAR 78:3'. 
TFof our restoration cf., e.g., LKA 128 obv. 14 and Laess#e, Bit rimki% p. 3f :2% 

(for which cf. p . 42) / / 5JTT8:2§ / / TT:29f and so emend KAR 80 rev. 10: NU 

DUG SA-W N[U DUG.GJA <UZU>. 

•Similar Ests seem to require this restoration of 9s. The major difficulty 

is that the normal form of this line in these lists is (HUL) UZU(.ME§/ME) 

ka/kap-p*-ti/te/*LALi*.MES par/pdr-du-ti/te iem-nu-it/HUL.MES NU 
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(EULMES-te) NU DIJG.6A.MES] 

10 [M-niq UDU.NIIA SIZKUE SIZJKUR H-pit qa-te 

KA UK[tj!.MES9 

11 [mim-ma lem-nu ia tj-fna SU"|-«a i E-ta [GAL]- [ I I 

12 [U4-mtt ITU MU.AN.NA io it]-\ta(\-ku hm-ni l[itrba-lu] 

13 [KIMIN ia tr-«-&«]-[" tit!?] T I - L A [lm-Wf-l«-«i IN] 

A simple comparison of these texts reveals that the group of 

evils which is limited to one line in K 2467 + 80-7-19, 116 has been 

expanded by a further line in KAR 78 and by »ix lines in KAR 226." 

DCJG.GA(.ME§) (cf, KAR 26:41, KAR 269 rev. 2% KAR 2S6:12, IK A 128 obv. 

Tf. / / KAR 120:*f., MOS 59 13:5f., MafM VII 124 and K 8409:4 [which has a 

shortened formulation to match the nature of the list there]), and our i n e would 

be the only one, if our restoration is correct, in which lemnUte precede* pardMti 

Note that only one wedge of -ff«]- is preserved and that this wedge might belong 

to the preceding sign. 
9Eestored and emended according to KAR 282 frag. 1:9. 
9 While it is almost certainly true that from a literary and typological point 

of view the development of the incantation was one of expansion, we are un-

able to specify the exact motives for the development or to reconstruct the exact 

chain of events. Our inability is due to the difficulty involved in assuming a 

direct development of the incantation from the context in which the short ver-

sion is found (K 2461 + ) to that in which the expanded version is found (KAM 

226). Since the content of the first three columns of KAR 226 (cf. Excursus) 

indicates that that tablet contained either a collection of witchcraft incantations 

and rituals or a complex witchcraft ritual, it seems reasonable to assume either 

that the incantation was adapted for use in this witchcraft ritual by the inser-

tion of the line mentioning witchcraft into an already expanded list of evils, or 

that the incantation, even before it was introduced into this ritual, had already 

taken on the form known from KAR 226 and, therefore, already contained the 

line mentioning witchcraft. However, since the short version of the incantation 

(K 246T + ) seems also to be found in a witchcraft context in K 246? + (obv. r. 

col. 7'f.: LtfyuS„.ZU.MU Mf.USw.ZU.rMUl [ ... ] ru-M-fti-nu HTO.fME§l), 

the assumption that the incantation was expanded in a direct Ene of movement 

from its context in K 246? + to that in KAR 226, while it would account for the 

addition of the line referring to witchcraft, would not account for the addition 

of the lines containing the non-witchcraft evils. A detailed reconstruction of the 

history of the incantation must await either the discovery of more examplars of 

the incantation or a more precise definition of the overall context of our three 

tablets, which is presently rendered impossible by their fragmentary stale. 



Chapter Two 

Maqlu VII l l i - 1 4 « and Related Texts 

A. Problem and Explanation 

We may now proceed with our detailed examination. In the first 

text group to be examined, the basic enumeration of evils, which 

is in list form, seems to have universal use. However, since texts 

of this group were used primarily against witchcraft, the univer-

sal nature of the list of evils does not agree with the use to which 

these texts were put. How are we to explain this apparent note of 

discord? 

By examining MaqM11 VII 119-146 we shall see that texts of 

this group do not possess literary integrity. Eather, they have a 

long literary history behind them which reflects, at least in part, the 

process of adaptation from a universal to a particular use. 

A reading of M VII 119-146 reveals the following elements; In 

lines 119-137, the speaker states that he is washing himself in the 

pure water of Bridu and expresses the hope that all types of evil, 

which he proceeds to enumerate in list form, may be rinsed off Ms 

body together with the wash water and may flow onto a figurine of 

a substitute. In the following lines, 138-146, he articulates a number 

of additional wishes, namely, that the substitute bear Ms sin, that 

the street release Ms sin, that another serve as a substitute and 

receive the evil consequences of an unlucky encounter, that the day, 

month, and year bring goodness, that Ea, Samas and Marduk assist 

him and, finally, that the witchcraft be released and the mamii take 

leave of Ms body. 

We are confronted by a text wMch had universal applicability 

(121-135), but wMch seems to have been used for the specific pur-

pose of combatting witchcraft. TMs use is immediately evident from 

the following facts; the inclusion of the text in Maqlu; the centrality 

"See Meier, Maqlu (AfO Beiheft 2), p. 51; for additions and corrections, see 

Meier, AfO 21 79. Henceforth, we shall refer to the series in several different 

ways: Maqlv; Meier, Maqlu, (when fallowed by page number); M (when followed 

by tablet and line number). 

JL«J 
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of witchcraft in the last three Bnes of the text; and the position of 

the witchcraft entry (135) at the end of the list of evils and in conti-

guity to the description of the central rite. The text ha§ a disjointed 

appearance and contains both secondary elaborations which, in part, 

ran counter to the original aim, sense and structure of 119-137, on 

the one hand, and a number of motifs alien to the witchcraft corpus, 

such as sin and the substitute, on the other. These observations lead 

us to assume that M VII119-146 evolved from a simpler incantation 

which had universal use and that a long development stands behind 

the present state of the composition, which in its final form has a 

synthetic core, namely, 119-137, to which has been added a lengthy 

appendix, namely 138-146, 

B . Texts 

The essential correctness of this approach is confirmed by an ex-

amination of a number of texts. That our incantation is dependent 

on, or related to, these or similar texts12 is clear from the fact that 

sections of M VII119-146 constitute part or the whole of these texts. 

Thus, K 7594:l'ff. / / KAR 165 rev. l'ff.
13 contain the core text mi-

nus the long list of evils; JAOS 59 13, a General Namburbi, contains 

the basic list of evils;14 OrNS 39 148f., a Namburbi, contains an al-

most exact version of a number of lines in the appendix;16 and, most 

important, KAR 269 rev. is a previously unrecognized parallel of our 

Mafia composition. KAR 269 rev. has the same elaborated nucleus 

as M VII 119ff. However, it has significantly transformed two of the 

motifs, has introduced minor but significant structural changes and, 

of greatest importance, does not contain the rather lengthy appendix 

found in Maqlu, 

l 3 That is, their ancestors, descendants or collateral relatives which, for our 

purposes, amounts to the same thing. 

" M ¥11 140, K T594: 7', KAR 16S rev. 3 and BUS 59:16 were already cited 

together in CAD B 180. 

"Goet ie , JAOS 59 13, already noted that 11. M. of the text edited there and 

M VII 123JT. are parallel passages. Cf. now AfO 21 79. 

**Caplice, the editor of the text, already noted the virtual identity of OrNS 39 

149:23'ff. with M VII 140ff. See below Sec. D, 3. 
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For the convenience of the reader, to facilitate comparison and 

because K 7594:1'fF. / / KAR 165 rev. l'ff., KAR 269 rev., KAR 286 

and LKA 128 have never been edited, we incltide here translitera-

tions of the relevant parts of these texts. 

1. 

K 7594;lr-8' / / KAR 165 rev.:l'-4' 

1' [om-it SUn,MU ub-bi-ib/ba] SBi.MU 

2f [ina A.MES IDIM K1J.MES id ina ero-a*Kio] \M\-b®~im-% 

3' [mim-ma lem-rm mim-ma NU D1JG.GA id ina] SU.MU 

UZTJ.MES.<MU> 

4' [SA.ME§.MU] [GAL-»T) rKP A.MES id SULMU 

5' [« mvrsarOrti\ id SfJn.MU Ui-id-hi-it-ma 

& ana U[GU-A»] \u\ la-ni-ki lil-likl 

1* e- tit- in It- \na\ - an- ni ma-hiT-1% Urn- hmr- an- \n%\m 

%' am-hur mt-tft-r[« liro]-A«-ra- Hn-ni fEN?l 

JAOSm 13:3ff.17 

3 [NAM].rBUR"|.[BI]18/«mtwi innate 

4 iddte Mate lemnete la iabaie 

5 Immmn lire! hainte pdr-dn-te 

6 lemnmte la tabute Immun Mi-pi 

7 n-he-e ru-se-e mp-id-ie-e 

8 lemnute id amelute 

9 li-pit qate hi-niq immeri 

10 niq alpi mim-ma iwrn-iu nepeiiv, bdrute 

11 i s at'ta-ta-lu m^-me-iam 

"-to, and Iti « e in MAR 16S and K T594 respectively. 
1TSome changes have been Introduced in adapting Goefcse't, Caplice*s and 

Meiert transliterations. 
18Eestoted on the basis of LKA 128 obv. 5. 
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12 a-tam~<ma>-ru ina smqi 4-kab-<bi>-sui ina a-ha-ti 

13 [dALAD/ALAD B]UL dUDUG HUL GIG!? 

14 [(x)HjULrfi^.,..18 

£1T4 128 obv. 

6 A.MES GISKIM rHULlMES NU DUG.GA.MBS 

7 HUL UZU.MES hat-tm-te pdr^du-te 

8 HUL.MBS NU DtG.GA tf It-plf! SU11 

9 hi-niq UDU.NITA SIZKUR SIZKUR-e 

10 DU-ft HAL-te HULLMES US12 US12 

11 US12 NIGLAG.A.MES HUL.MBS ia LV-te 

12 GIR11 mi-timrgi14iil-tu pi-rii-tm 

13 qn-ln kn-m-rm SAG.PA.RIM di-lip-tu 

14 NU DUG.GA $k-rbf NU DUG.GA UZU.MES 

15 dr>[rat DINGIR.MES] ta~zi-im~tu 

W [x] [xxx] fxx"| NAM.TAG.GA 

17 [ .MEJS ma-mtl DINGIR.MES 

18 [ .ME]S la ie-n-te 

JL y H*&C6S 

B 1 

KAR 28§:10ff. 

10 HUL] rAlMES GISKIM.MES ha-tm~a-ti (em-n[a-ft NU 

11 (HUL) MAS.GI§].MES hat-ia-a-ti pdr-da-a-ti lent-no-ti 

[NUT [fdbdti 

19 We restore and emend 13- 14a on the basis of M VII 128f. Accordingly, HUL 

at least in 13 (and possibly also in 14) is not the first nominal element in a 

construct (htmun), m previously understood, but an attributive adjective. We 

suspect, though we are not certain, that a restoration is recpited at the beginning 

of 14, If so, the HUL there might also be an attributive adjective, and we would 

read di- *« instead of rft-'%. For a reading of 14b, cf, JNES 10 153. 
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12 UZU.MBS] \hd\-t%~ti par-dm-ii km-mtr<t"NU [i&bMti 

13 M-fifil-mUDU!.NITA! BfALi SIZKUET1 SflZlKUE 

li-pii SU11 DU-ft MfA§,§U.GID.GID (or perhaps 

N[AMi.UZU) 

14 Z]£(marta) ho-liq-rtvlV SUM ho,4i^[t% 

15 HUL kU]-pi n-he-e m-se-e up-id-ie-e HUL.MES id 

\Li\J | . [ jy iJC#3- l l 

3. 

OrNS 39 14i:22'-2S'1?'20 

22' Z«mno(HUL) itt-a-t«4 #<f ii-iak-na at-ii ID lad-fi tna 

2tt-ttm~rt-ta 

23' e-n*-<«4 U-na-an-m ma-Mr-4%% lim-hur-an-ni ma-hi-ru id 
tmm-m limrhur-an-ni 

24' «4-f»tt sttl-rom arlitt M-du-tm satin hegalla-id li-bil-la 

25' \*E-a dSamai) u ^Marduk ia-a-ii m-^a-nim-ma 

4. 

IS.Jilt i50" J*CV, x, "J,«J 

Break 

1' ] .MBV[ 
2' HUL UZUJ.ME 4«-|»-[« pmr-du-ti HUL.MBS NU 

DUG.GA.MES] 

(cf. M VII 124) 

3' li-pit SU11 hifntliq UDU.[NITA ni-iq ni-qi 

4' mim-ma ium-i^ nirpti-\ti\ [LU.HAL-itjfx] [ 

(cf. M VII 125) 

5' 4]-r*a6!-6t|-[«« hut SIJLA a-[tan*ma]-\n] [in® Orha}-^fit) 

(cf. M VII 126f.) 

30 For variants, see the edition. 
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6' ]) [x] e \x\ [ftt-ltt ku-r]u ?if-[i«]-«#-fftt!"| [ ... ] fns|-jaŝ gl?-[<«{) 

(cf. M VII130) 

71 tntfii]-\nuS\ li-[tym-[nu mim-ma NU] DUG.GA [id ina 

<SU.MES-t«> UZ]U.MES-f t«| [ ... ] x fx"| 

(cf. M ¥11 121f.) 

81 HTO kii-pu ru-hu-m^ ru-m-mn up- id-iw-
r
ff HXJL.MES 

%' [id LU.MES id ina] ̂ SV^ia U[ZU!].MES-ia [SAi].(MBS]-i« 

10' [ba-iu-u KI A].rMES"> ia rSUfWa riP [mii"|-*a-x-r*i1 

11' | i« SU.MES-s'a US-§4- MJ- [if] - ma a- wa UGU- [At?] 

[u f«-»|t-[lbT| 

12' [WJifc(-ma anaku ImUui) LU.USw].fMUl « MI.USo/MU1 [ ... 

(cf. M ¥ii nm.) 

13' [INIM.INIM.MA ana UGU NU MI.US12.ZJU SU.MES 

jLUH-#[t (or perhaps [ana UGU NU LU.USiz.ZU « 

MLUS12.ZJU SU.MES LUH-«[f) 

MaqM ¥11 119-14617'22 

119 EN am-si qa-ti-ia ub-bUb zu-um-ri 

120 ina mi nmqbi ettmti id ina eri-duw ib-barnm-u 

121 mim-ma tem-nm mim-ma la tabu 

122 id ina zmmH-ia% fire-tag iiridni-ia& bam 

124 lumun iiri ha-[tu-H] par-du-ti temnmti Id Mbmti 

125 Upit qdti M-niq immeri ni-iq ni-qi (mimma Sum-in) nepeiti 

bamti 

126 ia at-ta-ta-tm u^-me-iam 

127 u-kab-bi-sm ina suqi e-tam-ma-ru ina a-ha-a-ti 

128 ie-ed km[tOtt\ m-tmk-ku km-mt 

129 murm [<ftp di-lip-ta 

130 qu-lu htr[ru ni-isj-sa-tm ni-ziq-tu im-tm-u ta-ni-hm 

Core 

21 Note weM this spelling. 

"Sec Mei«, Jfejfti, p. SI and AfO 21. 
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131 'tf-a o-[a] hu-u$-m hip lib-M 

132 gi-Ut-tu4 pi-rit-iu4 a-dir-i%4 

133 dr-rat ill [f»]i-Ai>ft Hi ta-zi-im-ti 

134 [njt-i* tlf [x n]t»ti tit nt-ti gate nw-mi* I Core 

135 Ittfn-fia feti-pi r[a-&e]-e rw-se-e mp-id-ie-e lem-nu-ti id ameluti 

136 ii-ti me M [zttmrtj-tag « mu-*a-a-ft ia gale-lag 

137 Ms-M-hi-it-mla ana mm]hhi mlam nigmgili lil-lik 

138 mlam nigsagi[li x] x dr-ni di-na-ni U-iz-bil 

139 su-u-qu m su-h-u li-pat-ti-rm dr-ni-ia 

* * * * * * * * * # * * 

140 e-ni-tUi It-no-an-ni ma-hir-in^ Um-hur-an-ni 

141 am-hur mi-ih-ru Um-hu-ru-in-ni 

142 «4-mtt ml-ma arhu hi-du-ti iattu hegalla-id li-bil-la } Appendix 

143 dE-a d$amai u dMarduk to-a-it ro»{a-mm>ma 

* * * * # * *## * * * 

144 lip-pa-di-m kis-pu ru-hu-u m~m-n. 

145 up- id- in- 4 lem-nu-ti id a-me-h-ii 

146 u ma-mit lit- ta- ft la zmmri-ia5 

Ritual: M IX 164: 
[ana mmhh]i falam migsagile q&tesu imessi 

C. HIitorical Reconstruct ion 

These texts allow us to reconstruct the history of M VII119-146. 

EAR 269 rev. and the core text of M VII 119-146, viz. 119-137, de-

rive from a text which had been constructed by means of the iniertion 

of a list of evils taken from a General Namburbi, such as J A OS 59 13, 

into an incantation identical with K 7594 ( / / EAR 165):l'-6'. By 

29 The argumentation and documentation upon which depend a number of the 

statements made in this section wiE be found below m Sec. D. 
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this insertion, the author of the common ancestor of M VII 119JT. 

and KAR 269 rev. specified the generic statement in K 7594:3'f.» 

mimma lemnu mimma la tabu ia ina zmmriya iereya iiraneya baiuy 

by means of a list of evils. This common ancestor was of a general 

nature and was not primarily concerned with witchcraft. 

In the source of the original list of evils and in the common an-

cestor of M VII 119ff. and KAR 269 rev., the witchcraft entry was to 

be found in proximity to the sequence "evil portended by dreams, by 

signs and by acts of extispicy," thus in the very heart of the list. In 

contrast to its position in these texts, the witchcraft entry in M VII 

119ff. is situated at the very end of the list (M VII 135), while in 

KAR 269 rev. it is outside the list (KAR 269 rev. 8'ff.). In these two 

texts, the witchcraft entry has been moved from its original position 

in order to accord it special importance in line with the intention of 

adapting these texts for primary use against witchcraft. 

The differences between these two parallel texts are most in-

structive. Their chief significance for our analysis lies in the fact 

that they are indicators of relative chronology and thus enable us to 

reconstruct the stages of composition. 

One of the most important differences is evident in the treat-

ment accorded the witchcraft entry. Although the witchcraft entry 

in M VII 119ff. has been moved for purposes of emphasis to the final 

position in the list of evils (135), it remains an integral part of that 

list. In KAR 269 rev., on the other hand, the witchcraft entry (8'ff.) 

has been removed from the list and set apart from the other evils by 

being placed after the catch phrase mimma lemnu mimma la tabu 

sa ina zvmriya ... bairn (7*), which appears in this text at the end 

of the main list in contrast to its position in M VII 119ff. at the 

beginning of the list (121f.). Moreover, the author of KAR 269 rev. 

has further emphasized the witchcraft entry by repeating the catch 

phrase in truncated form (ia ina zumriya ... bairn) after it. 

It is possible that the superior treatment of the witchcraft en-

try in KAR 269 rev. reflects a greater mastery of the techniques 

of composition and a more critical use of traditional material and, 

therefore, that the different treatments of the witchcraft entry in 

the two texts only relect unequal artistic ability. However, it would 

be wrong to treat this difference as an isolated phenomenon. The 
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different treatments of the witchcraft entry must be examined and 

evaluated in conjunction with several other differences and with the 

respective configurations of the two texts produced by these differ-

ences. These other differences are: the fuller form and more hetero-

geneous character of the list of evils in the core text of M VII 119ff. 

in contrast to its simple form in KAR 269 rev.; the washing over a 

general substitute in M Vll 119E (136ff.) in contrast to the wash-

ing over a witch in EAR 269 rev. (10'ff.); and the development of 

the appendix in M VII 119ff. (up to 148) along non-witchcraft lines 

and the complete absence of an appendix in KAR 269 rev. The non-

witchcraft character of M VII 136-143 must be correlated with the 

further observations that, apart from line 135 (which belongs to the 

basic repertoire of the Namburbi type of "Universal Beschworung" 

cited earlier), witchcraft is mentioned in M VII 119ff. only in the 

very last three lines of the text, 144-146, and that a version of 140-

143 occurs elsewhere independent of these very last lines. 

If the texts are examined from this fuller perspective, it becomes 

clear that, while KAR 269 rev. was adapted for the specialized 

purpose of combatting witchcraft at a very early stage of the de-

velopment of the "Universal" core text—prior to the addition of 

the appendix—, M VII 119ff. was so adapted only after this core 

text had been stabilized and the appendix up to 143 added, that 

is, after the text had a long development behind it as a "Universal 

Beschworung" type composition. It is further clear that the adapta-

tion of M VII 119ff. for primary use against witchcraft was accom-

plished by adding the last three lines of the text (144-146), which 

center on witchcraft, and by shifting the witchcraft entry from its 

original position in the list of evils to the end of the list. 

Accordingly, the differences between M VII 119ff. and KAR 269 

rev, must first be explained in historical terms before they can serve 

as criteria for an artistic evaluation. This historical reconstruction 

of KAR 269 rev. and M VII 119ff. indicates that the adaptors of 

these two texts worked under different conditions and that these con-

ditions imposed different limitations on each. Since KAR 269 rev. 

was adapted at a time when the composition contained only the list 

of evils and the central rite of washing and since M VII 119ff. was 

adapted after most of the appendix had already been added to the 
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list and to the central rite, it is clear that the freedom of the adaptor 

of KAR 269 rev. was less narrowly circumscribed than that of the 

adaptor of M VII 119ff. Therefore, while the adaptor of KAR 269 

rev. was free to restructure the end of the Est and to specify the 

witch as the object of the transference because these sections came 

at the end of the text and because the object of the transference had 

not yet been specified, the adaptor of M VII 119ff. was unable to 

do so, because, in the period intervening between the adaptation of 

the text in KAR 269 rev. and his own adaptation, a number of lines 

had already been added to the text, and, therefore, the end of the 

list and the rite no longer formed the end of the text, and because 

the general substitute had already been specified as the object of 

the transference. The adaptor of M VII 11 iff, was forced to confine 

his activities to minor revisions and had to make do with adding a 

section dealing with witchcraft (i.e., 144-146) to the end of the text 

as he knew it (143) and with moving the witchcraft entry to the end 

of the list (135). 

It is virtually unthinkable, and, therefore, unfair to expect, that 

the adaptor of M VII llftflf. could have eliminated the appendix up 

to 143 (or, for that matter, that either adaptor could have eliminated 

the various non-witchcraft evils mentioned in the texts), although 

this section was no longer germane to the central interest of the 

adapted text. For Akkadian incantations and prayers almost never 

underwent contraction through the conscious elimination of sections, 

and, if anything, the most frequent type of change in these texts is 

that of expansion through the insertion or addition of material. 

However, freedom to act does not imply compulsion to act, and 

while freedom to innovate is a necessary condition for creativity, it 

surely is not a sufficient explanation of it. Thus, while our historical 

reconstruction explains why the adaptor of KAR 260 rev. was free to 

restructure the text and why the adaptor of M VII 119ff. did not re-

structure it, it does not and cannot explain why the adaptor of KAR 

269 rev. did, in fact, do so. Therefore, while the differences between 

the two texts can teE us very little about the literary ability of the 

final adaptor of M VII119-146, they do point to the conclusion that 

the adaptor of KAR 269 rev. was a master of the techniques of com-

position and was able to use traditional material critically. To all 
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intents and purposes, we may treat the adaptor responsible for KAR 

269 rev. as an author who composed an essentially new composition 

and the adaptor responsible for the present text of M VII IIP-146 

as a redactor who prepared a ftnai recension. 

D. Argumenta t ion 

Several of the observations made in the previous section must be 

more fully documented and expounded. They relate to: 

1. the position of the witchcraft entry in relation to the catch 

phrase and to the list of evils in M ¥11 121-135 and KAR 269 rev. 

lr~10'; 

2. the recipient and formulation of the rite of transference of evil 

in M VII 136-139 and KAR 269 rev. 10'-12'; 

3. the literary source of M VII 140-143; 

4. the addition of M VII 144-146 and the shift of the witchcraft 

entry from its original position to M VII 135. 

1. Posi t ion of Witchcraft Entry 

The division of the basic incantation K 7594 ( / / KAR 165 rev.):l'-

6' (see below Sec. D, 3.) in M VII 119ff. is different from its division 

in KAR 269 rev. While in M VII 119ff. the list of evils follows the 

catch phrase mimma lemnu ... ia ina zumriya ... fciitt, in KAR 

269 rev. the list precedes it. Furthermore, while in M VII 119ff. 

the witchcraft entry is a member of the list, in KAR 269 rev. it is 

the only entry which stands outside the list. For in this text this 

entry follows the catch phrase and is independently qualified by a 

truncated version of it (so, ina zumriya ... bain). 

To appreciate these differences and to draw chronological infer-

ences therefrom, we must recogniie that, at least in these texts, 

structure is an expression of purpose and reiects the intentions of 

the composers. In M VII 119ff. the list of evils is simply inserted 

after the catch phrase, and the function of the list is to define the 

generic statement mimma lemnu ... bam in terms of a number of 
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evils one of which is witchcraft. This method of composition, while 

perhaps somewhat clumsy,14 is to be expected and is understand-

able in a text whose concern is <'universal.,, The structure of KAR 

269 rev., on the other hand, gives clear expression to the centrality 

of witchcraft and, therefore, must reflect the intention of transform-

ing a "universal" text into one which is primarily concerned with 

combatting witchcraft. By placing minima lemrm mimma la tabu ia 

ina zmmriya ... bairn (71), which sums up the list of evils (l#-6/), in 

clear parallelism with HUL kiipu ruhm .... ia ina zumriya ... bam 

(8*ff.)» the composer of KAR 269 rev. has produced an organic and 

balanced whole in which witchcraft plays a central role. More than 

just according equal weight to the two components (l'-7'; 8'ff.), this 

parallelistic structure, which may be classified as that of parallelism 

of definition or specification, defines all previous evils as witchcraft 

and thus integrates the two and raises the witchcraft entry to a level 

of supreme importance. 

The very nature of the list of evils found in M VII 119ff. and 

KAR 269 rev. and the fact that similar lists are found in the General 

Namburbis indicate that originally the lists found in M VII 119ff. 

and in KAR 269 rev. had a "general" purpose. Since the structure 

of the list in M VII 119ff. reflects such a purpose, while the structure 

of the one in KAR 269 rev. does not, it follows that the structure 

of the Hst in M VII 119ff. is the more original and was already to 

be found in the common ancestor of both these texts. Therefore, 

while M VII 119ff. developed as a general text continuing the tra-

dition and preserving the structure of this ancestor and adding the 

appendix up to 143 in line with the "general" purpose, KAR 269 rev. 

deviated from this purpose and broke off from the tradition before 

34The phrase mimma lemnu mimma Id tSbu ia ... bain may cither occur by 

itself, as in K 7594:3'f. / / KAR 1§5 rev. V , in which case it fulfills a generic 

function, or it may be joined to a list of evils, as in our two parallels. In the latter 

instance it functions as a catch phrase which sunn up all the evils mentioned 

and includes any left unmentioned. It seems to us that in this latter function 

it should properly appear at the end of the list. However, since this phrase 

and its short version mimma lemnu mimma li tabu do often occur before the 

enumeration of specific evils (Ct, e.g., M VII 174-176 and MVAG 23/2 23:61ff.), 

is it possible that its occurrence before an enumeration points to the mechanical 

(and [sometimes] secondary) insertion of the enumeration? This problem requires 

a thorough investigation. 
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the text had been expanded in such a way as to hinder a radical 

restructuring. While it is true that the composer of KAR 269 rev. 

did not eliminate the general 1st of evils, he did restructure it in 

such a way as to create a new composition with a new purpose. 

2* Ri te of Transference 

1 T594 ( / / KAR 165 rev.);!'^1, KAR 269 rev. and M VII 119ff. 

are built around the rite of washing over an object. The purpose of 

this rite is to transfer (impending) evil to the aforementioned object. 

This rite comprises, as it were, two "separate" acts. The evil must 

first be removed from the body of the patient through the medium 

of water. This removal is uniformly expressed in the aforementioned 

texts in the form: itti mi ia zumriya u musiti ia qatiya Umahitma, 

and it may, therefore, be taken for granted that this line was present 

in the common ancestor of KAR 269 rev. and M VII lliff. 

The evil removed must then be transferred to another object. 

This object may be variously specified21 according to the use to 

which an incantation is put. In the witchcraft corpus generally the 

object is the witch represented in effigy.26 The use of a representa-

tion of the witch as the object of the transference differs essentially 

from, the use of a simple substitute; for, while the'basic act is neutral 

and simply serves to transfer the evil, washing over the witch carries 

the added and essential nuances of reversion, inhibition and revenge. 

It is in regard to the identity of this object that KAR 269 rev. and 

M VII 119ff. disagree. Following the line quoted above, the several 

texts read: 

K 7594 ( / / KAR 165 rev.); 6r: 

61 ana U[GU-*i| [«] fa-nt-fet itf-ftM 

a8For example: the River; mim-ma lem-nu mim-tna NU DuG.GA id inm S[U 

NENNI] A NENNI G A M KI A.MES id zu-vm-ri-in u mu-ao»a-ti id SU"-Iti 

lii-id-hi-it-ma ED a-na iap-lu-id lit-bal (JWES 15 138:100-102); the ground, see 

below note 33; the nigsagilu, see below note 32; the witch, see below note 2ft. 
26See taess#e, Bit rimk% p . 39;3Tff,» and passim in the witchcraft corpus. 
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KAR 269 rev. IVU 

I f o-n«UGU-f«(?)l [u Ia-»]t-[M(?)l 

12' {lU-lik(-ma andku lublut) LU.U5l2).[MTr| % MLBS l2. rMU1 

[... 

M VII 137-139: 

137 ... [ ... ana mm]hhi mlam nigsagili lillik 

138 mlam nigsagili x] x arnf dindm lizbil 

139 8uqu u svlu lipattiru arnfya 

It is our contention: 

(1) that a text identical with K 7594 ( / / KAR 165 rev.):l'-

6' served as the framework for the common ancestor of M ¥11 119ff. 

and KAR 269 rev.; 

(2) that when this incantation, which had a "universal*1 purpose, 

was transformed in KAR 269 rev. into one which was primarily con-

cerned with combatting witchcraft, the formulation ana mvhhiki « 

laniki lillik of the common ancestor was retained, and the witch was 

specified as the object of the rite of transference by the addition of 

12'b, the last line in this incantation, in conformity to the normal 

usage of the witchcraft corpus and as an expression of the clear anti-

witchcraft purpose of the transformed text; 

(3) that after M VII 119ff. (or, more precisely, its direct ancestor) 

and KAR 269 rev. had branched off from their common ancestor, 

but before M VII 119ff. was transformed into an incantation pri-

marily concerned with combatting witchcraft, the §alam nigsagili 

(i.e., the general substitute) was specified as the object of the rite of 

transference in M VII 119ff. by the modification of ana mmhhiki u 

laniki lillik to ana mnhhi mlam nigsagili lillik (137), and the theme 

of sin as the burden to be borne by this substitute was introduced 

by the addition to this text of 138-139, 

These contentions depend on a number of individual points, and 

several of these points must now be established. 

M VI I 137. M VII 137 reads: ana mmhhi salam nigsagili lillik 

K 7594 ( / / KAR 165 rev.), the forerunner to the common ancestor 

of M VII 119ff. and KAR 269 rev., and KAR 269 rev., one of the two 

known descendants of that ancestor, agree together against M VII 
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11 iff. in not having this line and in reading instead; ana muhhiki u 

laniki tillik From this agreement it must he inferred that: ana mmhhi 

§alam nigsagili ftf lift was not in the common ancestor of M VII11 iff. 

and KAR 2§9 rev»; the common ancestor had instead ana muhhiki 

m laniki lillik; MAR 269 rev, preserves the reading of the common 

ancestor; and the salam nigsagili was specified as the object of the 

rite and ana muhhiki % laniki lillik was changed to ana muhhi salam 

nigsagili lillik presently found in M VII137, only after M VII 119ff. 

and KAR 269 rev, had branched off from their common ancestor.21* 

M VI I 138-139. M VII138-139 center on sin, and 138 develops 

the theme of the salam nigsagili introduced already in 137. M VII 

138-139 are absent in K 7594 ( / / KAR 165 rev.), the forerunner to 

the common ancestor of M VII 119ff. and KAR 269 rev., and in 

KAR 269 rev,, one of the two known descendants of that ancestor, 

Rom this absence it mnst be inferred that M VII 138-139 were not 

present in the common ancestor and that they were only added to 

the text28 after M VII 119ff. and KAR 269 rev. branched off from 

their common ancestor. These inferences are supported by the ab-

sence of any mention of sin in the basic list of evils found in M VII 

123-131 and KAR 269 rev. l'-6'. Furthermore, the demonstrable 

(see above) absence in the common ancestor of M VII137, in which 

line the theme of the §alam nigsagili is first mentioned in the text 

and from which line, therefore, 138 cannot be disassociated, supports 

the aforementioned inferences insofar as they relate to 138.2t 

We have seen that M VII 137 took on its present form and that 

138-139 were added to the text after M VII 119C and KAR 269 

rev. had branched off from their common ancestor. It is possible 

to delimit even further the (relative) time of these changes. Several 

considerations render it virtually certain that these changes took 

place before M VII 119ff. was transformed into an anti- witchcraft 

text (by the addition of 144-146 and by the shift of 135 to its present 

position) and, therefore, before the incantation took on the textual 

"The* inferences may find some support in the not infrequent occurrence of 

ana muhhiki/ia u limki/ia Uttik (in contrast to the general absence of M VII 

137) in incantations centering on a washing rite. Also see below note 29. 
3 We are unable to specify the textual or generic source of the»e lines. 
29ThJ» argument can probably be reversed and used, though with less force, as 

further support for the absence of M VII 137 in the common ancestor. 
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form known from the series. These considerations are; (1) in the 

witchcraft corpus a representation of a witch, rather than that of an 

undefined substitute, is commonly used in washing rites; 3 0 , a i (2) in 

any case, a nigsagUu appears nowhere else in that corpus;31 »32 and 

(3) sin plays a neglible role in the witchcraft corpus and is, in our 

opinion, alien to it. 

(While it can be regarded as certain that these changes took place 

after M ¥11 USE and KAR 269 rev, had branched off from their 

common ancestor and before M VII 11 iff. was transformed into an 

'"Contrast M VII 119ff. with KAR 269 rev,; and see above note 26. 
31 It is true that the ritual tablet of Maqlu prescribes the use of a mlam nigmgili 

in the ritual for VII l l«f . (IX 184: [una muhjhi mlam nig$agili q&tUu ime$$i). It 

must be emphasised, therefore, that the statements in M V I I 1ST and M V I I 

138-139 are in no way affected by this usage; for IX 164 is not the original reading 

of the Hne, and it was simply modelled on VII137 and not on the actual ritual or 

on the (otherwise non-existent [see note 32]) use of the nig$agilu elsewhere in the 

witchcraft corpus. The original text of the ritual is preserved in the Sultantepe 

recension of the ritual tablet (STT 83:72'; [BN am-si SUn).MU t#)-fe#-[a*] SU 

LUH SU"), and it was replaced by the present IX 164 as part of an overall 

Kuyunjik expansion of the ritual tablet. We discuss the history of the ritual 

tablet and its implications for the history of Maqlik elsewhere, and the reader 

is referred to our paper on this topic which was delivered before the American 

Oriental Society in 1960. 

It is interesting to notice that the translation of M VII 137 in CAD Ail 310 

(" ... the substitue igurine (of my enemy) ... ") reveals that CAD is also dis-

turbed by the use of a simple substitute in a witchcraft text. It is possible 

that when our text was adapted for anti-witchcraft purposes, the figurine of the 

nigsagilv would have been reinterpreted by the reciter as representing the enemy 

= the witch. 
M The introduction of the nig$mgiM into M VII 137f. is perhaps all the more 

striking in view of the very few appearances of nig$agtiv in Akkadian contexts; 

cf. AHw s.v. Note that of the three incantation texts cited there, one is our text 

(VII 1371. [and IX 164]) and the other two are bilinguals: CT 17 37 and LEA 

75 rev. While the former evidences no other similarity to our text, the latter 

should certainly be compared with it. It is MS Q of Borger's recent edition of 

the third house of Bit rimki in JCS 21 Iff. (see 6:46iF. [washing over a substitute; 

cf. 8:75ff.]), and it is the only MS of this text to have nigsagM ; all the others 

have andunanu, (A few additions to Borger's edition of K 8013 [JCS 21 8] can 

be made on the basis of a copy prepared by Weissbach now in the possession of 

the Oriental Institute: between obv. 2' and 3' W. copied traces of two signs at 

the beginning of the line and, therefore, obv. 3'ff. should be changed to 4'ff.; W. 

saw traces of a sign after ie-mut-ti in rev. 3 and copied traces of a further line 

after rev. S.) 
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anti-witchcraft text, it remains difficult to determine with certainty 

whether 138 and 139 were added together to the text and whether 

138(-139) was (/were) added at the same time as 13? was given its 

present form. Yet in view of the mention of the §ahm nigsagili in 

both 137 and 138, it may be regarded as probable that 138 was 

added to the text at the same time as 137 took on its present form. 

Moreover, in view of the mention of sin in both 138 and 139, it might 

be permissible to assume for schematic purposes that these two lines 

were added to the text at the same time. However, it must be em-

phasized that this assumption is questionable. For, in spite of the 

fact that 138 and 139 are jointly concerned with sin, 139 appears not 

to have an organic connection with the two preceding lines, since its 

ritual Sitz im Leben is an act of washing over the ground33 and not 

over a representation; and 137-139 must be regarded as a literary 

((?) and textual) conflation of two similar but distinct motifs.) 

Specification of Witch . Although it is sufficiently obvious, 

it should be noted for the sake of completeness that the specifica-

tion of the witch as the object of the rite of transference in KAR 

269 rev. (cf. 12V 13#) and the addition of 12'b to that text took 

place after EAR 269 rev. and M VII 119ff. branched off from their 

common ancestor and at the time that the text was transformed in 

KAR 269 rev. into an anti-witchcraft text. That this is the case 

is evident from the following considerations: (1) the common an-

cestor of M VII 119ff. and KAR 269 rev. was a general text and 

was not primarily concerned with witchcraft, and the specification 

of the witch as the object of the ritual is neither normal for nor 

original to this type of text; (2) neither is the witch mentioned nor 

is KAR 269 rev. 12'b found either in K 7594 ( / / KAR 165 rev.), 

the forerunner to the common ancestor of M VII 119ff. and KAR 

269 rev., or in M VII 119ft% one of the two known descendants of 

that ancestor; and (3) the specification of the witch as the object of 

a ritual is characteristic of texts primarily concerned with witchcraft. 

3*Cf.» e.g., M VII mi. and Surpu VIII 83-90, especially 89f.: it-it A.MES id 

SU-Aa u mu'tarthti id SU -fc[a] itl-io-JW- if-ma VLl-tutn lit-bal gaTnrlum a-to-amrka 

ftjp-i[«r]. 
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3. Source of M VI I 140-143 

We have repeatedly asserted in the preceding sections that an 

incantation identical with K 7594 ( / / KAR 165 rev.): l'-6' served as 

the framework for the common ancestor of M ¥11 119ff. and KAR 

269 rev. This assertion may appear objectionable to our reader; for 

he wiE have surely noticed that lines virtually identical with M VII 

140-141 (enitu lininni mahirim limhumnni amhur mihru UmhuruHnni) 

appear in K 7594;7'-8' / / KAR 165 rev.3'-4' (e-ni-tu li-\na]-an-ni 

ma-hif-iu lim-hur-an-\nt\ am-hur mi-ih~r{a lim}-hu-ru- -m-ns [EN?]). 

It therefore may appear preferable to our reader to reason as foEows: 

Since M VII 140-141 occur in the very incantation ( K 7594:7'-8' / / 

KAR 195 rev. 3'-4') from which the framework of KAR 269 rev. and 

of the core text of M VII 11911. ultimately derives, M VII 140-141 

must also derive from there and must have been present in the com-

mon ancestor of M VII 119ff. and KAR 269 rev. This conclusion 

would, of course, imply that a redactor of M VII 119ff. separated 

K 7594:6' (> M VII 137 ) and 7'-8' (= M VII 140-141) and inserted 

138-139 between them and that the writer of KAR 269 rev. pur-

posely omitted K 7594:7'-8'. However, in spite of appearances this 

is not the case. The identity of M VII 140-141 with K 7594:7'-

8' notwithstanding, these lines were not in the common ancestor of 

M VII 119ff. and KAR 269 rev. 

M VII 140-141 cannot be considered apart from 142-143, since -

as was already recognized by Caplke34 - an almost identical ver-

sion of M VII 140-143 is found in OrNS 39 149:23'-25', which is the 

middle section of a Namburbi incantation addressed to the Eiver, 

The absence of M VII 142-143 in K 7594 ( / / KAR 165 rev.), the 

forerunner to the common ancestor of M VII 119ff. and KAR 269 

rev., and in KAR 269 rev., one of the two descendants of that com-

mon ancestor, indicates that M VII 142-143 were not present in the 

common ancestor. This is supported by the absence elsewhere in the 

incantation of the gods mentioned in 143 (dEa dSamai u dMarduk 

yaii rumnimma). The occurrence of M VII140-143 as a unit both in 

our incantation and in OrNS 39 149, therefore, raises the possibility 

that M VII 140-143 form a weE established sequence, that all four 

MOrNS 39 151; cf. CAD A/2 261. 
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lines were together in the source from which M VII 142-143 derive 

and that 140-141 also derive from that same source and were not 

present in the common ancestor of M VII 119ft*. and KAR 269 rev. 

The task of determining whether this possibility is, in fact, true 

is complicated by Caplice's assertion that OrNS 39 149:23'-25# "are 

a quotation from Maqlu VIM40-143 with the substitution of mdhiru 

m lumni (a 'receiver of evil') limhmranmi for Maqlu's amhmr mihrm 

Umkum}innLfm*m For if this assertion is correct, the question would 

be thrown back upon our Maqln incantation, and, assuming that no 

new evidence were forthcoming, we would be required to conclude 

that M VII 140-141 were probably present in the common ancestor. 

This complication requires that the scope of our inquiry be wid-

ened to include the following two separate but related questions; 

1) What is the most probable point of origin of M VII 140-143, 

and does that point of origin support the claim that OrNS 39 149:23'-

251 are a quotation from M VII 140-143? 

2) If it can be shown that M Vll 119ff. is probably neither the 

point of origin of M VII 140-143 nor the direct source for OrNS 39 

149:23,-25l
l were M VII 140-141 present in the common ancestor of 

M VII 119ff. and KAR 269 rev., or were they added to our text 

together with 142-143? 

1) The probable point of origin of the sequence found in OrNS 

39 149:23f-25' and in M VII 140-143 is the Namburbi tradition of the 

Ba-Samai-Marduk and Eiver incantation groups. These lines, as a 

unit, probably originated either in an Ea-Samai-Marduk incantation 

or in an incantation addressed to the Eiver which was composed un-

der the influence of the Ea-Samai-Marduk group and was recited 

together with it. The occurrence of the sequence in the Namburbi 

address to the River in OrNS 39 149 is probably due, directly or indi-

rectly, to the contact of these two groups, and the immediate source 

of OrNS 39 149:23'-25r is probably either an Ea-Samai-Marduk in-

cantation or another address to the Eiver. 

3 i 0 r N S 39 151. The assertion is not accompanied by supporting evidence or 

argumentation. 
%*Um-hw-rm- '-in-niflimrhnrru-iw-m is a plural verb and should be noranalwed 

UmhwU'mni 
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These conclusions may he inferred from the following consid-

erations (note that almost all the passages quoted below are from 

Namburbis); 

a) In M VII143 we read: dEa dSamai m dMarduk yam rufanimma. 

This line clearly reflects the setting of the Ea-Samai-Marduk incan-

tations frequently found in the Namburbis and therefore may be 

regarded as having ultimately originated in that group of incanta-

tions,37 This is confirmed by the actual presence of this line there. In 

fact, not only this line, but all the lines in M VII140-143 are present 

in Ea-Samas-Marduk incantations. More specifically, we note that 

each of the three elements in M VII 140-143 (140-141,142, 143) oc-

curs individually there and that two of them (140-141, 143) occur 

together: 

(i) M VI I 140-141 

OrNS 36 31 rev. 4'-6'38 (Namb.)j 

... | ... enitm) linanni md{hirtu m Umhurannty ctmhmr mihm 

KAR 28 obv. 1'f. (Namb.); See below s. (iv). 

(OrNS 36 10 rev. 10' [Namb.]: 
mahiru limhuranni pe/ adu lipdinni) 

"Fo r lists of t i e Ea-Samai-Mardnk incantations, see Knnstmann, LSS nf 2, 

Siff. and Caplice, The Akkadian Text Genre Nambvrbi, p. 98. 
s t O«r citation of this text as am example of the usage of these lines in an 

Ea-Samai-Marduk incantation is predicated on the assumption that the reverse 

continues the prayer begnn in obverse 8'. 

*®The edition reads: ft-no-an-m-ma [ma-Mr-hit. However, since the enclitic 

-ma never occnrs in the many examples of this sequence known to ns, we have 

attached the ma to mahirtu. While we follow the edition in restoring feminine 

nouns, it is just as possible to restore env and mShinrf cf. OrNS 36 10 rev. 10', 

KAR 28 obv. 1'f. and King, STC I, 201: 5m lT04:15f., aU of which are quoted 

below. 
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(ii) M V I I 1424§ 

STT 72:7441 / / STT 251:38' (Nanib.): 

5!Tr 72: U4-m« *rf-|m«l [... )~TsS W>\1-V\U !?- ..., 

S I T 251: ... U4-rot» «[«)!-twn ITU « MU.AN.N[A!? .... 42 

(Hi) M VI I 143 

JL4J8 28 obv, 3' (Nanib.): See below s. (iv): 

BMS 53 obv. 4 / / JL4JZ 267 reY. 3: 
dE-a dUTU « dAMAE.UD ia-a-ii (KARi ana id-a-ii) 

ru'fa~nim-md 

KAR 26743 rev. 22: 

[
d
E-a <dUTU?>] u dAMAR.UD ana M-a-M m~§a-mim~ma 

PBS 1/1 14 obv. 21-22: 
dE~a % dUXU m dAMAE.UD ia-a-m nt-TscP-nim-ma 

40Note that a line similar to M VII142 may be present after M VII S3 (= M VII 

140) in a variant Assw MS of tablet VII, Thus while the end of the incantation 

M VII 58-S3 in the published Kuynnjik MS K 2950 + (TaMqvist, Maqlu, II, p. 44) 

is in the form given in Meier*§ edition (enftu Ifn&nni mahirtu iimkumnni}, the end 

of this incantation in the Assnr MS KAR 288 reads: m}a- hir-tu limlt-hup-an-m 

U«-[ ... ] (obv. 3?) {add this to Meier's variorum], and it seems reasonabk-

especialiy since there is enough room-to restore M VII 142. In any case, the 

ending_of the incantation in the Assnr MS is different fcom its ending in the 

*\,u.ytuoijc ivx*3* 

« STT 72 w „ . t a - d , cit.d fa. thi, connection by C .pUc , OrNS 39 151. 

*2STT T2;T5 / / STT 251:39' is not intelligible to us. 
49 While KAR 26T is not a Nambwbi, it does contain a sequence of lines (rev. 

17-21) characteristic of that gente. 
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(iv) M VI I 140-141. 143 

KAR 28 obv. l '-3' (Namb.): 

[ ] fxl [mi lininm] 

[ma]-rW!?-ni!? Mm-hmr^an-mi m[f?-&nt? ... ] 

dE-a, % T U dAMAE.UD ana U-ii rn-fa-niro-lroaj44 

b) The incantations addressed to the River, of which OrNS 39 

14S is an example, are open to the influence of the incantations of 

the Ea-Samai-Marduk group. This may be inferred from the joint 

recitation of incantations belonging to these two groups (cf. STT 

72:61-8? [Namb.]) and from the appearance of the request to the 

BJver to take over the evil as part of the Ea-Samai-Marduk incan-

tations (cf. STT 251:37' / / 72:73 [Namb.]: [ID ttro-fcurj-an-m ID 

Up-danl~m>ni said PBS I ft 14 obv. 20: ID limrhn-m arll-ftii).48) 

e) Central to M VII 140-141 is the theme of receiving (maham) 

evil. It is significant, therefore, that this is one of the major functions 

of the River. This function is evident from the frequent occurrence 

of the request to the liver to take over {mah&ru) the evil in incan-

tations addressed to the Eiver and in other incantations. 

(i) Incantat ions to t he River 

OrNS 39 135:23 (Namb.): 

mmh-fi-im-m HUL Mi-pe-e KLA.MES-ft Mm-hu-m kd-lm hi-til-ia 

STT 72:82ff. (Namb.): 

mmh~ri~<i>n(text: tr)-m!(text: giif7 HUL ... [I)D Um-hmr-an-ni 

**Note the interesting scribal error in line 8' of this text: the fet two » g M in 

the line, lud-tul, must be transposed and read Ivb-tuf. The scribe was probably 

influenced by l«d-|t*| and lu4-fa{§ at the end of lines §' and T1 respectively, 

" B o t h texts have -kid- instead of -dart-. 
<*TMs reading follows von Soden's translation of the line (SAffGf p. 338). If 

Hm-h%irr@-&n-mis to be read instead (so PSBA 34 T8), is it possible that 6r>ni at 

the end of IS is the object of limhvranni (20) and not the snbject of the preceding 

Urfq (19)7 

"Or, m«^<»n>.ni!(text: i r ^ t e x i : gii). 
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ID lip-dan-«a»~ni lim-hur... 

LEA 125 rev. 11. (Namb.): 

H)UL! M-a-<iu(l)> muh-ri-iwni-ma [... ] ... tab-li 

(ii) Other Incantat ions 

OrNS 39 135:16 (Namb.): 

[HOT m-n}%-ti ID limrhnr-an-mm lip-dan-nt 

Wevers and Eedford (ed.), Essays on the Ancient Semitic World 

(Toronto, 1970), p. 7 rev. 12 (Namb.): 

mm1 [ID] limrhur^ma lGI-ka ln~bU{b] 

S I T 251:37' / / 72:73 (Namb.): See above s. b) 

PBS 1/1 14 obv. 20: See above s. b) 

d) Not only do M ¥11 140-141 appear as a unit in a Namburbi 

incantation addressed to the liver, but even the M l sequence of Hnes 

found in M VII140-143 appears as a unit in a Namburbi incantation 

of this type. 

(i) M VI I 140-141 

King, STCI, 201: Sm 1704:15-17 (Namb.):48 

... e-fi«-[tt] 

[Undnni ma-h^m1 lim'hu-m-rant-{n^ 

[amhur mihru] iim-hm-m-lin]-ni 

(ii) M VI I 140-14S 

OrNS 39 149:23'-25': See above Sec, B, 3. 

"Eheliiig, RA 48 82 n. 3, referred to Sm 1104:15-16 (without transliteration) 

for Jus restoration of 1. 16 (top) of the text edited there. Perhap» amhur mihru 

HmhurG'inni should also be restored there. 
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e) Neither general nor specific considerations favor the view that 

M VII 119ff. is either the ultimate point of origin of the sequence 

found in M VII 140-143 and in OrNS 39 149;23'-2S' or the direct 

source from which OrNS 39 149:23'-25' were quoted. 

(i) It is not permissible to appeal to the dating of MaqM in the 

Cassite period (Schott, ZDMG 81 p. XLVII and von Soden, MDOG 

85 24) in contrast to the dating of the Namburbis in the first mil-

lennium (Caplice, OrNS 34 105) in support of the dependence of 

OrNS 39 149:23'-25' upon M VII 140-143. The allegation that the 

series was composed in the Cassite period remains unproved and is 

probably wrong. Furthermore, even if that allegation is correct, it 

may be regarded as certain that M VII 119-146 was not part of the 

series at that time.49 

(ii) M VII 142-143 were not present in the common ancestor of 

M VII 119ff. and EAR 269 rev., and, in any case, M VII143 reflects 

clearly the setting of the Ea-Samas-Marduk incantations and must 

have originated in that group, 

2) If, then, we are agreed that M VII USE is probably nei-

ther the point of origin of M VII 140-143 nor the direct source for 

OrNS 39 149:23'-25', we are ready to turn to our second question: 

were K 7594:7'-8' = M VII 140-141 present in the common ances-

tor of M VII 119ff. and EAR 269 rev.? We note that K 7594:7'-

8' (=M VII 140-141) are not present in EAR 269 rev. and that 

M VII 138-139 intrude between K 7594:6' (>M VII137; = EAR 269 

rev. ll'-12f) and I 7594: 7'-8' (= M VII 140-141). Thus, the oc-

currence of K 7§94:7'-8'(= M VII 140-141) in immediate connection 

with K 7594:6' (>M VII137; = KAE 269 rev. ll'-12') is supported 

by neither M VII 119ff. nor EAR 269 rev.50 Since M VII 140-141 

" T h e dating of Jfogfd, as we know it, mmst be based, in part, 011 individual 

studies of the incantations. If anything, a dependence on the General Namburbis 

and, therefore, a late date for M VII 119ff. is indicated by o«r atmdy. It may be 

mentioned here that also on other grounds we think a first miUennium date for 

MaqM more probable. This will be discussed elsewhere. 

- T h i s is a classic textnal s t a t i o n . Jnst to cite one other example, "there are 

instances in which either Matthew or Luke has a different order from that of Mark, 

while the other omits ... Thus we see that, wMle it is generally true that either 

Matthew or Luke supports Mark's order, there are important exceptions when 
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occur together with 142-143 outside of Maqln in what may well be 

a well established sequence in the Namburbi genre, it is far more 

likely that M VII 140-141 were introduced into M VII 119ff. along 

with M VII 142-143 than that they were in the common ancestor 

of M VII lliff. and KAR 269 rev., were omitted in KAR 269 rev., 

were separated in M VII 119ff. from M VII 137 by the introduc-

tion of 138-139 and were then responsible for attracting 142-143. To 

sum up; M VII 140-141 were not present in the common ancestor 

of M VII 119ff. and KAR 269 rev., and M VII 140-143 were bor-

rowed from a Namburbi related to, or standing in the same tradition 

as, OrNS 39 148:22l-26l and added as a unit to M VII 119ff. after 

this text and KAR 269 had branched off from their common an-

cestor. Since M VII 119ff. had not yet been transformed into an 

anti-witchcraft text at the time of the addition of 140-143, it may 

be surmised that its General Namburbi character was probably re-

sponsible for attracting these lines. 

4. Addi t ion of M VI I 144-146 and Shift of Witchcraft 

En t ry 

We have seen that M VII llSff. was originally of a general char-

acter and that this character is maintained through 143. This in-

cantation was transformed into an incantation primarily concerned 

with combatting witchcraft by the shift of the witchcraft entry from 

its original position either between 124 and 125 or following 12? to 

135 and by the addition of 144-146. These changes represent the 

final redaction of the incantation. These assertions are based on the 

following arguments; 

M VI I 144-148. 1) 144-146 are an addition to the text. The 

addition of these lines is separate from and later than the addition 

of 140-143. 

a) 144-146 are absent in K 7594 ( / / KAR 165 rev.), the fore-

runner to the common ancestor of M VII 119ff. and KAR 269 rev., 

and in KAR 269 rev., one of the two known descendants of that 

neither does," (E.P. Sanders, "The Argument from Order and the Relationship 
between Matthew and Luke," New Te$L Stud, 15 25T.) 
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ancestor. Prom this absence it must be inferred that 144-146 were 

not present in the common ancestor and that they are an addition. 

This .inference is supported by the contrast offered by the centraiity 

of witchcraft in 144-146 and its minor importance in the rest of the 

text. For elsewhere in the text witchcraft is only mentioned in 135; 

and, since that entry was already part of the list of evils in the Gen-

eral Namburbis (and therefore also in the co mmon ancestor oi J%.AM> 

260 rev. and M VII 119fF.), witchcraft was simply regarded as one 

evU among many." 

b) The absence of an organic connection between 140-143 and 

144-146 and the occurrence elsewhere of 140-143 as a unit indepen-

dent of 144-146 indicate that the addition of 144-146 is separate from 

that of 140-143. 

c) That the addition of 144-146 is later than that of 140-143 is 

evident from the fact that while 140-143 continue the tenor of 119-

" Only one entry in M VII 121-131 and in the lists in the General Nambwrbis 

of the JAOS 59 13 group deals with witchcraft or Mack magic; namely, lumun 

kiipf ruhi ru$t upi&ii lemnMe #o armilvti. None of the entries in M VII 125, 

KAR 269 rev. 3 ' ( JAOS 59 13:9f., EAR 286:13 and LKA 12S:8f. (cf. tether 

AnBi 12 384:56f.f KAR 120:4, KAR 282 frag. 2:T» KAR 228 IV 10, KAR 26 

obv. 42, JNES 15 142:81', RA 50 22 rev, 3) refers, as has sometimes been 

thought {JAOS. 59 16, JNES 15 143:81' and note on p. 140 [cf, CAD E 245], 

AnBi 12 288 [translation of 284:86], CAD H 195), to acts of Hack magic. Rather, 

they all refer to evil portents deriving from divinatory activities of the diviner. 

Within the context of this type of literature this is most clear from KAR 286, 

cited above (note especially KAR 288:14 [for martu halqat and ubMnu halqat, cf. 

recently Labat, Un Caiendrier Bmbylonien, pp. 138f. n.4]), from STT 63:47*ff., 

a General Nambnrbi, for which we have identified the duplicate K S409a;lff. (a 

composite of the relevant lines, K 8409a:2ff. (A) / / STT 63:4T'ff. (B), reads: 

[KIT WMAL (B:\x\) u (B; omits) LU.ENSI Dl-fii NU SLSfAl lu ina SIZKUE 
» • m I Mfr ftn T A P P A n. «.„i? nil n T IT WAT ,L1- I„ „ m . «„.;*. 

bl/rlvUK. III tna rili7.bU.lAv7.VrA *« tnall UU-tt JuU.nAL-u-tt lu-u (Jo: omits 

-«) ZE hal-qat lu-u (B: omits -u) 5U.S1 hat*qat lu-u UZU.MBS ha~£u-ti . . ,) , and 

especially from STT 231 {JNES 26 186C) [we are indebted to Miss Eeiner for 

the knowledge of this last text,]. For the individual terms see especially JCS 11 

94, ZA » 210, A*. , HinJ^i CAD B 1 » : H . [Mi,, Reiner , u g 6 e , t . d to 

us that lipit q&ti might refer specifically to the act of touching the forehead of 

the animal before sacrifice. It is possible that Ebeling had this in mind when he 

translated that term as "Handanlegttng(?),,
 {RA 80 23 rev. 3). Cf., also, l&pitpQt 

immeri, which is translated by CAD I 131 as "(the owner) who placed his hand 

on the forehead of the sheep (before the extispicy) .,.,'* (Gurney, AnSt 8 108, in 

comparing pvhsda lapStu with this phrase (a comparison implicitly abandoned in 

AnStB 163], introduces the "laying on of hands" in Leviticus as a parallel.)] 
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140, 144-146 through the emphasis on witchcraft deviate from that 

tenor and agree with the tenor of the environment (i.e., MaqM) in 

which the incantation is presently found. 

2) 144-146 must have been added to the text for a reason. Since 

these lines center on witchcraft, since they contrast in this regard 

with the rest of the text and since the incantation is presently used 

in an anti-witchcraft context (i.e., Maqlm)$ these lines must have been 

added for the purpose of transforming a text of general character into 

one primarily concerned with combatting witchcraft.52 

Posit ion of Witchcraft Entry, 1) The present position of 

the witchcraft entry in 135 is not its original one, for originally it 

occurred either between 124 and 12S or right after 127. 

a) A simple comparison of M VII llPff. and KAR 269 rev. with 

the General Namburbis of the JAOSB9 13 group suffices to demon-

strate that the basic list of evils contained in the common ancestor 

of M VII H9ff. and KAR 269 rev. was indigenous to the Gen-

eral. Namburbis of the JAOS 59 13 group. The presence of the 

witchcraft entry in the common ancestor may be inferred, there-

fore, from the consistent occurrence of this entry in texts of the 

JAOS 59 13 group,53 This inference receives some confirmation 

from the presence of the entry in both descendants of the com-

mon ancestor. However, since the entry is in a sightly different 

position in each of these descendants, the confirmatory force of its 

presence in the two descendants is proportionately weakened, and 

" T h e mention of mSmft in 146 in no way affects onr statement that 144-146 

center on witchcraft; for here, as in a number of other passages, the mamtt seieure 

is due to the workings of witchcraft. This will be discussed elsewhere. 
M T b e sequence HUL(.ME§) U§j2/lst*-p$ U§l2/r«-fce-e USij/rw-ne-e 

NfG.A6.A.MB§/«p-i*#e-e BUL.MEl M LU-te/.MlS occurs in a ! texts of this 

incantation type sufficiently preserved to permit judgment (see immediately be-

low b) and above Chapter 1 and notes 1 and 3). TMs consistent occurrence is 

all the more itriMng in view of the absolute absence of the witchcraft sequence 

in other groups of General Nambmrbis. Thus, with the exception of the anti-

witchcraft subtype (KAR 35, KAR 36 + 261 and, possibly, KAR 3T rev. (!))» 

none of the published General Nambnrbt prayers of the Ea-§amai-Mardnk type 

listed in Caplice, The Akkadian Test Genre Namburbis pp. 98 and 248f. (OBCT 

6 pi. 22 + BMS 62, CT 41 23f., KAR 3ST +, LEA lOt and IK A 129) contains 

any mention of witchcraft. This is also true of the one other published General 

Nainburbi, AnBi 12 282ff. 
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further confirmation, while not necessary, would be welcome. It 

is therefore fortunate that the witchcraft entry itself provides this 

confirmation; for its very formulation (M Vll 135: lum-nn kiipf 

...) clearly reveals the Namburbi character and derivation of the 

line, since the form of the entry with introductory HUL is almost 

never found in normal witchcraft texts, but is the normal form in 

Namburbis of the JAOS 59 13 group and in texts dependent upon 

them.64 

b) Since the witchcraft entry is always to be found in proxim-

ity to the sequence "evil portended by dreams, by signs and by 

acts of extispicy" in the JAOS 59 13 group of Namburbis (JAOS 

m 13:3ff,, LKA 128:5c, KAR 286:10ff.) and in related texts (e.g., 

EAR 226 IV 7ff., KAR 26 obv. 37ff.) and since the common an-

cestor of M VII 11 iff. and KAR 269 rev. had a general (rather 

than a witchcraft) concern, the witchcraft entry must have been in 

the same position in this ancestor as in the aforementioned group 

of General Namburbis, i.e., following or inserted into M VII 123-

127 and KAR 269 rev. l'-5'. The marked similarity between M VII 

123-129 and JAOSm 13:3b-14a and, especially, between M VII 126-

127 and JAOS 59 13:11-12 would seem to require the assumption 

that M VII 135 was between 124 and 125 in the common ances-

tor. However, this is an aberrant position, and the writer of JAOS 

59 13:3ff. almost certainly erred in placing the witchcraft entry 

between 5-6a and if., because he thereby broke up a series of en-

tries referring to extispicy activities. (Contrast KAR 286 and LKA 

128 [Sec. B, 2. above], where the witchcraft entry follows the ex-

tispicy series.) If it is correct to restore KAR 282 frag. l : l ' -3 ' as: 

MSee immediately below b) and above Chapter 1 and note 3 for references, 

and see above note 53 for the form. Originally HUL in this usage represented 

lumun, and HUL kiipf ... was "the evil of witchcraft ..." (and not "the evil 

(and) the witchcraft ...»). The form lum-nu in M VII 138, unless i t jb a plnral 

(does lumnu form a plural in - i ?; if to, cf. LKA 128:10; BUL.MES U§ta . . .), 

represents a scribal re-/misinterpretation of HUL (Irnnun) as lumnu. A similar 

re-/misinterpretation is to be found also in the parallel text, KAR 269 rev. 8*. 

This is evident from the nominative forms (ruiu upi&iv) there, instead of the 

more original oblique ones. 
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a-tla-am-ma-m in® ahiti nkabbisu] 

ina ««!-[gi lumun kiipf rmhi ruse] 

NIG.AG.[A.MES lemnmti ia awelutt% 

we would prefer to assume that the common ancestor of M VII 119ff. 

and KAR 269 rev. had the witchcraft entry between M VII 127 and 

128; KAR 269 rev. 5' and 6'. 

2) Since the position of the witchcraft entry in M VII 119ff. 

(135) (and in KAR 269 rev. [8'f.]) is different from its position in 

the common ancestor, this entry must have been shifted from its 

original position and this shift must have taken place for a reason. 

Since M VII135 deals only with witchcraft, since its present position 

at the end of the list and in contiguity to the description of the cen-

tral rite highlights and emphasizes the entry, since the incantation is 

presently used in an anti-witchcraft context (i.e., MaqM) and since 

144-146 were added for the purpose of transforming the text into 

an incantation concerned primarily with combatting witchcraft, 135 

must have been shifted from its original position to its present one 

in order to emphasize witchcraft and for the purpose of the afore-

mentioned transformation. 

Final Redact ion. Although certainty is out of the question, it 

may be regarded as highly probable that the witchcraft entry was 

shifted to its present position in 135 at the same time as 144-146 were 

added to the text. Moreover-and nnaUy-since 144-146, the very lines 

which center on witchcraft, are the latest (significant) addition to the 

text and are (therefore) the last lines in the text and since the text is 

presently found in an anti-witchcraft context (i.e., M«§M), it may be 

taken for granted that the addition of 144-146 (and the shift of the 

witchcraft entry to its present position) represent the final redaction 

of the incantation and that the version known from Maqln is that 

redaction, 

E. Summary 

We may review by way of summary the history of KAR 269 rev. 

and M VII 119ff. from the point at which they branch off from their 

common ancestor. 
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The author of KAR 269 reY. adapted the text for primary use 

against witchcraft by restructuring the list of evils so as to emphasize 

witchcraft and by specifying the witch as the object of the washing 

ritual in accordance with the standard usage of the witchcraft corpus. 

KAR 269 ends on this note. KAR 269 rev. is part of an indepen-

dent Assur collection or complex ritual parallel or antecedent to the 

standard complex ritual Maqli,m 

MaqM VII lljMF., on the other hand, was not immediately adapted 

for primary use against witchcraft, and the witchcraft entry was re-

tained in its original position either between 124 and 125 or following 

127. Prior to the aforementioned adaptation, the mlam nigsagiliwm 

specified as the object of the rite by the modification of ana mmhhiki 

% laniki Ullik to ana tmihhi mlam nigsagili UUik (137), and 138-143 

were added. While it is possible that the modification of 137 and the 

addition of 138-143 represent as many as four temporally distinct ac-

tivities (change of 137; addition of 138; addition of 139; addition of 

140-143), it is more probable that they represent no more than two 

stages of redaction; 137-139; 140-143. In any case, 140-143 derive 

from a non-extant variant of OrNS 39 149:23'-25'. Some time subse-

quent to these changes in the text, the final redactor (perhaps under 

the influence of a text like KAR 269 rev.se) adapted the text for 

» % £ % Z . w , « o n that . t « i * n U - to or i t o t a l with KAR 269 

rev. may have been the source of the influence is no more than a convenient 

guess, it may find some support in the probable presence (see below) of M VII 

119-146 on the obverse of the same tablet and, therefore, in the atsociation of 

these two texts in the scribal tradition. Our reconstruction of KAR 269 obv. 

II 1-3 indicates that these lines are virtually identical with M VII 144-146 (see 

Excursus). Although the absence of the lower part of obverse I does not permit 

us to exclude the possibility that KAB 269 obv. II1-3 (= M VII144-146) are the 

final lines of an otherwise unknown incantation (if so, this might be the source 

from which M VII144-146 derive), it is more judicious to presume that these lines 

are the final part of M VII 119-146 and that M VII 119-143 were to be found 

in the presently missing lower part of obv. I. It may also be emphasised that 

the presence of M VII 119-146 and the parallel incantation KAR 289 rev. in the 

same tablet in no way affects our chronological reconstruction, and, if anything, 

it further delimits the period in which the changes in M VII 119-146 were made 

and in which M VII1 If-146 was transformed into an anti-witchcraft incantation. 

For this presence simply indicates that the changes were introduced into M VII 

119-146 prior to the writing of this tablet. 
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primary use against witchcraft by adding the last three lines and by 

shifting the witchcraft entry to its present position (135) at the end of 

the list of evils. We may surmise that only then was our composition 

incorporated, or fit to be incorporated, into Maqlu, It is to be noted 

that the major line of growth of M VII 119-146 was along its termi-

nus (i.e., the material was added in the main to the end of the text). 

The results of our analysis are embodied in the following chart 

which presents in genetic form the course of the composition of M ¥11 

119-146 and the influences or traditions which have entered into its 

construction. 
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Chapte r Three 

KAR 2§ and BMS 12 

A. Principles and Prob lems 

Before we proceed to the next group of texts, it will be of some 

value to summarize a few of the more general results which have 

emerged thus far from our study. 

By examining texts related to KAR 226 IV and to M VII 119-

146, we noticed the existence of actually extant representatives of 

different stages of development of these two compositions. Our de-

tailed study of the latter group (M VII 119-146) demonstrated that 

changes introduced into a composition in the course of its develop-

ment may lead to the emergence of logical, structural and/or contex-

tual anomalies in a specific recension or representative of that com-

position and that these anomalies are explicable therefore in terms 

of that development. 

This demonstration tends to validate two rather obvious though 

rarely applied principles; (1) It is to be assumed that every magical 

text, regardless of its present state , was at one time coherent. While 

this is perhaps not actually true of every text, the burden of proof 

is always on the scholar who wishes to deny its applicability to a 

specific text, (2) Since there is an unfortunate absence of correspon-

dence between texts which contain internal difficulties and texts for 

which we possess forerunners, parallels and variant manuscripts, it is 

both proper and necessary to seek a "higher critical" solution of in-

ternal textual problems even when, or perhaps especially when, the 

aforementioned types of witnesses are not extant. This is, of course, 

not to say that the results reached through a purely internal analysis 

partake of the same degree of certainty as those reached through a 

comparison of actually extant texts. But, then, the results of liter-

ary criticism, analysis and interpretation never partake of any real 

certainty, and they can only be evaluated in terms of their likelihood 

and of their contribution to understanding. 

In contrast with the previously examined text group in which 

the evils were enumerated in list form, the text group to which we 

45 
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now turn comprises prayers in which the evils, including witchcraft, 

encountered by the sufferer are enumerated and their actions and/or 

effects described in verbal sentences. These sentences jointly form a 

lament. These laments present a "scene" in which several "events'* 

take place; and the presentation posits, implicitly or explicitly, a re-

lationship of contemporaneity, identity or causality among its mem-

bers. However, aU too often the presentation appears disjointed and 

incoherent, and the absence of a clear definition of the relationship 

existing among all the members, generally, and between witchcraft 

and the other members, specifically, creates problems of a linguistic, 

literary and religious nature. How are we to explain the apparent 

lack of unity and the occasional presence of internal contradiction in 

these laments? 

It seems reasonable to assume that these texts, just as the texts 

of our earlier group, underwent change and that these changes are 

responsible for the present appearance of the laments. That this is, 

in fact, the case and that textual evidence attesting to development 

and change exists also for this group are evident in varying degrees 

from a comparison, for example, of KAR 23II 9ff. and LKA 40a with 

LKA 57:16ff.; of BMS 22:1 Iff. with LKA 56 obv, llf.; and of STC 

II 75ff. with its Boghazkoi forerunners recently edited by Eeiner 

and Guterbock.57" These changes may be due to different causes 

and may serve different purposes. To take just one example; it is 

clear from the first comparison that witchcraft has been secondarily 

inserted into the text of a prayer which originaEy dealt with illness 

and that this illness has been redefined as having been caused by 

witchcraft. 

While it would be most instructive to compare the variant manu-

scripts of compositions belonging to this group, very little purpose 

would be served by this in the context of the present study. For 

the purpose of this study is to provide examples of several differ-

ent modes of critical analysis of incantations and prayers (and not 

to solve all problems of interpretation created by the occurrence of 

witchcraft terms), and we have already provided an example of the 

comparative mode. We propose, therefore, to leave an examination 

of the variant manuscripts of this group for another occasion and 

See JCS 21 258ff. 
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to concentrate instead on two well known prayers to Marduk for 

which, as far as we are aware, manuscript evidence of change does 

not exist. 

Although both KAR 26 and BMS12 are known from several ex-

amplars, these examplars present, as it were, a united front and are 

of no real assistance in resolving difficulties found in these compo-

sitions. Thus, these compositions can only be analysed, their his-

tory reconstructed and the difficulties found in them resolved by 

means of a purely internal analysis. These prayers exemplify, as we 

shall see, diametrically opposed developments; the one, KAR 26, a 

prayer originally concerned with the effects of witchcraft, has been 

changed into one which has universal applicability and which regards 

the anger of the gods as the source of the sufferer's difficulty; the 

other, BMS 12, has been reworked so as to have a primarily anti-

witchcraft concern. Yet, while each text developed in a direction 

opposite to that of the other, the configuration in each of internal 

and contextual phenomena representative of the development paral-

lels that of the other and therefore confirms the analysis of the other. 
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B. KAR 2© 

1. Lament 

KAR 2658
 obv. 31-42 read: 

35 r « H « " P D]INGIE.MU ^ i - « . %.DAE.MU z ^ U id 

kam-lu lib-ba-§4-mm-ma ze-nu-u Kl-t'a 

36 t'jw sm-^tt^-ttr pa-mi u ma-le-e lib-ba-ie US.MES-nt 

37 Mi-pi nt-he-e ru-se-e mp-M-ie-e lem-rm-ti id a-me-lu-ti 

ip-pari-ku-ni~maw ina IGI DINGIR-rfA[*a GAL]-1"*!1 

38a ina pa-an DINGIE u dU.DAE ^u^'sd-di-^kP-nu-inrni 

38b AN.TA.SUB.BA dLUGAI,.tJE.EA SU.DINGIE.EA 

SU.dINANNA rSU.GIDIMlMA 

39 SU.NAM.EEIMrSU1.NAM.<L!J>.Ux.WJ SAG.PA.EIM % 

NTJ DUG.GA UZU.MES it~hu-mim~ma a~na~m-sa 
«4- roe- iam- ma 

*An edition of KAR 28 was published by Ebeling, ZDMG 69 96ff. and im-

proved upon by Meissner, ZDMG 69-413f.; von Soden, SAHGt pp. 306ff,, trans-

lated the maim prayer to Marduk. For previous discussions of different parts of 

KAR 26, see Kunstmann, LSSnl 2 Tl and 96f.t SAHG% pp. 396f. and AS 16 294f. 

KAR 26 is duplicated by AMT 96/7 (= KAR 26 obv. 1-10) / / Em 2, 171 (obv. 

= KAR 26 obv. 1-16; rev. = part of a colophon) (+) Th. 1905-4-9, 117 + K 3266 

+ 8176 + 6033 (lower part of obv. and upper part of rev. = KAR 26 obv. 55 -

rev, 25) / / K 5937, (= KAR 26 obv. 40-55). All the unpublished fragments were 

already identified as duplicates in the margins of Geers* copies, and some have 

already been quoted in the dictionaries. For K 6033, see already Kunstmann, 

LSS nf 2 97. Kunstmann, ibid., treated AMT 96/7 in conjunction with K 2832 

(= RMS p. XIX) and concluded that it "ist vielleicht bloss cine Variante'* to 

KAR 26. As for the new joins: in the margin of Geers' copy of K 3268 + 8176 

(before it was joined to 6033) there is a note (written probably by G. Meier, if we 

may judge from the handwriting) that it "gehort viell. zur gleich Tafel wie Em 2, 

171.*' TMi was confirmed by Mr. C. Walker of the British Museum, to whom we 

communicated this information. Mr. Walker also confirmed our suggestion that 

Th. 1905-4-9, 117 joins K 3268 + and informed us that K 3268 + and K 5937 

are written in different scripts. 

" T h i s restoration is based on M e i W s comment, ZDMG 61 413, that 35 

"muss am Anfange ungefihr erginit werden: '(Versohnt mich wit) meinem 

itknenden Gotte' "; cf. also SAHG p. 308; M[Versohne| meinen e&inenden 

Gott ,..." Compare similar passages in CAD Z s. zenu adj. a2'. 

*°For this emendation, see CAD A/1 10 and AHw s. parSkn Nib, 
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40 DINGIR X X IDIM u NUN u-sd-as-hi-ru-nin-ni 

41 HUL A.MES GISKIM.MES HUL.MES NU DUG.GA.MES 

UZU ha-tu-te pdr-du-te HUL.MES NU DUG.GA.MES 

42 TAG SU W-nig UDU.NITA BAL rAB"lGUD! 61
 n+pU>ti 

ba-ru-te sd ina IGI-ia GIB.[M]ES 

In its present form, this lament contains the mention of a large 

ntumber of evils (e.g., anger of the personal gods, witchcraft, the 

Hand of the god, of the goddess, of the ghost, of the oath and of 

mankind, evil signs, etc.); and these evils appear to be strung out 

helter-skelter. To understand this lament we must determine its 

original form. 

Let ns begin with 38b-39» Kunstmann, 155 nf 2 96f., has already 

suggested that our prayer had "vielleicht durch Einfugung von Z.38b 

und 39 aus dem allgemeinen s.-i. Nr. 10 entstanden." Kunstmann^ 

suggestion that 38b-39 are secondary is confirmed by the fact that 

the long Hst of evils in these lines breaks up the sequence 3 7-38a and 

40, which seems to belong together. The unity of this sequence is 

suggested by several texts in which lines comparable to 37-38a and 

40 occur in a contiguous and effectual relationship; 

AMTB7/1 rev. Iff. (cf. BAMZlb II 42ff.): 

DIS NA <EN INIM-iif>§2
 HUL.GIG ZI.KUg.RU.DA DI.BAL.A 

KA.DIB.BI.DA 4-pi- in HUL.MES 

<<EN miM-m»m
 NIGRM«-[ma] 

ina IGI DINGIR LUGAL IDIM it NUN i%-mi-kwn-[{'ma)]m 

UGU IGI-M GIG(= eli amiriin marus) 

81Foi this emendation, see JAOS 50 18. 

*
7
AMT ST/1 rev. 3 incorrectly places EN INIM-ftt immediately before 

NlGIN-#t*-[maJ. BAM 315 II 42 preserves the correct order, and we have cor-

rected the word order in A MT accordingly, 

"See above note 62. 
M

4 1 5*/2:4f. and AUT 87/1 rev. 4 suggest a restoration for M IV 64? 

instead of inapa{n ............. }-zi u bib biti mo-[ .... ] of the present edition, read: 

ma IG[I DINGIR LUGAL/XX IDIM NUN (TIRU) naranrzm}-zi u K l t.GAlh 
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4M 55/2 obv. Iff,: 

DIS NA EN mVL'tim TUK-it.. . 

... US12 US12 US12 NfG.AG.A.MES HTO.MES 

iwa NU ZU MGW-M DINGIR LUGAL IDIM NUN T1EU 

i KA E.GAL 

KI-M Irid-dS-tn-n+ma m ... 65 

The propriety of drawing a comparison between these texts, which 

center on the activities of an adversary, and ours is indicated not only 

by the obvious similarities between them, but also by the sequence 

of entries in 48ff. and 53ff. (See below Sec. B, 2, Prayer.) Moreover, 

the series of afflictions in 38b-39 and in 54b-55 itself provides internal 

support for the contention that these lines are secondarily inserted; 

for SU.NAM.LU.Ux.LU (q&t amiluti), which is part of the series in 

all its occurrences (obv. 2, 38b, 55, rev. 8, 32) refers to acts of 

witchcraft initiated by an adversary.66 Accordingly, this entry is 

rendered superfluous by 1. 37, and therefore both entries may be 

presumed to have originated from different hands. 

Accordingly, 38b and 39 and their repetition in 54b-55 must be 

regarded as additions to the text of this prayer. Omitting then 38b 

and 39 as secondary, we would translate 37, 38a and 40 as follows: 

wAmong many additional examples, cf. the following: AfO 18 2f3:«8ff.: 
AiamaiM kii-pi rtirhe~e n#»«e-e up-ia-ie-e limnut^me* .... ] / tin iarrukabtu(idim) 

u rubu fit-fell-ran-[tf%-n]t / itti tit u dt#tar(XV) u-z+nvrin-ni u-fam»me--ntt-m»m 

(VM. u-sah'hi-rn ib[»»#a<£«unj); M I 4ff.: aiiu kaiiaptu ukaiiipanni / ... / 

ttiya a *iitariya uie»$u eliya / eli Mmeriya amrus an§kw, M II S6ff.: inm kiipf 

muppMum* muharka mziz / ma p i n Hi« iarri «a[n]2«rifam0 . . . / eK 4 « e r % « 

mmr}fakuma iapalka akmis; M I 100: ita imrra kmbta u ruba ittiya uzannu', KAB 

80 rev. 8: [DINGIR LUGAL IJDIM NUN Kl-ia 4-za-an-nvru, 

**That qSt amlffft refers to acts of witchcraft initiated by an adversary is clear, 

for example, from the overall context of the aetiological diagnosis STT 256:11: 

NA.BI $U.NAM.Ltf.Ux.LU rUGlT|-[#ti GAL-lt]. Note that the description of 

the patient's misfortunes begins with ' DI§ NA^EN HUL-tt [TUKU] (1) (cf, IT: 

UGU EN KA-Iti <ana> GUB-zi) and that the ritual itself is directed against a 

warlock and a witch (34: ... 2 NU LU.U§W.ZU a MiUSw.ZU ia IM D<J-[«#) 

who are referred to as kur.kiir: nakam in one of-the accompanying incantations 

(4m,). See Part Two, notes 35.11 1) and 115. 
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Witchcraft, charms, spells and evil machinations performed by 

people67 have come athwart of me,68 have caused me to be dis-

missed69 from before your great divinity and from before god and 

" T h e translation of these terms is conventional and is not meant to be piecise. 

Elsewhere, we will discuss upiSiv. 
m napruku refers to a confrontation by ominous happenings which portend and 

cause a negative chain of e¥ents. The ominous force of certain witchcraft phe-

nomena will be discussed elsewhere. Note that naprufa* here and NIGIN in AMT 

87/1 rev. 3 and 4 R 55/2:4 (cf. also MAR 80 obv. 8; AMT 89/1 II [we have 

joined this tablet to AMT 87/5 - confirmed - and so II = rev. col. V] 11, 18, If 

[duplicate: KMJ 51, bottom: K 249 + V! 8, 14, 17]; TCS II 64 {IKA 102] :23) 

refer to two aspects of the same event: an enemy encircles (NIGIN) his victim 

with potentially ominous objects/events, and these objects/events then confront 

(napruku) his victim. 
89Our translation of uiaikinU'inni is based on the meaning "to cause to be 

dismissed** proposed by Jacobsen, MSI IV 45* and 48*f for ivikunn. Jacobsen 

(45*) has already cited AMT 87/1 rev, 4 in this connection and has translated 

that line as "he is dismissed from (service) before god, king, magnate and prince." 

For different translations of AUfamtiin the passages cited in our text, see ZDMG 

69 100 and SAHG, p. 308 {EAR 26); ArOr 17/1 188, CAD Z 86 and AS 16 200 

(4 R 55/2); RA 26 84 (AMT 87/1). Note that also in 4 R 55/2, "god, king, 

..." are probably in the accusative (in spite of nanz&zu); and that line should be 

translated approximately "they (= the witchcraft) have caused god, king, ... to 

move away from me." While there is a slight difference in perspective between Ua 

... ittiiu uiaikinMma (4 R 55/2) and ina pSn Hi... uiaikinu'irmi (KAR 26), that 

difference is nonessential and is comparable to the equaEy nonessential difference 

between Ha ... ittiya uxannu(M I 109; KAR 80 rev. i ) and itti Hi... mzermU'mni 

(AfO 18 293:68). The local force of iuikunuis comparable to that of ius$u(ne«u) 

in iliya u iitariya mie$$m eliya (M I 6) and uiaasi tiiya u iitariya ina zumriya (M 

III 16). luifaimiin this meaning is virtually synonymous with iiuhwruin such a 

passage as KAR 26:40 and with kiiada mhhuru'm AfO 18 203:68 (see above note 

§5). 

It seems to us that the referent of iuikunu is not dismissal from service, but 

rather the dismissal of a petitioner by the powers to whom he turns with a 

request and from whom he does not receive satisfaction. Such statements in 

the magical corpus as STT 256:10, which is part of a description of a patient's 

misfortunes beginning with DIS NA ' EN HUL-tt [TUKU1 (1), exemplifies this 

type of dismissal. STT 256:10 reads: i-na 6.GAL GIN. GIN-ok NU IGl-#ti 

i-qab-bi-ma ul t-iem-fm«-ltfl, "Whenever he goes to the palace, he is not wel-

come <?); and when he speaks, no one pays any attention to him." (The reading 

of IGI-tf in this line is either mahriUu or mahmiiu; this is required by AfO 18 

298: 16f., J J 1 M 3 1 5 III 4 / / 316 II 7'f., and STT 95 III 133 / / Bu 91-5-9, 214:6', 

all of which are quoted below; our translation, however, remains uncertain.) (A 

further example is KAR 26:7, which is a reflex of KAR 26:40. Contra AS 16 

291, KAR 26:7, which must be compared to STT 256:10, should be translated: 
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"God, king, magnate and prince treat him contemptuously; he speaks but no one 

g r a t e Mm anything.-) The opposite of the dismissal described fa STT 2MilO 

is found in the statement of purpose of the ritual of this text: U.MA-iti #-no 

ko-id-'di* t-wa E.GAL-#« iaLtnei a-na GIN.GIN-M { ... J (If) (cf. ArOr 17/1 

1861:61, 101, 13 and 190:31, iff.). 

Line 40 of this text is most revealing in this regard. According to this line, the 

ritual will result in Kl-Iti GLNA.MES t-fam-mu-u. Since this Verheisaung pre-

dicts the results to be expected from a performance of the ritual, the meaning of 

this line must relect the statement of purpose of the ritual found in 14ft, as well 

as the situation to be rectified by the ritual. Accordingly, this prediction should 

b . tab. to m « n that t h e . to whom .he patent . 0 1 rito hi, requ*,«, will 

grant them, will turn them into "established facts" and will alow the patient to 

realise Ms needs or desires; and it should be translated approximately "They will 

say 'so be it ' to Mm1* (compare annu kfrm and Hebrew kin). The prediction [... 

§A].SE.SE.KI([fif]mmtr8to) KUE-ad Kl-M GI.NA.ME& i-ta-mm-u in 1. 23 of the 

related text 4 R 58/2 clearly supports this interpretation, since ittiiu GLNA.MES 

itmmmm is closely associated there with the statement "He will attain the desired 

ends.** It must be emphasised that a translation **They will speak truthfully to 

him" for ittiiu GI.NA.MES itammu in either STT 258 or 4 R 55/2 would be 

meaningless, 

[Note that when a suppliant prays for kittu to be placed in Ms mouth or for 

his utterances to be kitt% he is not asking the god for moral or ethical direction. 

Rather, he is expressing the wish that whatever he seeks will be walked; cf., 

e.g., KAR 92 rev. 31 / / IK A 144 obv. 23 / / Em 24T rev. l l ' : mim-ma ma-lm 

a-qab-bu~u kit-tu(LKAi -It) lib-ii, and see especially A (7/T 64:121 and 106; 131: 

emu ummmaru/akappudm iukimd iuikin kitti ina p%« (iubii amSt dmmiqti in® 

Ubbiya ttru u memzSzv liqbu dmmiqt^. Note also the use of kittu in an address 

to Samai fa Ms capacity of judge in an anti-witch incantation patterned on a 

court trial: KAR 80 obv. 24 / / RA 26 40:13(B): i-xi»-zo-ma [wwtj JM(B: +-t-)-*a 

li-za-kir kit-tu(B: -ti). Here the petitioner is asking Samas to support Ms cause.] 

The opposite of ittiiu GLNA.MES itammu is dsbib ittiiu kitta If idabbub. (Con-

tra AS 18 290 n. T, da-bi-bi in da-bi-bi ittiiu ...» 4 R S8/2 obv. 3, should be 

interpreted as d&bib and not as darbirbu. The final Min vowel is due to the first 

"*" of ittiiu [sandM]. Cf., e.g. STT 247:9, K 2S82 obv. 6 and the parallel texts 

Bu 91-5-9, 214:4', BAM 316 II 6' and STT 95 III 131.) The translation "if who-

ever speaks to Mm (is supposed to) speak nothing but untruths" (AS l i 290) is 

unacceptable, and this line should be translated: "the one who speaks to Mm 

does not say 'so be it* (i.e., does not agree to his requests)." Note especially the 

association of this statement with the statement that people are angry with the 

patient or hold Mm in contempt: cf., e.g., STT 347:91 (JNES 26 190): d&bib 

Miiu kitta M idahbub eti Smiriim n u n * and STT 275 obv. I • ' ! : IGLDU,.A-itf 

ln]i'kel-mu~M u KA.EA Kl-iu kit-tut h KA.EA-ufc. 

In support of our interpretation of the type of dismissal referred to by iuikunu, 

we must emphasise that the setting of such passages as AMT 87/1 rev. 1ft, 4 R 

55/2 obv. 1ft, STT 256:1ft and (the original setting of) KAR 26:35ft is that of 
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goddess and haYe caused god, king, magnate and prince to turn 

away from me. 

Lines 41-42, which immediately follow the lines just translated 

and which form the last two lines of the lament, contain a series of 

nouns referring to Yarious evils. This series, which we previously 

encountered in the General Namburbis of the JAOS 59 13 group 

and in texts dependent upon them,70 is itself followed by the rela-

tive pronoun set governing a verb in the subjunctive. Lines 41-42, 

therefore, do not contain an independent finite verb. Since all the 

other entries in our lament, in contrast to the entries in the lists 

of evils in the aforementioned Namburbi group, form syntactically 

complete and independent sentences, lines 41-42 - if they are to con-

form to the pattern of the text, be integrated into its structure, and 

not stand, as it were, in limbo and be suspended in an incomplete 

state - must stand in relation to a finite verb and must be either the 

subject or object of that verb. Since these lines form the last entry 

in the lament, the only option open to us is that these lines are the 

object of a subject and verb found in the preceding line(s). 

And, in fact, von Soden (SAHG, p. 309) took line 40 as contain-

ing that subject and verb and translated lines 40-42 as follows: 

conflict with a bit lemutti/dababif amUti who wishes to deprive Ms opponent of 

a sympathetic hearing and, thereby (at least originally), to win his rait. Com-

paie especially AfO 18 29§:15-1T(= ibid., pi. 15). (The following improvements 

may be suggested for these lines; read E[N!] INIM-M in 15 instead of "(ras.) 

j»t-ftP* [cf. 5 7 7 89:91: r DIS 1 [NA] [ujuhza« P-iu EN INIM-M i-ta-nt{m-da*iii\ ]; 

and restore IS in IT [in addition to STT 256:10 quoted above, cf. BAM 315 III 

4 / / 316 II ft.-, ina B.GAl-fiu\ (BAM 316 omits -#») GVB-zu la 

(cf, BAM 315 III 13 and 318 II 24') and STT 95 III 133 / / Bu 91-5-9, 214:6': 

ina E.GXL-iv la mah-ra-iu (generally Bu 91-5-9, 214 agrees with BAM 315 III 

Iff., while BAM 31S II 5'ff. agrees with STT 95 HI 130ft".)].) AfO 18 298:15-1? 

read: [DIS NA] id-da-no-bit-iv, ina kii-pi E[N!J INIM-Zu / [tfj- ta *-na- f-dar-M ina 

E.GAL GIN.GIN-fc* / {la ma]h-ra-iu .... 

(Ova. claim that iuikunum EAR 26:38, AMT 8T/1 ICY. 4 and 4 R 55/2 obv. 

5 does not refer to diimissal from service is, of coarse, not meant to deny that 

elsewhere the rejection by god and man may refei to loss of a position and to 

dismissal from service; see, for example, the consequences resulting from a com-

mwnkable skin disease [cf. JCS 2 20T and MA 60 49 and see below Sec. C, 

3-1) 
n See above note 3. 
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Gott (und) Konig, Einflussreicher und Fiirst lessen mich um-

geben sein von bosen Kraften, bosen, gar nicht guten Vor-

leichen, Bingeweidebefunden, die voller Fehler, erschreckend, 

schlimm (und) gar nicht gut warenf von ...»die Hindernisse vor 

mir aufturmte! 

However, thii translation, although commendable insofar as it rep-

resents an attempt at understanding the text, glosses over a number 

of difficulties. For not only is the causal relationship between **god, 

king, etc." and "evil signs, etc." posited by it unparalleled - to the 

best of our knowledge - elsewhere, but also - and even more impor-

tant - "god, king, etc." cannot (have) be(en originally) the subjects 

of uioshiruninni, and the nouns in 41-42 cannot (have) be(en origi-

nally) the objects of that verb. For, as we have seen above, the sub-

jects of this verb are (/were originally) "witchcraft, charms, spells, 

etc." found in 37, and "god, king, etc." are (/were originally) the 

objects of this verb/1 

Therefore, lines 41-42 neither contain nor are themselves the sub-

ject or object of a finite verb. Since these lines are not integrated 

grammatically into the text (or, if they are integrated, it is a sec-

ondary and anomalous integration), they must be regarded as an 

intrusive addition to the text. Furthermore, since the entries in 

these lines recur without finite verbs as part of the Namburbi group 

mentioned earlier and since they reflect the interest in "signs" of 

these texts, these texts may be regarded as the source from which 

our lines were drawn. 

So far we have seen that of lines 3T-42, only 37-38a and 40 

were original to the lament and that the lament, therefore, origi-

nally centered on witchcraft. Further support for this latter asser-

tion is found elsewhere in the text. Before examining these sup-

porting passages, we must first complete our survey of the lament 

and examine lines 35-36. These lines are introduced by an impera-

tive and contain the request that the angry gods be reconciled with 

11 The insertions placed within parentheses are intended to cover the possibility 

that Ton Soden's translation is correct for the present redaction of the prayer. 

Let it be said, however, that we consider this possibility to be highly unlikely. 
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the petitioner.72 While it is suggestive that the anger of the gods 

mentioned in these lines is due to events only described in later 

lines (38a and 40), this in itself is insufficient to impugn the orig-

inality of 35-3§. However, considerations of literary form do suf-

fice to establish their secondary nature; for, properly speaking, the 

kind of requests contained in 35-36 should be in the Bitte and not 

in the Klage, That this consideration constitutes legitimate evi-

dence of the secondary nature of these lines is indicated by the ab-

sence of any other requests in 35-42, And it must be emphasized 

that our argument is in no way affected (perhaps, it is even sup-

ported) by the existence of requests in the preceding lines, 31-34, 

For, since the requests in 31-34 constitute an appeal to Marduk 

and Erua to be present73 and to listen to the plaint, not only are 

the requests in 31-34, in contrast to those in 35-36, in their proper 

place, but also the two sets of requests are qualitatively different 

and those in 35-36 cannot be considered a continuation of those in 

31-34. 

Since 35-36 do not conform to the expected literary pattern and 

are the only lines in the lament to contain a request, they may jus-

tifiably be regarded as secondary. These lines are the expression of 

an attempt to make the anger of the god primarily responsible for 

the various evils encountered in the text - an attempt which is, in 

fact, contradicted by the original kernel of the lament (3?-38a and 

40) - , and it is for this reason that these lines were inserted at the 

beginning of the lament.74 

"Assuming, of co T O e , that the r e s t e d r , „ H M » 35 is correct; see above 

note St. 

" I n 32 perhaps read [KJl-fca at-«t!?(text: fca) (Bbeling, ZDMG 69 97, reads 

[afrka at-kai von Soden, SAMG, p. 308, does not translate this part of the line), 

and compare 31b-32 (\aX\-[»^ka bilum ina qereb muHii [UjUka obi! *Bru'a hMu 

n r t n j . r„l««) with, %l If I If, * * » « * m nlm mikunu *i mumu 

kallatu kuttumtu. 

"Ponib ly the mm of imperatives and precatives in 31-34 supported the choke 

of this position. 
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2. P raye r and Scribal IVamework 

Our analysis thus far has revealed that the original lament cen-

tered on, and was concerned only with, witchcraft and its effects, hut 

that it was reworked so as to include a number of other evils and to 

make the anger of the god the ultimate cause of all the difficulties. 

These conclusions, as well as the analysis upon which they are based, 

are supported, on the one hand, by the importance of witchcraft in 

the rest of the prayer and, on the other hand, by its virtual absence 

in the surrounding scribal framework, where, instead, the very evils 

which were inserted into the lament and the anger of the god which 

was made primarily responsible for them are of supreme importance. 

That is to say: whereas the basic prayer, though it has undergone 

significant revision, still reveals the intent of the original author, 

the surrounding scribal framework (in this case: the statement of 

purpose, the description of symptoms and circumstances and the 

accompanying amuletic prayer), which may, in principle, be treated 

as temporally posterior to the main prayer contained therein, ex-

presses clearly the purpose for which the prayer has been revised 

and, therefore, the new purpose of the r i tual / 5 

Prayer . Within the Bitte of the main prayer itself the im-

portance of witchcraft is evident from the occurrence of a series of 

afflictions (HUL.GIG ZI.KU5.RU.DA DI.BAL.A KA.DIB.BLDA) al-

most exclusively associated with witchcraft (54a) and from the con-

sistent occurrence and position of the witchcraft entries among the 

76 We take the following to be axiomatic: 

(1) unless there is irrefutable evidence to the contrary, it must be presumed 

that if a prayer or incantation contains two (or more) major elements which 

can be shown to be redactionaUy distinct and if the scribal framework (ritual, 

statement of purpose, e t c ) agrees with one of these, that one with which the 

scribal framework agrees is chronologically the later and expresses the purpose 

for which the prayer or incantation has been reworked; 

(2) the scribal framework expresses accurately the purpose for which the prayer 

or incantation contained therein was recited at the time when that framework 

was written. If the connection between the prayer or incantation and scribal 

framework is not apparent or if the scribal framework seems to be partiaEy or 

wholly contradicted by the prayer or incantation, it follows that either the prayer 

or scribal framework has been misunderstood by the modern interpreter or that 

the prayer has undergone revision and adaptation. 
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attributes describing the amuletic dog used in the ritual (48-50), the 

actions requested of it (53-54a) and the wishes found at the end of 

the prayer (rev. 1). 

The attributes describing the dog are most instructive, for they 

point to its function and, therefore, to at least part of the function 

of the prayer. In KAR 26 obv. 4S-50(A) / / K 5937(B) we read: 

48a ffa|-rriW« km-nn GAL5xA7 8 m a77-a-ba(B: -U) 

48b na-si-fm kii-pi BUB78 r[tt!-fte-e ra-se-e up-ityie-e 

HUL.MES M a-ftie-[Itt-«i](B: LU-tf) 

49 mn-saUim DINGIR ze-ni-i dXV! (restored from B) 

ze-ni-1"^1 (B: -ft) 

50 fa-bit arh+U a-na dAMAR.UD « dA.EDIN 

(B: f$ar-pa}-ni-tu4) be-li-iu 

The description of the dog in 48a-49 (the attribute in 50 is not 

germane to the question under study and need not be considered) 

clearly indicates that its function is to chase away the enemy, to up-

root and release witchcraft and to reconcile the angry personal gods. 

This function must, of course, reflect the function of the prayer and 

the situation which hai called forth the prayer. In fact, not only 

does the description set out the basic concern of the original prayer, 

but it does so in an order which reflects the chain of events which 

has brought the suppliant to his present state: the enemy (used) 

witchcraft (and thereby provoked) the personal god to be angry with 

his human ward. 

The first two elements in this description of the dog, the enemy 

and witchcraft, recur in the same order and in the lead position 

among the actions requested of this same dog in obv. 53ff., and this 

recurrence confirms the impression gained from 48-50. In fact, the 

mention of the enemy in both these sequences and, especially, the 

initial position which he occupies in both support the propriety of 

our earlier analysis of obv. 37-40 on the basis of the comparison 

mContra AHw s.v.» gallu in this line refers not to a demon but to a human 

enemy. Note that galM is omitted in 53 (temna ajjMbm kiipf...), 

" S o clearly B; in A we should probably read ml <A~o*ba. 
w T h e break up of the stereotype kiipf ruhi ruse ... is strange. Could BUE 

derive from an ancient misreading of the rxir of ru-he-el 
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drawn between those lines and AMT 87/1 rev. Iff, / 4 R 55/2 obv. 

Iff.; for AMT 87/1 rev. Iff. and 4 1 55/2 obv. Iff. are concerned 

with acts, including witchcraft, initiated by an enemy.w 

n Considering the occurrence of the enemy at the head of the sequence in both 

4Sff. and 53ff. we would not be at all surprised if the text originally had a 

line referring to the toman enemy who practiced (or incited the practice of) 

witchcraft, in place of the present 35-38. Remnants of this line might he found in 

US.MES-mat the end of 36. The occurrence of this word in its present context is 

somewhat surprising, for, while gods turn away in anger, we can recall no other 

instance within a prayer of the disenchanted personal god actively persecuting 

(redu, lit. pursues) his human ward in anger. (Moreover, it is possible that this 

line contain, a further interna, difficulty in that there « « - to be a contradiction 

between the literal meaning of its first part and that of its verb: ina $u-*ktP-ur 

pa-ni (« ma-le-e liihbarte) TJS.MBS-nt, "they pursue me with 'turning away of 

the face' ...,w While it is of course possible to eliminate this contradiction by 

translating the line idiomatically ["They pursue me in anger . . . w ] f is it correct to 

do so?) 

Apropos of an alleged persecution of a human ward by his personal god, a 

further passage requires some comment. Meier, AfO 14 143, followed by CAD E 

394f. and 1 95, translated AfO 14 142:38-39 (ana, upiSii ia Hi u il amili ia ana 

Ktuqi ia annarma anil annanna qabu) as "gegen die Machenschaften seitens eines 

Gottes und des Sctatigottes des Menschen, denen doch befohlen ist, (rie) an dem 

so und so, Sohne des so und so, vorbeigehen m lassen,...", and thus assumed that 

the personal god actively performed (or initiated the performance of) witchcraft 

against Ms ward. A number of objections must be raised against this translation; 

(1) As far as we know, there is no other instance of the erptirit allegation that the 

personal god performed (or initiated the performance of) witchcraft against his 

ward. (2) The qualification that the gods are in fact acting in opposition to their 

own mandate ("denen doch befohlen ist,") is, to say the least, most unusual. 

(3) If these lines form the final entry in the list of evils which began in 1. 34, ana 

should not occur at the beginning of 38, since ana, in the meaning "against (the 

evils)," occurs at the beginning of the list (34) and is nowhere else repeated, 

(4) The generic concluding entry mimma i-ba-iw-u at the end of 37 argues against 

taking 38-30 as part of the 1st of evils. 

The foUowin/alternative N a t i o n of these Une, within the content of 34-

40 may, therefore, be suggested: "Against (here follow various evils) ..., I have 

invoked you Lugalgirra by means of the magic of the god and of the personal god 

of the man, who hive been commanded ( « perhaps: who ha.e commanded) to 

avert (the evils) from so and so, the son of so and so." Our translation assumes 

that ana is used in the meaning of ma and that ana upMM ia M u il ameli is 

more or less equivalent to ina upiMie ia Asalluhi (so restore KAR 3S5:2 [contra 

Mullo Weir, LAP s. t*pfl#fi]: [ina nar-6t(-e) idAEl~a (delete question mark in 

copy) ina up~id-ie*e \id\ [* Asalrlitrht\). 

It might be argued in support of Meier's translation that since 3T in his transla-

tion (36b-37: "jegliche •Hand des Totengeistes', von seiten des vaterlichen Schuts-
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The occurrence and importance of witchcraft in the description 

of the dog and among the actions requested of it in the main prayer 

are the more striking and significant by contrast with the absence 

of any mention of witchcraft in the direct address to this same dog 

found outside the main prayer in rev. 28ff, 

Scribal i¥amework . This striking contrast calls for an exami-

nation of the scribal framework of our prayer, We immediately notice 

that (with the exception of §U.NAM.LTJ.UX.LU in the series of af-

flictions which was previously encountered as a secondary insertion 

in the prayer) witchcraft is mentioned neither in the description of 

circumstances and symptoms in obv. 1-10, in the address in rev, 

28ff., nor in the rubric in rev. 7-8. In the light of this absence, it is 

significant that that series of afflictions which is restricted to inserted 

lines within the prayer (38b-39, 54b-55) occurs in the rubric, in the 

description of circumstances and symptoms (1-2) and in rev. 32 and 

that the generic HUL A.M1S GISKIM.MBS, which headed the in-

serted Namburbi list (41) and is found nowhere else in the prayer, 

occurs also in the rubric. This rubric, Em 2, 171 (+) Th. 1905-4-9, 

117 + K 3268 + 8176 + 6033 rev. 6-8(A) / / KAR 26 rev. 7-8(B), 

deserves closer attention; 

INIM.IN1M.MA ki~mil-ttm DINGIE(B adds: .MES) DU.A.BI 
BUR-rt AN.TA.SUB.BA dUJGAL.tjR.RA SU.DINGIR.RA 
SU.dINNANA SU.GIDIM.MA 
SU(B omits81).NAM.lRIM.MA(B omits; .MA) 

SU.NAM.LU.Ux.LU HUL A.MBS GISKIM.MES *na NA NU 
TE-e 

gottes m d der mutterichen SdrntegSttin, ales wan es gibt f ; . .») imputes rotated 

evil actions to the personal god of the father and mother, it is reasonable to expect 

38-39 to develop this thought. However, 36b-3T should, perhaps, be translated 

differently: "every (?) (attack of) 'Hand of a Ghost' of the ghost of the father 

and the ghost of the mother til abi u t i ter ummt*), every (evil) which exists, ...." 

•°INIM,NIM.MA » ™ * « A . clea, in A, B h . , „ * i ( x / l ( , „ , v i e w o f t h e 

reading in A, it probably should be presumed that B also had kimitti, although 

it is presently unrecognizable in the traces in the copy. Note that Yalvag, AS 18 

331 n.5, restores here ana* si-ib-ta -ti. Unless Ms reading is based on a collation, 

it must be regarded as unlikely. 
M B omits the SU in this ideogram also in obv, 55, but has it in obv, 2 and 39. 
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The text to release the anger of all the gods so that 

AN.TA.SUB.BA ... not attack the man. 

This rubric is especiaEy revealing, for, in contrast to the prayer, it 

is explicit in making the anger of the god primarily responsible for 

the various evils. 

3 . Summary 

To sum up: The main prayer to Marduk was originally concerned 

with attacks of witchcraft and the evil results thereof. This prayer 

has been reworked essentially by means of insertions. Through this 

reworking, the prayer has been "universalized'* and adapted for use 

against a large number of unrelated evils, and the anger of the gods 

has been made primarily responsible for all the sufferings of the sup-

pliant. The scribal framework expresses the new use to which the 

prayer has been put and evidences a clear verbal connection with 

those sections of the prayer which have been inserted, but very little 

connection with the original prayer. 
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C. BMS 12 

1. Strategy 

In examining KAR 26 we studied first the lament in the main 

prayer to Marduk and only afterwards the scribal framework. Since 

it is conceivable that this procedure colored our analysis and results, 

let us attempt an approximate reversal, of that procedure in exam-

ining BMS 12s2 and study first the scribal framework and only then 

the lament in the main prayer to Marduk. 

2. Scribal Framework and Prayer 

Scribal Framework. The scribal framework in BMS 12 ex-

presses in unambiguous terms the anti-witchcraft purpose of the text. 

This is evident from the following; 

(1) According to the statement of purpose found in the first line 

of the text, the purpose of the ritual is: ana HUL.GIG DI.BAL.A 

ZI.KU5.RU.DA KA.DIB.BI.DA KA.HI.KUR.RA ana LU NU TE.83 

For editions of the whole or part of this text, see King, BMS 54ff.t Hehn, 

BA 5/3 349flf., Ebelng, AGH 74ff. and von Soden, Iraq 31 82 and 84ff. See 

SAMGf pp. 30211. (and 396) for a translation and Kunstmann, LSS m£ 2 71. A 

further duplicate of BMS 12 (or part of a related text) may be the small fragment 

Sm 2149, which reads: l ' [... SjIM.LI / 2 ' [ . . . ] an-nu-tf/ 3' [... ANJ.HUL.MES 

/ 4r [ ... GISJ.MES Dti-ui I 5' [ ... ] ^a?1 G I S . S U E . M 1 N HI.HI / 6* [ ... ] 

Fx|[(x)] rx(x)]. The following correspondences between Sm 2149 (A) and BMS 

12 (B) may be suggested; A 1* / / B 9; A 3* / / B 11; A 4' / / B 12; A 5' / / B 

15. Note, however, that we have been unable to place A 2', that, if the other 

correspondences are more or less as suggested, A S' should have corresponded to 

B 13 or to B 14 rather than to B 15, and, finally, that B 15 has ina I G15.SUR.MIN 

instead of ' a ? ' GIS.SUR.MtN found in A 5' (we hesitate to read [...A.KA]L in 

A 5' because a Jiff iurmini is unknown to us). 

"HUL.GIG is to be read * « or, possibly, zirUtu (see CAD Z 13T) rather 

then lumun murfi (AGH 74:1). Note that a variant writing for HUL.GIG » 

HUL.IG/K(.KI): thus KAR 35 obv.! If! (= Ebeling's rev. 27) reads KI.AG.GA 

HUL.IG DI.BAL.A, for which the parallel text KAR 36:10f. + 261:1 has 

fKI!].[AG.GA HU]L!.GIG [DIJ.BAL.A. (Our reading of KAR 36 + assumes that 

EbcEng's line count in KAR 2S1 is incorrect and that there should be another 

line somewhere between his 2 and 5 which has left no traces in the copy. This 

assumption is based on the certain correspondence^]: KAR 261:7 + 3S:17: *DI§ 
dUTU [ ... ] [and 261:6 + 36:16, if the referent of the statement in HKL 97 
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This series of afflictions, as we already obserYed in regard to KAM 

26;54a, is almost exclusively associated with witchcraft. 

(2) The short independent incantation (lOSff.) which was re-

cited over an amulet after the recital of the main prayer is primarily 

concerned with witchcraft. Our understanding of this incantation is 

confirmed by the marked similarity between it and M VIII 90ff. (the 

last incantation in Maqlu) and KMI 76: K8505:17'ff.,
M

 which were 

s. 35 etc. ("tt.38 18 entspricht n.261 8, lies $aHw, Mitt, von vSoden**) is the 

present 281:6 (whose sign min von Soden would then be reading as mi) rather 

than 261:S(tna)] and the probable correspondence: KAM 36:10-11 + 261:1*2: 

...# fKl!].[AG.GA HU]L!.GIG [DI].BAL.A ZI.KURUs.DA fKA].[DIB(.BI).DA 

$UR.H]UN!.GA. Note that our interpretation of EAR 35 obv.! IT! is not af-

fected if our reading of KARU + is wrong.) This allows us to read BAM 214 

III 11' a, rHULPjK JCI rather than as the I r e dissatisfying IG[I].NIGIN2 iUfei 

We are uncertain of the phonetic implications, if any, of this ideogram. (We have 

assumed that it should not be emended to HUL.<G/KI>.IG/K(.KI).) Note also 

the Alalakh writing uJhul.ki.ga.a cited CAD Z 137(now, MSL 10 112, note to 

1. 124). EAR 35 and BAM 214, a Middle Assyrian copy, have other deviant 

writings: in the former note KA.DIBI.DA (14) for normal KA.PIB.BI.DA and, 

in the latter note, e.g., OTG.NAM for what must be NlCNA, and cf. also III 4'f. 

and 12'f., discussed below. 

KA.H1(= DIM.MA).KIJR.RA is probably Unit iemi; cf. Surpu, p. 58 and AHw 

14Tb. It must be noted, however, that BAM 214 III 12'f. read: DlM.MA.KUR-e 

« ii-ni'ii fe-m£ While we hesitate to posit an additional Akkadian value for 

KA.H1.K1JR.RA on the basis of BAM 214, because u HnU t€mi there might 

conceivably be a misunderstood gloss (note II T: ti-pi I.UDU and the dittography 

of I 8f. in 11-13), still the phonetic complement in DIM.MA.KuR-e is unexpected 

if this ideogram represents iintt fimt, and this complement is, therefore, most 

suggestive. 
M T h e incantation KMI 76: K8505:17'ff. is part of a witchcraft ritual which 

begins in 12' and whose purpose is given in 15' The text reads: 

12' DlS LU ME.DfM.BI i^ta]-lna-ai-pa-ka 

13' SA-JM i'-ta-na-ai (itl-Ua-na-ru 

15' ana ip-li HUL.DIDLI a-tm L[U NU TE 

16' ana «1-it-f«/SU ia SA kal-U [ ... (EN atta stiff)] 

17' at-ta ba-ai-ti at~ti ^LAIMA 

18' at-ta ftt-Ii GAL aMadA[LAD 

If* e tam-hur ia-gchai-tut e tamr-hur n<*-[kas napiiti 

20' e tam-hitr u!(text: e)-pt-Jt u rik~$i lem-nw-ti [ 

21* [miim]-[f?»a| HUL a-a ip-hi-a-ka ina §t!(text; ku)-b[it 

22' [GIM anlfni'-a-am taq-ta-bwu a { 

23' [xx] |x] tu / na Mi mm ra ki iu? [ 

24' [ ... J inarx*[ 
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unquestionably directed against witchcraft. 

(3) The incantation ez-ze-t% which in various forms is usually 

associated with witchcraft rituals,85 is recited at the end of the 

ritual (117). 

P rayer , Turning to the main prayer to Marduk in this text, 

we immediately notice that while witchcraft is, in fact, mentioned 

Notes 

12'-14': A duplicate of 12'-14' (which provides more restorations than those 

given fa, o ^ t a o d i t e n u k . ) b to be f o l d » S I T 89, which is a collection of 

diagnoses. These diagnoses are, at least in part, extracted from texts which 

contain the full diagnosis and ritual. Thus, for example, compare STT 89:18-

22 with AMT90/1 rev. Ill 13ff. (Note farther that 5 7 T 89:23-27 is a duplicate 

of J U T 90/1 rev. I l l 24ff.) The duplicate of our text is found in STT 89:58-42: 

38 (DiSj fNA] ME.DfM.BI \iiUtarno-ai-]pa}-ika(x)} KU-I« 

39 [x^M1 UfZU?] (or: M [xj) ""jfewf?1 riv">/rfe«? DIB-«u |SA)-[#if| rin-tamm-ai 

40 ' itf1-t««na-^r«",f"x](or: [ x f x 1 ) 18-M 150-<i t i> is-[x x ] - r * u ' 

41 a.«t(texti nmyid U~M [^Jz^qM-m una fNAl-Bp] 

42 [«Jr#«ep-#«-[It|»-fcM-W 
12': For the restoration: it-\t(tf-[narai-pa-k&..](KMI)/it-tfrnarai~\pa"\-[ka\(STT), 

cf. BAM 31T rev. 24: M£.rDIM*lME5-#« DUB.DBB-te and BAM 

231:2: mtna-tu-iu t M * M - M ^ t e and disregard the restoration 

tt-«[o-no-at-fco-te] in CJ4Z? B 23Tb. 

15': For the restoration, see already CAD I l i t . 

16', 18*: The reading stl-U was suggested by W. L. Moran. 

16': SA U K sine, the p r e p a r a L S in .h i , type of rit»l u-uaUv involve a 

fcar«*fall« (cf. MaqlH IX 188, the ritual for VII 90ff. [Tallqvist, M«fl«, 

II p. 93: K T88i: DUG.BUR.ZI.GAL.SAR; K 88T9, Meier, MofM, p. 64 

n. 2: [DUG].BUR.ZI.GAL], and BJC5 12:14) and since kallu is equated with 

DUG.BUR.ZI.GAL in MSL 7 90:268, the signs s i kal li should probably be 

read libbi kalli and translated "inside a k.-bowl." 

IT': For the restoration, see already CAD B 143. 

20': The emendation is based on the frequent association of upiffu with riksu% 

which we wiE discuss elsewhere. For the time being, cf. BMS 12:109(= Iraq 31 

89): e {tam-h-ar} (we delete von Soden's question marks) 4-pii kii-pi Um-nvH-tH 

(cf. BMS 12:62). It is possible that the emendation is unnecessary and that 

epflt* is a phonetic variant of upU% cf. the bilingual texts quoted in CAD E 

191 s. epiiu, where we find nig.ag.a: e-pi-iu instead of normal nig.ag.a: upfiu. 

2l'-22*: For the emendation and restoration in in® qH-b[it... GIM on]-'nt'-o-om, 

cf. BMS 12:1141 
t sFor the use of this incantation in witchcraft rituals, see it If J* 88/1 rev. ¥1 

(= obv. II!) 14, AMT $6/1 III 5ffM Maqlu V 139ff. ( / / PBS 1/1 13:48, BBR no, 

26 V 75), RA 18 162:27 (?), KAR 298 rev. 42 / / K 9873 rev. left col. 5*. For its 

use in different contexts, see AMT 95/2 II 16ff.f AMT 97/1 iff, and BAM 221 
TTT ?fiff 
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a number of times (54-56, 62f„, 81-83) it constitutes only one of 

the several concerns of the prayer (illness, witchcraft, sin, anger of 

god and man, evil omens). This is both surprising and perplexing 

in view of the clear and consistent anti-witchcraft character of the 

scribal framework, and this situation calls for a closer and more spe-

cific comparison between the scribal framework and the main prayer. 

This comparison reveals that: 

(1) None of the witchcraft evils mentioned in either the state-

ment of purpose (1) or in 1. 108 of the independent address to the 

amulet occur in the main prayer itself, 

(2) In the main prayer, the description of the results to be at-

tained by means of the aforementioned amulet (67ff.)8S does not 

include any mention of witchcraft. This absence contrasts sharply 

with the importance of witchcraft in the independent incantation 

(105ff.) which was addressed to that same amulet after the recital 

of the main prayer. 

We notice immediately that the contrast in BMS12 between the 

section dealing with the amulet in the main prayer and the indepen-

dent incantation addressed to that same amulet found outside the 

main prayer is typologically comparable to the contrast in KAR 26 

between the section deaEng with the amuletic dog in the main prayer 

and the independent incantation addressed to that same amuletic 

dog found outside the main prayer (rev. 28ff.). In view of this 

parallel set of contrasts and of our experiences with KAR 26, the 

absence of agreement between the scribal framework and the main 

prayer to Marduk in BMS 12 strongly suggests that the prayer was 

originally not used (primarily) against witchcraft and that the scribal 

framework expresses not the original purpose of the prayer contained 

therein, but a new purpose to which this prayer has been applied. 

8. Lament 

The worth of this reconstruction is dependent simply upon how 

well it serves the purpose of explaining the aforementioned absence 

** These results derive, in part, from the materials from which the amulet is 

constructed. 
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of agreement. Since this absence would be understandable if the 

present use of the prayer against witchcraft was secondary, the re-

construction MflUs its function more than adequately, and it there-

fore stands on its own merit. This is not, however, tantamount to 

final verification. Implicit in the reconstruction is the possibility that 

the prayer was reworked for that purpose which it now serves, i.e. 

combatting witchcraft. The reconstruction must depend, therefore, 

for its final verification upon the demonstration that if there is a 

significant mention of witchcraft in the main prayer, that mention 

is secondary and was not part of the original prayer. Since it can 

be demonstrated that the original lament (49-58) was not concerned 

with witchcraft and that the section dealing with witchcraft in the 

present text of the lament (54-55 +(?) 56b) was only secondarily 

inserted, this demonstration constitutes the aforementioned verifi-

cation of the reconstruction and thereby of the explanation for the 

absence of agreement between the scribal framework and the main 

prayer. 

We may best establish this point by closely examining lines 54-56 

within their immediate context. Lines 49-5787 read:88 

49 mmmsmarmkmm... 

50 sahpanni Mma iiti kuttl%manni Mma sa]pari 

51 alu dihu u tanihm ta'bu. ... [ ... ] min&tiya 

52 mur§u la, tabu mm % mamit %sah{m)% iiriya 

•TCf. von Soden's edition of 49-55 in Iraq 31 87. 

••For variants, see the editions. 
M5ee Iraq 31 8T. If von Soden's reading of B as [mur-fju and his deduction 

that NfG.GIG in A should, therefore, be read muruf are correct-and on the face 

of it they seem reasonable-, we would suggest that NfG.GIG, e.g., in AGE 16:10, 

120:7, 108:8 and TuL 128:18, all of which attest the usage: anaku... (ia/id: AGE 

16:19, 120:7) NfG.GIG ( ... ) imhumrmima ..., also be read muwu. In fact, if 

we require these Maes to be syntactically identical, we could suggest that the two 

occurrences (AGE 108:8 and TuL 128:18) which apparently omitted the relative 

pronoun really read id GIG. (If this is correct, it would confirm the reading of 

NfG.GIG in these contexts as murm.) It has already been noted by von Soden, 

Iraq 31 88, that while BUS 12 has*NfG.GIG for murm in 1. 49, it has GIG for 

it in I. 52. Similarly, AGE 16ff., for example, has NIG.GIG in 18:19 but GIG in 

16:20.24 and in 18:27.29. (While we prefer to regard this interchange as proof of 

von Soden's aforementioned deduction, the possibility must be admitted that it 

might call it into question.) 
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53 suklmlti pagriya h%mma litbumkm Mma m-bat 

54 Uqu me<ym?>m « ?almanufa iunullu 

55 eper iepeya sabsm mmd&iiy® leqd 

56 ba-as-ti iab-la-U ina ipmlemnuti ia ameluti lubbdku m 

ImppuMkuma, 

57 iibs&t tit « amiliiti baii eliya ... 

The acts of witchcraft described in 54-55 are directly (54a, 55a) 

or indirectly (54b, 55b) due to the actions of a subject who has 

practiced witchcraft. Furthermore, these acts presume a human, 

and not a non-corporeal, subject. The illnesses and demons listed 

in the previous lines can therefore not be that subject.91 Since we 

have every right to expect the explicit mention at some point of the 

nominal or pronominal subject of these acts, its absence suggests 

that the lines within the lament dealing with witchcraft were secon-

darily inserted.92 To determine whether this suggestion is, in fact, 

M The two MSS which preserve line 54 disagree on its Hist half. They appar-

ently read (cf. Iraq 31 8T:84 and note to this line on p. 88): 

^ » « ) 4 JNU.MES-*. * ™ „ * . . 

Von Soden, ibid, 88, notes: MA schreibt ii klein i t e r U, in B ist das erste Zeichen 

abgebroehen. Zum Versrhythmus passt die teswtg ii-qu-u mi besser." Von Soden, 

ii certainly correct in assuming that the better reading would have included 

mi. It is clear from 55, each half line of which describes an independent act of 

witchcraft, that 54 should also be so divided and, therefore, that A must have 

omitted mi. However, the very parallelism of the two halves of 54, when viewed 

in the light of other texts, seems to indicate that the Vorlage would have had, 

not iiqu me, but Uqu me<Va?>; cf., e.g., M IV 481!., AfO 18 2f8:37b-38, BAM 

231:151, TCS II 69:12 / / B AM Wm'l, TCS II 66:12f., TCS11 66:25 / / IK A 144 

rev. 25. For the purposes of our discussion, however, it is immaterial whether 

the better reading is Uqu or iiqu. 

" T h u s , one most disagree with Ebeling, AGE 79, who takes 54 as part of the 

previous section and punctuates the end of 53 with a comma, and must follow 

von Soden, SAMGf p. 304 and Iraq 31 88, who treats 54 as a new sentence. 
92 A priori one could assume that the previous lines, which center on illness, 

replaced a more original series containing a mention of the subject. Our analysis 

of the lament (see below) points to the connection of 53 and 56f. and, therefore, 

excludes this possibility. Furthermore, the use of the text in its final form primar-

ily against witchcraft (see above) renders it highly improbable that the section 

dealing with illness is chronologically posterior to that dealing with witchcraft, 
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correct, we must examine the surrounding lines in order to deter-

mine the extent of the alleged insertion and to ascertain whether the 

lines surrounding the insertion take on a more unified and meaning-

ful appearance when the lines dealing with witchcraft are treated as 

an insertion and are excluded. 

The occurrence of ina ipm lemnmii ia amiluii m 56b would seem 

to indicate that the insertion extends through the end of 56. How-

ever it is difficult to simply treat 54-56 as a unit, because (a) 56 

is considerably longer than either 54 or 55, and it neither paral-

lels nor develops their poetic form;93 and (b) more important, the 

enclitic -ma at the end of 56c places the last two verbs (Imbbakv, u 

luppuidkuma) in 56 in a causal relationship, expressed accurately by 

"so dass" (SAHG$ p. 304), with 57a, and there is no apparent rea-

son to exclude 5?a as secondary. This difficulty calls for a closer 

examination of 56 and especially of its last two verbs. 

The first person stative form of the last two verbs in 56 and 

the fact that their referent is the pathological-physical state of the 

suppliant and not acts of witchcraft committed against him lead to 

the important observation that these verbs contrast sharply with 

those in 54-55, but are formally and semantkally similar to those in 

53 ( ... lafb€ma Uibmmku ... lubbaku u lupputdkuma . . .) .9 4 Especially 

in view of the -ma connective linking 56c with 57, the formal and 

semantic connections between 53 and 56c and the contrast between 

these lines and 54-55 indicate that 56c is not part of the insertion, 

highlight the intrusive nature of the lines dealing with witchcraft and 

for if that were the case, we would have every right to expect the statement of 
purpose (1) to be concerned with the illness mentioned in 49-53 and not with 
witchcraft. See above note 75. 

M I n 14-55 the verbs stand in a chiastic arrangement; 
i lf i ... iunulM 

X 
... iabsM... leqi 

i.e., 54 begins and 55 ends with a form of lequ and the two middle verbal forms 

begin with I and end with u. 
f*Note the fait person stative form in both lines; the me of la'Sbu in the G 

theme in 53 and in the D in 56; the consistent occurrence of \rb/p verbs and the 

association here, as elsewhere, of lapltw with la '&bu/lu"ubu (for a complementary 

association, as here, cf. K 3394 [Gray, SRT VII] obv. 28r
f quoted below in note 

11?; for lapStu as a replacement of fa'dta, cf. JCS 21 4:29, where one MS reads 

ilputuiv instead of il'ibviv common to the other MSS). 
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thereby support the contention that 54-55 (and probably 56b; ina 

if it... ameluti) are an insertion.85 

That these conclusions are correct can be finally and irrefutably 

demonstrated by the existence also of an inner connection between 

53, 56a, 56c and 57a, of a direct development of a line of thought in 

these lines and of a unity of concern in these lines. This unity and 

the connection between these lines, as well as the very meaning and 

inner logic of the lament, follow from an understanding of the pre-

viously misunderstood nature of the suppliant's affliction described 

in lines 53 and 56c, The crucial word in these lines is la fabuf which 

has traditionally been, translated "to be/make feverish."98 In line 

with this understanding of the word, 1. 53, for example, has been 

translated: "meine Leibesgestalt ist (in) Fieber (versetzt), ...,,5§? 

or " ... halten meinen gut gewachsenen Leib in (schwerem) Fieber, 

....',98 That fever, however, is not the crucial concern here is ap-

parent from the comparison drawn in this line between the effects 

of the disease upon the body (iuklulti pagriya la'buma) and cov-

ering the body with a garment (liibuiakm kima su-bat). Especially 

since a similar simile is applied to the effects of leprosy (aahariubba 

kima submi pagarim tilabbismam)f the simile applied in 53 indi-

cates that the line is describing the effects of a disease syndrome 

which severely disfigured the skin and that la %b% is the disease ac-

tion resulting in that effect.100 This interpretation Is supported by 

"Further support for our argument that 54-88 are inserted may conceivably 

be found in the writing of the copula with «in MS B of 1. S4 (see Iraq 31 8T;84). 

As far as we can ascertain from the published copies and the editions, the copula 

in all its other occurrences in this text is written with u. (Whether and to what 

extent orthographic features may be used as evidence in a "higher critical" study 

of SB prayers remains unclear to us and obviously requires a very detailed study.) 
MCf. Driver and Miles, The Babylonian Law$t II, pp. 227f. Also Im'bwli'bu 

have usually been translated as **feverw (see ibid.). More recently, however, it has 

been recognized that the referent of li'hu is **eine schwere Hautkrankheit" (AHw 

s.v.). For other and more recent translations of lo'ili*, see below note 100. 
97 AGE 19. 
mIraq 31 88. 
w For this and variant formulations, see JCS 2 205-2OT, CAD § 224 b2* and 

RA 60 49. 
tm(l) Our discussion of fa'afruutd the conclusions reached therein are intended 

to necessarily deny neither the association of this illness with heat or with a 

burning sensation nor the possibility that fever may occur in crisis periods of 
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§%rp% VII 25f.,1§1 CT 39 2:95102 and paragraphs 148-149 of the 

Code of Hammmmblim The skin effect of this disease probably in-

volved both skin eruptions104 and a pus-like secretion.106 

As we mentioned above, the suppliant's physical condition as de-

scribed in 53 is similar to the physical condition of the leper, and it 

is this similarity which ultimately leads to an understanding of the 

connection between 53/56c and 57a and allows us to define the exact 

force of the enclitic -ma which connects 56c and 57a, For the similar-

ity between these diseaies in terms of their physical effects suggests 

that we examine the social consequences or situations resulting from 

these effects.106 In curses in which Sin is asked to bring about the 

affliction of leprosyf we find: "Que (Sin) leur fasse ainsi perdre leur 

this illness (cf. OrNS 22 2S5f. and CAD and AHw s. hum§u; note that with 

CAD not only la'bu, but also Wbu is equated with humfu [cf. BAWl 74 n, 23)). 

Nor « e our remarks to be construed as a specific and proper diagnosis, (2) We 

regard also the translation "Strapaiieren" (AHw s.v.) or "to tire out" (ANET5 

5§8:§6f.) for ta'Sbu as inadequate. (3) The general force of fa.'lit* has already 

been correctly expressed in Eeiner's translation of Surpu VII 25f, (see below note 

105) and in the translation of 5 R 50 I 5?f. (now JCS 21 4:29) (M dD)M .ME.KIL 

sa.ba.an.dih: ia ahhazu U'ibuiti) found in CAD A/1 185 ("whom the a.-demon 

has afflicted with a rash"). 
101 See below note 105, 
102 See below. 
103 See below, 
104 That the effects of this disease included skin eruptions may be inferred from 

the fact that dih, which is translated by la%% Wbu and ta'Sbu, is also translated 

by mm ia ziqti (CAD s. ziqtu) and from the equation of Wbu with «fft«] (AHw 

s, Wbu), 
I M We base this guess on Surpu VII 25f.» which in Eeiner's edition and transla-

tion read; [sju.na im.mi.in.dih.es fe.ta ba.an.su.su: [zu]-mur»iti t"J-t-fttt»m« mar^-ta 

izrzchar-qtt-M. "They ... covered Ms body with scab, sprinkled gall on Mm." 

Since in this passage "to sprinkle gall" on a person's body is best interpreted 

as a figurative way of saying that the body is covered with a yellow-green liquid 

substance, that is, with a pus-like secretion, it may be inferred from the associa-

tion in this passage of fa'fffa with "sprinkling gall" that the effects of the disease 

action to which la 'Sburefers include a pus-like secretion. The possibility may also 

be noted that la'bu, when associated with the lungs, may refer to a phlegm-like 

excretion; AMT 55/2;4f.: [DIS NA HAJE.MBS-#tl NE.MES-ft* U> '-ba SI.A « U p 

tna(?) ptiu(7) ... NA.BI HAJE.MBS GIG US12 D1B-«J» "(If a man's lujngs are 

congested/inflamed and are full of phlegm(?), Ms spittle [ ... ; that man] is sick 

in the lungs, (because) witchcraft has seized Mm (i.e., he has eaten witchcraft).** 
l w F o r the social consequences of leprosy, see JCS 2 207f. and RA 60 49 and 

n. 4. 
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position an temple on an palais, , l l0? or "May Sin, the luminary of 

heaven and earth, clothe you in leprosy and (thus) not permit you 

to enter the presence of god and king; . . .5 , l°8 Thus leprosy results in 

the rejection of the leper by god and man, and for obvious reasons, 

Turning to our own passage, we read: iuklulti "pagriya la 'buma 

litbumku kima mbdt ... lubbaku % luppuMkmma Mbsat Hi % amelnti 

baii eliya. Here also we find the anger of god and man mentioned 

alongside the effects of a skin disease. In view of the -ma connective 

and on the analogy of leprosy, there can be no question that also 

here the two are intimately related, that the function of the -ma 

of Impputakuma is to express the existence of a causal relationship 

between them and that the physical effects of the skin disease action 

la, %b%^ whose description begins in 53 and continues in 56c, led to the 

rejection of the sufferer by god and man ("... I have been afflicted 

and so the anger of god and man is incited against me"). These 

socio-religious results are probably due here, as with leprosy, not 

only to the effects of the disease upon the appearance, but also to 

its contagious nature; and Ungnad was therefore undoubtedly on 

the right track when he identified the disease from which the wife 

was suffering in the situation described in paragraphs 148-149 of the 

Code of Hammurabi as "Aussatz."109 

Our examination of lines 53-57a has revealed that while 53 and 

56c-57a logically and continuously develop the theme of the suf-

ferings of a suppliant who was afflicted with a skin disease which 

severely marred his appearance, lines 54-55 and 56b, which cen-

ter upon acts of witchcraft, develop an entirely different theme and 

therefore introduce a logically discordant element into an otherwise 

coherent narration. When we combine the discordant quality of the 

lines dealing with witchcraft with the formal and semantic contrasts 

10TTHs is Nongayrol's (JCS 2 20T) translation of BRM 4 50:18, the i r s t word 

of which he reads md~zar$Qr§u!-nu (n. 15). CAD E 72, howevei, reads zairfmmu 

Utv libbi B.KUR t.GAL luhalliq [ ... ], and translates "may your enemy (?) 

annihilate [yon?J from temple and palace.'* What does CAD do with the gii sign 

before za-7 
tmANET3

 538:419f.; we owe the reference to the original publication to RA 80 

40 n. 4. 
199We learned of Ungnad's identilcation from Driver and Miles, op. ciL, II, 

p. 227. However,we can obviously not agree with their judgment that "nor is it 

anything so specific as Amsatz (Ungnad), which has no philological support." 
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between these lines and those dealing with the skin disease, with 

the absence of the mention of an explicit subject for the acts of 

witchcraft and with the fact that the lines dealing with witchcraft 

are surrounded by lines dealing with a different and unified theme, 

it must be regarded as established that 54-55 (and probably 56b) 

are intrusive and were inserted secondarily into the text and that 

through this insertion the parts of an otherwise coherent and con-

secutive narration describing the various effects of a skin disease were 

separated from each other. 

These conclusions find further internal support in the fact that 

they allow us to place 56a in proper perspective and thereby to ex-

plain one further anomaly in the text, viz. the unexpected construct 

form ftt-batat the end of 53. Since basti'tablatu (56a) occurs between 

the two explicit witchcraft entries, 54-55 and 56b, one might be in-

clined to construe it as part of the series found in 54-55.11§ However, 

this is immediately suspect because 56a differs in kind from the en-

tries in 54-55: while the latter refer to mechanical techniques used by 

the witch,111 basti tablatu refers to a physical effect.112 In fact, the 

loss of faite, "a fine outer demeanor," is explicitly and understand-

ably associated with la'Sbu; thus, in CT 39 2:95 we read: ina zumur 

b€lis% baitm innessima dLAMA-4tf iiannima Ula'ibj "dignity will be 

removed from its (the dog's) master, and his looks will change and 

he will suffer from the la ttt-disease."113 Accordingly, baitf tablatu 

is to be understood as a direct continuation of 53 and as the link 

between 53 and 56c. 

Although we recognize that it is not completely unobjectionable, 

we would even go so far as to see the insertion of 54-55 as breaking 

a (secondary) construct. In view of our previous reasons for treating 

54-55 as an insertion and 56a as a clear continuation of 53, the 

occurrence of the otherwise inexplicable construct form subdt at the 

end of 53 and the existence of the substantive mbai basti are most 

suggestive and would seem to point to the possibility that mbai in 

53 and baitf in 56 formed at one time a construct subdt baiti, which 

110So, for example, SAHG, p. 304. 
m Cf . , e.g., KAR 80 obv. 30ff, and jwutmin the witchcraft corpus. 
a 2 T M s entry should not be confused with M VII §0 and 68. 
l l 3 The text and translation of CT 39 2:95 are quoted from CAD B 142. 
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was broken by the insertion of 54-55, However, there are several 

objections against the assumption that the construct was original. 

The most formidable technical difficulty is the feminine form of the 

verb toMaftt,114 since it is not in concord with fub&t, a masculine 

noun. Since we are unprepared, under the circumstances, to treat 

fubat <<..„>> baiti as a pure result of chance, we must seek a 

solution to this problem, There are several conceivable solutions,118 

However, in view of the fact that a skin disease which covers the body 

is normally simply compared to mbain and not to mbat baiti and 

that the loss of baitu is associated with la'abu in CT 39 2:95, quoted 

above, it seems preferable (albeit highly conjectural) to reconstruct 

the following three stages of development: 

(1) . . . titbumku Mma TJJG(mbMi); baiti tablat.... 

(2) A scribe seeing TUG followed by bait* construed the two 

as forming the construct §mbat baiti and changed tablat to tabiatu 

because of the kima. The mutual association of these three words 

in this scribe's mind might have been reinforced by his knowledge of 

such a line as ittabal mbat balti ia zumrisa; ammeni ... tatbat §nbai 

balti ia zumriya.11* 

(3) Finally, the insertion of 54-55 broke the construct chain, but 

left vestiges of it in the construct form mbat and in the -it of tablatm. 

On the supposition that 66b, ina ipii temnnti ia am€lmtif is 

secondary,117 the original form of the text may be tentatively re-

constructed as: 

"*The subjunctive ending -« by itself would not constitute a formidable objec-

tion, for it might be due to the introductory Mma. 

"8B.g.» MtbviMkukfma mbst baiti <kima baMm/f> teMatu (haplography); 

IM mbv ... IvkMtipogriyo la'bUma UtbuiSku Mma mbMt baiti tabiatu ($ic)t
 Ma sore 

illness, ... have covered my unblemished body with sores so that I am clothed 

(with them) as one is clothed whose good garment has been taken away (and who 

wears rags instead)," (the feminine form of tabiatu would then be explained as an 

erroneous feminine due to concord with baiti, the second half of the construct); 

etc. 

" • Descent of liter. CT 15 46:60-61. 
117Although this supposition remains perforce unproved because of M VI 116 

and K 33§4 (Gray, S I T VII) obv. 27'f., we still regard it as legitimate. In fact, we 

are prepared to venture the guess that the secondary association evident in our 

text between the skin disease action described by the verb la'Sbu&nd witchcraft 

is ultimately responsible for the images in M VI 116 and K 33t4 obv. 27'f. Note 

that K 3394 obv. 23'-2l' are now complete as a result of our having joined K 3394 
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mklulti pagriya Ultima / tiibumkm kima mbatil <w?> l l s 

baitt tMatl 

hbbaku m Ivppvtakwma / iibsat ili u amilmti basa eliya 

A sore Illness ... 

have covered my unblemished body with sores119 so that 1 am 

covered with them as with a garment (and?) 

my good looks are taken away; 

I am so covered with sores119 and afflicted that the anger of god 

and man is incited against me. 

to K 9866 (confirmed); 

2$' ar-korti la par-\ sd\-ku mt-ma-a- er la kul-la-ku 

24* dml-ha-ku rftil>l»-fca-fca la* '-iA-ku par-da-km harma~km da*ma~kM e-id-ku 

25' mar-sa-ku ab-ka-kv na-do-ku n«-a«-[#o]-ffc«| u itt-ud-lw-pa-ku 

2§* at-ta-na~$~bo-tu u fi-tab-ba-lu e'[te-n^r-ru-pu e-tt-ne^e|-|ii-ti 

27' at-te-ndb-to-mu ina US12 USw US« up-[tf>J)e-e HUL.MES NU DUG.ME§ 

2S* fe-'*ta-*u Iw-up-pu-te-Jkw DlNGlE-u^fco1 [GAL}-rturn1 ZU-u *UTU 

at-tar-ma ZU-u 

29' a«#-ft« NENNI ARAD-&a «»« pu-«|W]w fc»J"jp*-*a 

(end of ©bv.; a full edition will appear elsewhere.) It may be of some significance 

for our study that the duplicate LEA 185 (which, we believe, joins 154; a farther 

duplicate, which we have identified, is LKA 1ST) rev. 12-17 has a somewhat 

divergent text. On the assumption that the coordination of the fragments in the 

copy is correct, that text reads; 

12 [EJGIR.MU la pal'P-sa-ku atm&'a] [la] kul-la- 'feu 

13 [e]-r«T.*u \x\ [ ... J US„ US12 NENNI [... 

14 [ ... ] iu lu fx] [ ... } (perhaps; [ ... In- -6o-fe]u! fu-[upf|-[pu-fa»feu) 

18 [ ... J rku1/iu DINGIR mam-ma NU ZU-u [ ... 

10 [... «t-faj-ma «-di*UTU ono-iku r xl (=? NENNI!) [... 

17 [ ... a]~n«p«~«#-f«f fetl-pt-io'USis ' [ ... 

Even if our supposition is disregarded and these passages are interpreted as 

supporting the privacy of BMS 12:86b, it must also be recognised that these 

passages support our argument that 84-55 are secondary, for they do not associate 

la'&bu with specific mechanics of witchcraft. 

It seems to ns that 56b, regardless of whether it is primary or secondary, 

was to be found in our text prior to the insertion of 54-55 and may, in fact, 

have attracted these lines. TMs chronology would explain, on the one hand, the 

separation of the lines dealing with witchcraft into two distinct sections (54-55; 

8Sb) by 6a#rf tablatn and, on the other hand, the choice of this awkward position 

for the insertion of 54-88. 
n * I t may be preferable to place baitf tablaH at the beginning of the second line. 

*** "Sores" is used to convey the general force of the verb rather than its precise 

meaning (? sores, pimples, rash, etc.). 
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It would seem that the witchcraft entries were inserted into the 

lament in order to make witchcraft responsible for the illness and, 

therefore, indirectly responsible for rejection by god and man. 

We neither need nor intend to extend our detailed analysis be-

yond these few lines of the lament, though eventually this should be 

done. Here we would only remark that the first part of the request 

(60ff.) would seem to support our analysis. The suppliant first asks 

Marduk to eliminate the illness and to reconcile god and man with 

him. Only after these two requests, which parallel the core of the 

lament which we have reconstructed, is witchcraft mentioned (62f.). 

Thus, witchcraft does not appear in the same relative position in the 

request as in the lament. Moreover, the witchcraft request is formu-

lated in apotropaic form (aj ithi). While this perspective agrees with 

that of the statement of purpose of the text (BMS 12:1) and of the 

prayer recited over the amulet (105ff.), it does not agree with the 

general import of the lament, for there the effects of witchcraft are 

viewed as already having been actualized. This discrepancy is due 

to the redactor's attempt to integrate witchcraft structurally and 

causally into the original lament, rather than to simply affix it as he 

did in the request, and therefore the context of the lament in which 

the witchcraft entry was to be embedded determined its form and 

meaning. 

D. Conclusion 

In examining KAR 26 and BMS 12 we discovered that the same 

type of relationship obtains in both these texts between the scribal 

framework and the main prayer to Marduk, that the scribal frame-

work expresses not the original purpose of the prayer to Marduk 

contained therein, but rather the purpose for which that prayer has 

been reworked and that the framework agrees with the very lines 

which were secondarily inserted. Thus the scribal framework in KAR 

26 expresses the "universal" purpose for which a prayer which orig-

inally centered on witchcraft and its effects was revised, and the 

scribal framework in BMS 12 expresses the anti-witchcraft purpose 

for which a prayer which orginaEy centered on a skin disease and 
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its effects was revised. Although the development of the intention 

of these two texts is in opposite directions, the dynamics and formal 

expression of the development are essentially similar. The parallel 

configurations of the two texts confirm therefore the pattern and de-

velopment we claim to have identified in each. 

Sf! >f« * 

It is more than possible that a number of points made in our 

study of these Akkadian incantations and prayers will prove to be 

wrong. We hope, however, that our examination of these few texts 

will have provided some further, albeit limited, insight into the pro-

cess of growth of Akkadian incantations and prayers and will have 

supported the claim that the understanding of these texts may often 

depend on an understanding of their literary history. 





Excursus 

We are presently unable to determine whether KAR 2S9 is a 

collection of incantations and rituals or a consecutive complex ritual, 

though we tend to think the latter more probable. In either case, it 

is closely related to Maqlw, 

(1) Obv.(?) I 5' (Ebeling's 4)-l2' is a parallel of M V 1-10. Note 

the absence of M V 4-I.120 

(2) Obv.(?) II1-3 = M VII 144-147.121 

(3) Obv.(?) II 4-IS is related to the incantations in Maqln which 

center on kibritm. Cf. M VI 73-110 and compare especially obv. II 

4 with M VI 78; obv. II 5 with M VI 73 (AN-e should probably be 

emended to DINGIR.MES), 109 and Sm 352 rev. 16'; obv. II 6, 9 

and 10 with M VI105; obv. II 7 with M VI 80; obv. II 8 with M III 

77, 88 and Tallqvist, Maqlu, II p. 96: K 8112 left col. 5: [it anakm 

Mma dW ina KUE-i)a fa eUe-kn, 

(4) Rev.(?) V-W is the parallel of M VII 119ff. discussed above. 

One should study this Assur text in conjunction with KAR 226, 

part of which was edited above (Chapter 1). It is tempting to assume, 

though this remains completely uncertain, that these two texts form 

part of one sequence.122 

We present below transliterations of these two tablets omitting 

those parts which have already been edited in the text of our study. 

l20Exegetical considerations seem to favor the originality of the absence. 
m See above note 5S and below note 127. 
122The frequent use of double dividing lines in KAR 209 seems to preclude the 

possibility that the two texts are from the same tablet. 

JJ 
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EAR 226 

Col, I (?) 

1' ]ka 

2' r t U e ^ N 

3' ]ZI.DA HUR.MES §ID-nii 

4' 
I1 

f 

8' 

9' 

... ] ki ka-(t)lu UZU.ME§-ta 

... -tja iu-ab-bi-ti bu-un-na-ni-ia 

... ] itt-Ms-si-ffi-fii iu-sab-bi-ti-m-ni 

x ] fx]-nt man-ga u lu-'-ta tu-mal-M-in-m 

[x x] ha-ah-ha ru-'-ta A sm-a-fa te-iaro-rt-M-m 

[**) SA-W-fa le-Hmi-ma SA-M Kl-ia f W-e^nw 

10' e-mm-qi-ia tu-mm-mi-M a-hi-ia ta-di-pu-ki bir-ki-ia 

11' iu-km-si-i ir-ia M nag-la-ba tm-iam-ri-si-ni 

12' me-ei-re-te-ia ki-ma SE+MUNUX(= DIM4)! tah-m-ti 

13' mi-na-te-ia ki-ma i-ia-a-te tu-ha-am-mi-it 

14' Up-im-rm-M *A~nm n An-tmm :(=GAM) li^iu-ru-ki dBE « 
diVtfi-Ii7 

15' tij>-**r*fti d # a « d J W « ~ , t « : Up-iu-ru-M 
dIZI.GAR(=Gira?) it dENSADA 

16' lip-m-m-H d5UMUKAN « dMDABA ; lip-im-m-ki 

A-nun-na-ku DINGIR..MBS GAL.MBS 

17' A.MES la naq-bi li-ni-'-u i-rat-ki 

v » J i f JLJ. 1 * 1 

i | W [ 

2 mim-ma #[«? 

3' INIMJNIM.MA |x] [ 
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4nm BN Mf.USo nilr-ta-m-im ... ] 

5' ariip-tu i[i-ie-bu-tu ... ] 

6' q®-di§~iv, na-[di-tm ... ] 

T fa-a-a-di-tm ia [... ] 

8' mn-te-ifcl* #aA[N-e... ] 

9' te-#f-i-ftt ia pt-t [ ... ] 

10' da-ik-tu ia GUEUS.M[ES ... ] 

11' im-hirt^te e ia mb-[bn-ri-tm 

12' mvrut-talrlik-tu [... ] 

13' ia «-»a kii-pi-im ru-he-e-\ia\ [ ... ] 

14' e-nin-na a-na-ku a-ta-roa[r?(-&») ... ] 

15' ui-te-pi-lm-ki mi-ta-b[ai!-kU(u)(-ki) ... J 

133For 4*-18', cf. M III 3-lff. (the two texts were already associated by Meier, 

Maqlu, p. 23, nn. T-S and AfO 21 T4), Onr restorations and textual notes are not 

intended to be exhaustive, and the reader is referred to M III 31ff. 

No tes to KAB 226 II 4'ff. 

7': The Maqlii MS STT 82:46-47 has ha-a-a-ti-turn. 

§': TMs text probably agtees with the Maqlii MS STT 82:50-51 (ka-sir turn id KA 
di§-tarMES) against the other MSS. 

11': Compare M III 54. what is e #a? 

12': Absent in Maqlii 

13*: M 111 55 has ip-it-id instead of ki§-pi*$d, 

14*-15': Compare M III 56-58, and note especially the variants provided by STT 

82. M III 56-58 seems to have undergone corruption. We may note two 

possibilities of interpreting these lines. While it is more than possible that 

neither interpretation is correct, we are very attracted by the second. 

(1) On the assumption that the verbs in M III 56-58 are first person verbs 

and on the analogy of 58, could the direct object of the verbs in 56f. originally 

have been terms for witchcraft? If so, read, e.g., ki(ip®ii) (abbreviation; cf., 

M IV lTff., for which see AfO 21 16)/<ki§p¥>ki (haplography). 

(2) Could the verbs in 56-58 originally have been third person verbs whose 

snbject is witchcraft and whose object is the wilchT This suggestion is snp-

ported by the -u suffix of the verbs and by the t~ prefix documented for those in 

5i-57a (the other verbs have the ambiguous «- prefix): t-TAM-m-JM is-sab-tu-ki 

Ue-ni-u-ki (STT 82). If this suggestion is correct, we should read* Mru-ki 

(Mm), rather than ytam-ru-ki (accordingly, EAR 226-if correctly restored-

is a hypercorrection), and we should compare i-tw-ru-ki is-sab-tu-ki (56) to, 

e.g., l+Hr-ru-ma Hris-ba-tu-kika-a-ii{ti/L VII160) and w-tar-rukii-pi-kirm-hi-ki 

w-sa-ab-ba-tu-ki km-a-ii (M VII 16f). 
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Col. Ill (?) 

I h~4 kv-ri $k-b+ia fx| [ ... ] 

3 1 2 4 ki-ma kib-rm a-na k{ib\l-ri la iqerri/ubu ... ] 

4 ep-Su-ia up-ia-iu-[3a lemnuti... (la itehhuni)] 

5 far a i- qer- [ ri/ m- b%- ni jiii... ] *M 

6 rmii§?1 |x] [ 

Break 

Col. IV (?) 

1 INIM.INIM.MA [x] | ... ] [x] #ml? 

2 EN 3-itf SID-nn [... ] 

For 3ff. above Chapter 1 and note 2. 

1' ] [xl 
2' ) IL-ma 
%' ] ia-hap-pi 

4f ] Vfam1 

This motif and related ones are also found elsewhere in the witchcraft corpus. 

They appear either in the b a n (as hoe): "just as Xt cannot approach X2, so 

too may witchcraft not approach me" (cf. M VI 64-88), or in the more common 

form "just as witchcraft cannot approach Y, so may it not approach me" (cf., 

e.g., M VII 54-5T and 182-185). A motif similar to ' that found in our text ap-

pears outside the witchcraft corpus, for example, in JNES 15 136:96f. (note that 

IgeHrh there shonld almost certainly he emended to i- f^[rj«-<fc«>; since the 

simile as presently constituted is simply untrue and since qeribu is frequently 

used elsewhere in similar contexts), 

' - C Un« OTt in m. atoJu one highe, than that of the copy. 

KAR 269 

Obv.(?) Left Col.126 
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5'128 [(..,) epiiti u] mul-ie-pii-ti 

6' [ ... ] ep-ie-te-ia 

7' [ipuid (...) bunnanntya) m-mai-M-lm 

8' [ ... §almiya t-6an]~na wif-»«-ffi!?](text: fki?"! )-rfa1 

§' [nbbirS (...) ipii/epiiti Mpmia In ia] ail (text: it)-to-ft*-na 

10' [ ... roe teM>f*li] [*#«] ro-f»#-»f-W-fi« 

11' [itpaifctna aj iffifca INIM.MES-At]-na!?(text: ba?) a-ia 

ik-iu-da-ni 

12' f ... 1 AC? fta fa Mim 

13' 

14' 

IS' 

16' 

17' 

] fxl « i n o f x l kararia 

} \silt) [x x] [x x Afja! mi 

] rot 

) mi 

jD^rcsMK* 

Obv.(?) Right Col. 

1 [dAMAR.UD ia-a-i]i ru-[sa-nim-ma lip-pa-ds-m kii-pu] 

2 [ru-hu]'U^rtP'9u-4 m[p~Sd-Sm~u lemnnii sa amilui^ 

3 [u] ma-mi-tu ia SU-f'a [ ... ] 1 2 ? 

Restorations are uncertain and are presented simply to indicate the similar-

ities between this incantation and M V Iff. For farther possible restorations of 

several of the lines, see that text. It is possible that line 12* should be read; a-a 

Iftjrfl-t. < • « > TE!-*. 
The reading of this line is difficult, because littusi is consistently found be-

tween mSmft and §m zumriya in the other occurrences of this line (Surpu V-VI 

196; M VII 146). Since there seems to be space for approximately six to seven 

signs in the break at the end of KAR 269 obv. II 3, it is difficult to simply 

read; [«] ma-mt-tii ia SV-ia [«t-ta-«j or [*] ms-mi-tn < « « * « > ia SU-«a [ ... ]. 

Perhaps we should read: [«} mfrim-te « # « S U - i a » [M-ta-ft #o SU-»<*]. 
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4 1 2 8 [(EN) kib-r}i-dm kib~ri-dlD kib-ri-[dm 

5 ma-[rat!? 1 kib-ri{-)rx\= it?) kal-la-at DINGIE.[MES GAL.ME5 

6 V f x ] a-fcu/!?(text: bat tap) a/?(text: pa is)-la-#« tfc ft fx] [ 

7 i-\xx]-ma ul in-ni-pu-us V [ 

8 ul fx x) ana-ku ki-ma dID ina KUR-i[a lu eMikm 

9 dID A al-ti al\l(textfsaiV)-la-bis A ^ - [ r i ^ f D ) 

10 dID A
 ralV-tu-su AMES-ia su-ba?-\ti\?}-\ia 

11 u par-sik-\ti]-ia GIS.lG-ti-ia j|x] [ 

12 ma GIS.IG KA-ta rx x1 e ta f 

13 dID Au-tt/-[/a?-a<?] fd]ID ^ull-la-at 

14 la-a-am kis-pe-\e\) ru-he~e [ 

15 ^ U e 1 «/i'a-a[i-iM-u]n! si-fpai] [ Ea ... 

l i [INIM].INIM.MA fxl [ 

17 [x]fx][ 
Break 

Rev.(?) 

For l'-13' iee above Chapter 2, Sec, B, 4. 

14' ] fx] [x] rrtt?1 If t[a/f[t 
15' ] fx] [ 
l i ' GI]G? fx] [ 

j j r e& j t 

!iEmendations and restorations are tentative. 
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Chapter One 

Introduction 

A, Background 

In a paper delivered before the American Oriental Society in 1971, 

we indicated that the original nucleus of Maqlu was a short incan-

tation sequence and that 1 73-143 represented the opening and V 

156-184 the closing sections of that sequence. The gradual growth 

of the series from an original nucleus of ten incantations into the 

present sequence of almost one hundred incantations was paralleled 

by the emergence of a new pattern. Two separate changes in the 

time of performance of the ceremony were decisive-and in good part 

responsible-for the growth of the series and for the emergence of this 

pattern: (1) the change of the time of performance of the original 

nucleus of I-V (or an already extended form thereof) from the morn-

ing to the evening; and (2) the subsequent extension of the time of 

performance to include the whole night and the following morning. 

The latter change is reflected in the addition of tablets VI-VIII to 

the series, and we will examine these tablets elsewhere. In this part 

we shaE concern ourselves with one of the developments in the text 

of the series resulting from the change of the time of performance of 

I-V from the morning to the evening. 

This change led to the replacement of Samai by Nusku in the 

opening incantation (I 73-121) of the original sequence and to the 

addition of a number of incantations addressed to the Are god. How-

ever, the most meaningful and significant innovation during the de-

velopment of the text of the first five tablets into their final form 

was the composition of a new introduction, I 1-72. This introduc-

tion begins with an address to the gods of the night sky and expresses 

thereby the new setting in time of the ritual. An internal analysis of 

this new introduction, which is composed of five incantations, shows 

it to be divided into three sections: 1-36, 37-60 and 61-72, each of 

which develops a specific theme. In fact, this division is formally 

articulated in the text itself by the presence of the ina qibit formula 
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at the end of each of these three sections.1 The most significant act 

in I-V and, for that matter, in the whole of MaqM is the trial of the 

witch in I 73ff. The introduction to MaqM, I 1-72, concerns itself 

with the activities leading up to this trial. It begins with the initial 

accusation and indictment of the witch and ends with a summons to 

witnesses to he present at the trial in support of the plaintiff. 

This part is devoted to an examination of I 1-36, the opening 

incantation of MaqM. Within the context of this examination, we 

shaE also treat I 73-121. 

B. First Reading 

I 1-36 is an oft read, quoted and translated incantation. The 

importance of this address to the gods of the night sky lies in its 

not insignificant literary qualities, as well as in the fact that as the 

first incantation in MaqM it sets the tone for the work. Because of 

its importance, we propose to essay a detailed exegesis and literary 

analysis of this apparently simple incantation. 

A reading of Meier's edition and translation of the incantation2 

would probably lead the casual reader to the following understand-

ing: 

1) The plaintiff calls on the gods of the night because a witch 

has injured him (1-12). 

2) He asks these gods to judge his case (13-14), 

'While the occurrence of this formula at the end of the first incantation might, 

by itself, prove nothing, its presence in T2 is suggestive because that line is shown 

to be a major dividing point by the fact that the original version of MaqM started 

in 73. When it is noticed that this formula occurs at the end of the first (36) and 

fifth (72) incantations and also at the end of the fourth (§0), but that it is absent 

at the end of the second and third incantations (37-49), in other words, that its 

distribution agrees with the division of these incantations into sense units, our 

interpretation of the distribution of this formula becomes virtually certain. 
2Meierf MaqM, pp. Tf. and 66; AfO 21 TOf. For other translations, see, 

for example, Tallqtvist, Maqlu, I (this translation has not been accessible to us 

during the writing of this part); Thompson, Semitic Magic, p. XXV11 (11. 2T-

36); Lndsberger in L d u n L - i * . , iL fec f c m r leKponi^cWcfcle, I t ed., 

pp. 124f.t 2nd ed.t pp. 321f. (henceforth: Landsberger, Testbuch); Mendelsohn, 

Religions of the Ancient Near Easi% pp. 215f.; etc. 
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3) He brings the witch to court (in effigy), presents his case (15-

18) and asks that the witch die but he live (19), that the witchcraft 

be released (20) and that several plants render Mm clean, pure and 

free (from witchcraft) (21-24). 

4) He then asserts that he has become pure and clean before the 

gods of the night (i.e., that the wish articulated in 21-24 has been 

realized). 

5) Having succeeded in changing Ms own status, he concentrates 

next on the witchcraft and the witch (27-35): he asserts that previ-

ously uttered imprecations are evil and have come to nought (27-28); 

he asks the gods to strike the witch on account of her witchcraft and 

to release the witchcraft (29-30); he articulates the wish that the 

witch who has performed the evil deeds melt like wax and dissolve 

like salt (31-33); he asserts that the witch's machinations and im-

precations have come to nought and are ineffective (34-35); and he 

pronounces the ina qibft formula (36). 

C. Questions 

If we now re-read the incantation, we notice that this under-

standing leaves a number of questions unanswered. A few examples 

should suffice to illustrate this point. 

1) How are we to explain the temporal-aspectual sequence in 

19-35? More specifically, why does the speaker shift from precative 

verbal forms (19-24) to perfects (25-26) and statives (28), back to 

precatives (29-33) and again to statives (34-35)? In view of the fact 

that 25-26, 28 and 34-35 express not the circumstances wWch have 

caused the petitioner to address the gods, but some of the major ob-

jects to be acMeved through the address, the use of perfects and sta-

tives in these lines is most disturbing. For here, in contrast to most 

addresses to the gods, the objects whose achievement is the raison 

d'etre of the address are treated as having already been acMeved; and 

this difficulty is only compounded by the fact that 29-33, which also 

express objects to be acMeved through the address, contain preca-

tive verbal forms and thus agree with the aforementioned addresses 

in seeing these objects as not yet having been achieved and in refer-
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ring their achievement to the future. Certainly, we cannot follow the 

lead of an earlier student of this text who interpreted the statives 

in 28 and 34-35 on the analogy of the Hebrew prophetic perfect and 

referred them to future time,3 

2) Furthermore, how are we to explain the fact that the plant-

purification motif (21-24), which in other texts is limited to expres-

sions of hope (precative), culminates in our text in the speaker's 

assertion (2S-26) that he has become (G perfect) pure? 

3) Moreover, how are we to explain the fact that the motifs con-

tained in 28fF., which appear together elsewhere as members of a 

common sequence and there occur in a set order and in a uniform 

"tense," are placed in our text in an order which deviates from the 

one normally found and are formulated in both stative and precative 

forms? 

4) Is there a logical connection between 21-26 and 27ff., and, if 

so, what is it? 

5) Why is the speaker concerned alternately with witchcraft and 

amdfo, and why does he accord equal weight to both? What, in fact, 

does amain in 28, 32 and 35 mean? 

6) Why does the speaker repeat essentially the same idea in 20 

and 30 (cf, 34) and in 28 and 35, when, on the surface at least, the 

repetition appears to be meaningless and to destroy any semblance 

of logical continuity? 

These and other questions not only establish the need for a closer 

examination of the incantation and define a few of the tasks of that 

examination, but also point the way to further possibilities of inter-

pretation and to a fuller understanding of the situation described in 

and underlying the incantation. 

'Tallqvist, op.ciL, p, 119; cf, Thompson, op.ciL, who translates 2S (.,. turrat 
}p£tfltVfi.t\ M4I ¥¥#*!* •yffgymgk <3f|j»Il t l l F f l f"Utr*K t(% rH*!* I 'T i f l l f • I t t%**T f ' r t f l f lF t l * * Slr tSl l I r i<* *"*11 k £%n #•*• J V i l f i l * » | WN? JtJfĉ TJL W W I U &MCMJI w | * * * l , MClvJIfc i»\jt *>%%*$. * I iW I *w* t f *l*SJ» wV*IKi*%* SJUMPI** «#%T V « l » %P3t%* 



Chapter Two 

Declaration of Innocence and Repudiat ion of Wi tch ' s 

Accusation 

A. Lines 27-$©: Exegetical Inferences and Suggestions 

Let us begin with 27-30. The text reads: 

27 tuia ia kaiiapU lemutte 

28 turrat amassa ana piia limnia kasmt 

29 ina muhhi kiipiia limhasuii Hi mmiiii 

30 3 ma§§amti4
 ia mmii lipium(l)4

 ruhiia lemnmti 

In this passage 28 is treated as temporally prior to 29f.; or, to put it 

differently, the effects described in 28 do not depend on the actions 

requested in 29f. of the gods and watches of the night. In fact, one 

might infer from this incantation that 28 and 29f. are not closely 

bound together, since 28 contains a description of an achieved state 

and 29f. describes actions whose fulfillment still lies in the future. 

However, other passages in which these motifs occur teach us not 

only that the actions described in 28 and 291 are closely bound 

together, but also that the sequence is normally reversed with the 

4This line (Tallqvist, Maqlu, II, p. 4:30) reads: 3 EN.NUN.MES id mvrii 

lip-Iu-ru rthhi-id lem-nw-ti. In spite of the masculine form of the verb, the fend-

nine noun mm»SrMti, the traditional reading of BN.NUN.M1S in this line, should 

be retained (and should not be replaced by the masculine mmsmrU) because of the 

obvious similarities between M I 3 + 30 and A GH40:12-18, on the one hand, and 

the occurrence of unambiguous feminine forms in the latter passage, on the other 

hand, lip-ithru, therefore, must be an error for lipiurM. This error was, perhaps, 

made under the influence of the following word (relitJo), whose first syllable and 

sign is r«. A contributing influence may have been the use of a masculine form in 

29. That the form lipiurilw the result of error and that the following word is the 

probable source of the error seem to find support in the equally incorrect variant 

reading lipiur found in a Sultantepe MS (STT 18: [ ... ] \tmH\~H Hp-iur ru-hi-id 

HUL.MES). Note that the incorrect replacement of a feminine verb form by a 

masculine one is attested also for line 34 of our incantation, the correct reading 

of which is found in the aforementioned Sultantepe MS; see below note 104. 

89 
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"turning back of the witch*s atn&tu into her mouth" (28)5 temporally 

posterior to, and, probably, effectually dependent upon, the striking 

(29) and the releasing (30). 

Compare the following occurrences, which, with one exception 

(KAR 71), are all found in witchcraft incantations,6 

M VI 62: 

[mmhm] lissa Hrrd ammm ana pi[ia] 

M VI 17f.: 
li-lim-ha-§u7} kaiMpi/a % kaiiapti/m [UUtr* amassa] ana pirn 

Sm 352 reY. 10': 

i-mah-ha-su T E - V \i-tar-m] INIM-ki ana KA-k[,] 

Tallqvist, Maql% II p. 96: K 8162:10f.: 

an-no-it-mt kai-sa-ap-tum sa 4-da-a.b-ba-bm ei-lam 

4-lab-ha~an~ni ina HUL!(text: si ~f- ib)-<e mah-§a le-es-si 

%s-ha It-id-an-\id] 

(12: traces)8 

M V 27f.: 

dajjanid? Mma nisi li$si elisa 

limha, letsa Utrr amassa ana pisa 

8 Idiomatically, am$$su cmapiiu turru is best translated "to force one to swal-

low bis 'words'," Cf. JCS 15 10, where several examples of awSta turru in the 

meaning "to reply" are given (cf. also JCS 16 38). 

•The passages to be quoted indicate clearly that UmhetatUi is identical with 

UmhmU l€s$o, 
TThe other passages quoted justify oux restoration o£ U-[imrha-iu] in 17, rather 

than Meier's it-[<fe>fa(?)}. 18 was already restored by Meier. 

'While we are arable to restore meaningfully the traces in 12, the last line 

before the break, it may be presnmed that tirra am§$sa ana piia is found there. 
9Text: DI.KUD-M; following GAG § 33h, we see no reason to accept Meier's 

damnutid. 
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Sm 756 obv. 14'ff.(A) / / RA 22 155 rev. 10ff.(B) 

/ / KAR 81:13 f.(C): 

TJ.IGI.LIM lim-ha-af (B: Urim-ha-§a) le-es-s® (so B; 

A: |TE?H*0 
GIS.KAN.Ug Ii-po-oi(B: omits)-it-ro kU-pi-id 

GIS.UGU-faHa Ii-itr(B: -f-ra) INIM-sa «»« 

pi (so B, = (?)j»/KA)~M 

u gam-lum li-pat-ti-m ki-sir qi-bi-it SA(-6.-(?))-[ia] 

Finally, KAR 71 rev. Iff., an Egalturra incantation previously edited 

in MAOG 5/3 32 reads:11 

[id] AN-e §«-m-[fa] 

#4 qaq-qorri si-ma-a pi~ia 

a-di ana-ku id EN KA.KA-ta 

10These three texts are part of the genetically related incantation group RA 

22 155 rev. Iff.; Srn 788 obv, / / KAR 81 / / Em 252 r. col.; AMT 32/l:13f!„ 

identified by Meier, JfagM, p . i , n.31 and Reiner, Surp% p.59. The corresponding 

part of Em 252 r. col. and of AMT 32/1 are destroyed and fragmentary respec-

tively (it is even uncertain whether AMT 32/1 had a similar section). A farther 

text which might be compared is RIAA 312 rev.(!) T'-10'. However, this text 

is so badly copied that we hesitate to use it. RA 22 155 rev. Iff., published by 

Scheil, was given only in transliteration. Sm T56 suggests a number of changes 

that must be introduced into Scheil's transliterations. Eestricting ourselves to 

the lines quoted, we note the following: 11: for Scheil's GAN-MAZ(?) read: 

[GlS].KAN.U»; 12: for S.'s [(#om)IN]-NU-U[§] read: [XJ.UGU]-fe«I-[IaJ (S. read 

kul as NU~U[SJ); 14: for S.'s [urra] u muia read: ga}m-lum (S. read gajm as u and 

lum as MI); for S.'s li-im ti-rm read: U-put-ti-rm (and delete this occurrence from 

AHw s, madiru); for S.'s ku-us read: hi-fir. S. gives the following signs as MW(?) 

pi-tl(?) liftW...." While these words are preserved in none of the other texts (with 

the exception of k{i in Sm 756 obv. IT*), we have, perhaps wrongly, read <?£6wt, 

and not kirpirid, because all examples of kipdu cited in AHw s.v. are plural and 

our form is singular construct. Cf. M HI 89f.: #a *g<6>u am&t lemuttiya ina 

Hbbiia. For Upattira kidr qibU UbM[ia] of Sm 756 and duplicates, cf. KAR 80 

rev. 35 / / RA 26 4143(B).: ii-imf-farrJW-fir\B: omits) qUit SA(B; +-«)-#tS-n«. 

Note also that S.'s transliteration: "libbi ..." does not allow us to determine 

whether there are traces or how the word is written. Sm 758 also indicates that 

KAR 81:14*, the last preserved line in this text, must be read and emended: 

[GlS.KAN].ru»l Ii!(text: lu)-po-di-iyn&(text: ma rait) [. 
11 We believe that obv. 26-28 are the opening lines of this incantation. However, 

we are unable to restore them sufficiently, and we therefore omit them. 
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NENNI A NENNI a-ti-m-m TE-su 

a-ne-ei-ti-pu EME-itt 

tt-ter-ro INIM-itt ana KA-su 

pi-i-su a-na da-ba-bi m-uh-ha-im 

a-na £a!(text: a)12-re-a-ft ml a-nam-din 

[INjIM. INIM.MA B.GAL.TUR.I1A 

[DU].DU.BI ana UGU STJ.GUR. URUDU EN 3-it? SID-nn-ma 

[ana] SU.SI-te GAR-an ana IGI NUN TU*«6-ma NUN ha-di-ka 

A comparison of our Maqiu passage with these others results in 

certain observations and exegetical presumptions and permits us to 

advance several suggestions. 

1) Normally, the motif contained in M I 28a is found together 

with those contained in 29f. This implies that these lines must be 

part of a related chain of events (we return to this below) and that 

the general setting of both 28 and 29f. should be identical. The 

context of our incantation (cf. 13-17) and a passage like M V 27f. 

clearly indicate that the gods and watches are addressed in I 29f. 

in their capacity of judges and that the action requested in 29 is of 

legal import. Since the motif contained in 28 is normally found with 

that of 29, the courtroom setting of the latter should also apply to 

the former. Obviously, then, a juridical frame of reference should 

be determinative in deciding the meaning of these two lines. Hence, 

whereas, by itself, 28 might mean that the witch's imprecations have 

come to nought and that she is no longer capable of uttering them 

and whereas, by itself, the striking (of the cheek) in 29 might be just 

a "symbol of humiliation,"13 a more specific meaning in line with 

the courtroom setting is required here for both lines. 

Let us leave 29f. for later and concentrate on 28. The Egalturra 

incantation KAR 71 rev. Iff, is most helpful in allowing us to un-

derstand this line. This incantation reflects a very specific situation 

apparent both in the content of the utterance and in the ritual in-

12FOE this emendation, see CAD A/2 308. 

"Cf. JAOSn 169 n. 10. 
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strtictions and Verheissmng. It is especially relevant, as we shall see 

elsewhere, that this incantation and M 1 61-72 are essentially com-

parable and that amain has virtually the same meaning in I 28, 35, 

68, 70f. and EAR 71 rev, 6. This Egalturra incantation is recited 

prior to an audience or, better, confrontation at court (11) and is di-

rected against an adversary who has levelled accusations against the 

speaker, or is presently doing so (3ff.). In this incantation the speaker 

asserts that he will not permit his opponent to utter a sound (7f.) 

and that he will repudiate the accusations (4ff.) by means of tes-

timony backed up by witnesses (If.).14 This situation is, of course, 

reminiscent of K 8162 quoted earlier. In K 8162 our sequence is 

preceded by the statement: annasimi kaMaptmm ia mdabbabm etlam 

mlabbanni ina lemutte, which may be translated tentatively as "this 

is the witch who accuses the young man; she is unjustly besmirching 

me (?)."15 

The juridical frame of reference of M I 1-36, generally, of 28-30, 

specifically, and of the passages just discussed suggests that a mean-

ing "accusation'* may reasonably be proposed for amatm in 28 and 

that the line may be rendered: her accusation has been (effectively) 

disproved16 and she is now unable to reaffirm it.17 

2) A comparison of M I 28-30 with all the other passages shows 

that our passage has reversed the normal sequence18 and that our 

passage, which has statives in 28 and precatives in 29-30, is the 

only one in which all members of the sequence are not in the same 

"tense."19 These deviations from the norm may represent an inno-

14 This incantation will be translated and more fully discusied in our treatment 

of M I 61-72. 
18

 CAD D 12 translates: "This is she, the witch, that pesters the young man." 

We derive u-fafr-ta-an-m, perhaps wrongly, from la'abu (i.e., ulabbanni). It is 

possible that it should be derived from imwv or from !«"«(i.e., ulabbanm) or that 

it should be read u-rib-btt-an-ni and derived from rabu. 
l«Cf, CCT 3 36a:llf. as quoted and translated in JCS 15 10: ktima niati 

awotam te'er, "Reply for us to the (false) accusations." 
i r t i t . ; "Her word has been turned back into her mouth and her tongue has 

become constricted." See below Chapter 3, Sec. A, 3, and note 62. 

"Referring to the four elements 2Sa, 28b, 29 and 30 as a, ft, eand 4respectively, 

we note that the order of corresponding entries in these other passages is: c, a 

(M VI 62, VI Iff., 8m 382, M V 27f.); c, I, a (K 8162 [a restored) KAR 71); e, 

d, a (5m 756 and duplicates). 

" T h e other sequences are in either the imperative (M VI 62, K S162), the 
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vation. In any case, they must be regarded as purposeful, as ex-

egetically significant and as implying a meaningful divergence from 

a normal pattern of events. The exegetical presumptions which may 

be inferred are as follows; 

a) Since 28 does not stand in its normal position within the 

sequence, but at the head, since it does not refer to future time as 

29f.f but to an achieved state and since the shift to this temporal and 

aspectual perspective already began in 25-26 (G perfect; contrast 

the precatives in 21-24), a clear relationship between 25-26 and 27-

28 must exist and this relationship should provide a clue for the 

understanding of the function of 25-26 within the sequence 21-26. 

b) Since an intimate relation, be it circumstantial or causal, ob-

tains between 2? and 28,20 27 should serve as the bridge between 

25-26 and 28. 

c) Since 28 is part of the sequence 28-30 and since the existence 

of a relationship between these lines has already been established, 

the relationship between 25-26 and 27-28 should provide the reasons 

for the reversal of the sequence in 28ff. and should enable us to de-

fine the relationship between 28 and 29f. 

B. Lines 21-26: Exegetical Inferences and Suggestions 

Bearing these observations and presumptions in mind, let us ex-

amine 21-26. The text reads: 

21 frfnu Ullihnni... 

22 giiimmaru lipiuranni... 

23 masiakal Ubbibanni... 

24 tennatn lipiuranni... 

25 ina mahrikunu eielil himo, smsati 

26 etebib azzakm kfma lardi 

preartfo (M ¥1 Iff., V 2Tf.» Sm T56 and duplicates) of the present-fature (Sm 

% J P * I Jt%J%M£ t & ) * 

mThis relation is made explicit, for example, by Meissner's translation 

(Babylonian und A$$yrien, II, p. 227) of 27f.: "Die Beschworiwig det Hexe ist 

bose; darem kehrt ihr Wort in ihren Maud irarick ...." 
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In lines 21-24 the speaker requests that a number of plants "purify," 

"cleanse" and "release" him. These lines represent a stock motif fre-

quently encountered in Akkadian magical literature.21 Since 25-26 

share with 21-24 the two Yerbs of purification and cleansing (elelui 

25, 21, ebebu: 26,23) and since in 2S-26, as in the earlier lines, this 

cleansing is related to the properties of plants, there can be no doubt 

that 21-24 and 25-26 share a common setting and that 21-26 develop 

a line of thought already begun in 21-24. However, the usual "mag-

ical" meaning of the motif, viz. "may plants purify and cleanse me 

of certain evil forces," does not do justice to our lines. The formu-

lation of this motif is normally restricted to the expression of hope 

that plants will purify the speaker.22 While our passage also contains 

that formulation in 21-24, it contrasts with the other occurrences of 

the motif in continuing with the further statement that the wished 

for result has been attained in the presence of the addressee; viz., "I 

have now become pure, clean ... in your presence." That the com-

poser of our text has transformed a stock motif (21-24) by adding 

lines 25-26 is evident not only in the expanded time range and in 

21 For the plant-purification motif found in 1 21-24, cf., e.g., BMS 12:84, TCSII 

28:5-7, OECT% 24: K 2999:10, Laess0e, Bit rimki, p.58:90fM JCS 21 10:6+a-9+a, 

TuL 142:23 (as emended in ZA 43 268), ZA 51 174:18, J AGS §0 14:24ff.» 0rN5 

34 116:10, OrMS 36 273:10, STT2U ( / / SFr72) :3§. A farther example is found 

at the end of a Marduk prayer and ritual which we have reconstructed on the 

basis of AMT 21/2 + K 3S48 + Sm 1280 / / K 1853 + 6262 + 6789 + 13358 + 

13813 (+) 7201 + 10819 (+) 3000 (+) 9218 (+) 431 + 11280 (+) 6996 / / BAM 

232 / / K 896S / / 5088 / / RT 24 104 / / STT 129 / / 130 / / 135 / / 2§2 / / 328, 

(All Kmynnjik joins have been confirmed; several of the Sultantepe fragments 

probably join each other, but these joins have not yet been confirmed.) (For a 

form of the motif different from those cited above, see IL4M244 rev. 58ff.) 

On a ritual level, the cleansing and purification are achieved through contact 

with the plants. Compare bmu lillilanni... (M I 21) with marsu bfna ikabba^l) 

(STT 83:11' [the reasons for this emendation and reading are given in our «Tex-

tual notes to the ritual tablet of MaqlvP]), the ritual prescription for M I 1-36. 

Even without the specific evidence of STT 83, we would still reject the opinion 

(Levey, Chemi$try and Chemical Technology in Ancient Mesopotamia, p. 123) 

that the plants in our incantation are used as a detergent as being far too sim-

plistic. Whatever the functional origin of the cleansing properties ascribed to 

plants, purification may be attained by simple contact with (touching, holding, 

standing on) these plants and their extracts. In fact, simply looking at plants 

(cf., e.g., JCS 21 10:7+a-8+a) may be sufficient for this purpose. 
23 See the passages cited above note 21. 
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the resultant contrast mentioned above, but also in the absence of 

zaku in 21-24, but its presence in 26, and in the lack of identity be-

tween the plants mentioned in 25-26 and those mentioned in 21-24, 

More important than the simple expansion of the motif is the fact 

that the innoYation represents a ^interpretation of the motif and its 

transference to a new setting. 

To understand the meaning of 21-26 we must look to those lines 

whose very occurrence represents the Innovation, i.e., 25-26. Previ-

ously we noticed that the shift to a perfective perspective in 25-26 

and Its continuation in 27-28, in which lines this perspective also 

represented an innovation, establish a connection between 25-26 and 

27-28. This suggests that 25-26 express the conditions necessary for 

27-28. Since we have supposed a juridical setting for 27-28, the con-

nection supports the impression that a purely "magical" frame of 

reference is insufficient for an understanding of 25-26 and, therefore, 

also of 21-24 and suggests that the meaning of these lines is to be 

sought within a very specific juridical setting. If, then, we exam-

ine 25-26 closely, we find a number of usages reminiscent of usages 

known from legal contexts. 

1) Compare ina mahrikmmu etelil ... etebib ... with ina mahar 

DN ubbubu, "to clear oneself by an oath sworn before the gods."23 It 

goes without saying that the second person plural pronominal suffix 

in mahrikmmu refers to the gods and watches of the night who con-

stitute the court.24 

2) We noticed above that zaku is absent in 21-24 but present in 

25-26 and that this discrepancy is due to the transformation of the 

stock motif represented by 21-24 by the addition of 25-26. Accord-

ingly, the presence of zaku in 26 constitutes a significant feature of 

the new setting in which the meaning of our lines Is to be sought. 

Compare, then, the use of zaku, in the sense "to be cleared by an 

ordeal."26 Most suggestive is the relation between zaku and an oath 

found especially in KAR 134 rev. 3f., which should be translated: 

"They draw water, drink, swear (itammu) and are cleared (izakkm)... 

23FOE this meaning of ina mahar DN ubbubu, cf. CAD B 7. 

"Cf. LandsbergJ; I W * r f , p. ,25, n. 1 on - V « euch" (mrtrihm.,: "Den 

amgerufeiiem Gotteni." 

For this meaning of zaku, cf. CAD % 26b, 
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I drew water, drank, swore (attatne) and was cleared (azznku: G per-

fect as in M I 26)."2e 

3) Our discussion thus far has clearly implied that the cleansing 

achieved through the use of plants in 21-26 is an element in that 

juridical process in which our incantation is set. It is, therefore, 

significant that the ritual cleansing undergone prior to an oath de-

scribed in MSL I 77:39-44 (see especially 41-44) includes the use of a 

plant substance as part of the cleansing.27 It is especially notewor-

thy, and probably significant, that the plant substance lardu used 

there (MSLI 77:42) is identical with one of the two plants which are 

mentioned in 25-26 and which are absent in 21-24. 

We have seen that: 

(1) the contrast between 21-26 and the other occurrences of the 

motif establishes a sound exegetical presumption that the motif has 

a special meaning in 21-26; 

(2) the general context of the incantation indicates that this 

meaning is to be sought in the juridical realm; 

(3) the temporal-aspectual connection of 25-26 and 27-28 indi-

cates that 25-26 should establish the conditions which render the 

statements in 27-28 ("(because) her U is that of an evil witch,28 

her accusation has been (effectively) disproved and she is unable to 

reaffirm it") feasible; and 

(4) several usages in 25-26 are similar to usages which are found 

in legal contexts and which relate to the establishing of innocence 

by means of an oath and an ordeal. 

3SContra CAD Z 2§a: "They ... speak the incantation (and) become pure ... I 

spoke the incantation (and) became pwe.» With this passage compare Numbers 

ch. 5 and note especially the occurrence of hiby' (19, 21), hiqh / yiqh (24, 2if.) 

and wthrh hwf vmqth (28). Both EAR 134 and M I 25-26 use zaku within a legal 

context specifically relating to an oath (see below). This is, of course, not to 

deny that zaku may simply be used in prayers and incantations in the meaning 

"to be cleansed"; cf. especially Surpu VIII 83, 

"Fo r the meaning of these lines, see Landsberger's discission, MSL I 223ff. 
2*For this translation of kmiiapti lemutte (27), see already Landsberger, 

Textbuet^, p. 128: "Die Zauberformel der bosen Hexe, .,..** In contrast to his 

earlier translation ("Die Beschwornng der Zanberin (ist) bose; ..." [Maqlu, p. 8j), 

Meier, AfO 21 71, now also translates: "Hire Beschworang (ist) die einer bosen 

Zanberin." We discuss the implications of kuiiapti hmutte below Chapter 4, 

Sec. A. 
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Accordingly, it may be suggested that: 

(1) the speaker in 25-26 asserts that he has cleared himself, in 

the presence of the gods and watches of the night who constitute the 

court, of an accusation brought against him; 

(2) the cleansing by means of plants constitutes here a functional 

equivalent of the oath or ordeal (or perhaps symbolizes simply the 

quality of innocence to be attained through an oath or ordeal); 

(3) the speaker in 21-24 expresses the hope that the plants (as 

the oath or ordeal) will vindicate and clear him; 

(4) this use of the plant-purification motif in 21-24 exemplifies a 

legal reinterpretation of a common magical motif, a reinterpretation 

rooted in an established juridical institution wherein cleansing and 

establishing of innocence were associated. 



Chapter Three 

Behavior of Witch: Verbal Adversaries and Witchcraft 

A. Verbal Adversaries: Lines 4-12 and their Implications 

1. Introduction 

Although our examination thus far has not resulted in absolutely 

definitive conclusions, it has suggested the following interpretation 

of 21-28: the speaker takes an oath and establishes thereby his inno-

cence of an accusation; this proof of his own innocence allows him to 

declare that the accusation made against Mm by the witch is false 

and is, therefore, disproved. In order to test this interpretation we 

should examine the initial description of the witch's actions in lines 

4-12 to see whether the nature of the harm inflicted on the speaker, 

as described in these lines, agrees with the interpretation suggested 

for Ms address to the judges in 2 Iff. Lines 4-12 read: 

4 Because (aiiu) kaiiaptu ukaiiipanni 

5 elemiu mbbiranni; 

6 she has (thereby) caused my god and goddess to be 

estranged from me (and) 

7 I have become sickening in the sight of those who behold me; 

8 I am therefore unable to rest day or night; 

9 qn imtanallu piya, 

10 upunti piya, ipmm 

11 mi mastitiya, umait%; 

12 my song of joy has become wailing and my rejoicing 

mourning, ..,.28 

29For our understanding of 4, see below Sec. A, 3; for 5 see immediately below; 

for 9-11, see below Sec. A, 3. We take all veibs in 4-12 to be singular smbjttnctiYes 

dependent upon aim in 4 (see below Sec, A, 3, and notes 76-77). 

99 
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2. Denunciation of Victim (Month and Words): Line S 

and Parallel Lines 

Meaning of t i n e 8. Lines 4-12 constitute a distinct unit which 

forms a Kansalmtz introducing 13-14, the request to the gods to 

take up the case. Lines 4-5, the opening section of the unit,30 con-

tain a statement of the actions which have been performed against 

the speaker and which have led to the situation described in 6ff.31 

Previous students of the text have translated 5 essentially in one of 

two ways: 

(a) 4 well die Zauberin mich bezaubert hat, 

5 der Alp mich gebunden hat;32 

(b) 4 because a witch has bewitched me, 

5 a deceitful woman has denounced me.33 

"Cont ra Meier, Magi*, p. 7, lines 4-5 should not be connected syntactically 
with 1-3. Lines 4-12 form a long Kausahatz introduced by aiiu in 4. See below 
Sec. A, 3, and note TT. 

"For this understanding of 6-7, see immediately below; for 9-11, see below Sec. 

32So Meier, Maqlu, p. f. Von Soden (who listed our Ene in ABw s, abSru III 
d 1 "umspannen") and Mendelsohn (who translated ubbirarmi in our line as *'.., 
has paralyzed me" [op. cit, p. 215]) agree with this translation. 

33So CADE s. etenttu A. Compare Landsberger, Testbudt, p. 125: «... mich 

... gebannt hat.» Landsberger's translation should be interpreted in the light 

of his later comments. In Ms discussion of the relation of nugguru and ubburu 

(to denounce, accuse), Landsberger, JCS 9 124, pointed out that "the Surnerian 

correspondence of ubburum is ... la, basically 'to tie,' that is, ' to inflict a ban on 

a person*." It may be presumed that he uses both Germ, "barmen" and Engl. 

-to i n i i r t a ban" in the sense of placing under a lability or restriction. The use 

of la (cf, ibid, n. 1§ on Lipit Iitar parae, 17): ubburu ia the meaning 'Ho accuse 

by words" does not derive from the act itself, but from the resultant state of the 

accused (in contrast to Engl, "to ban,'* which derives its legal force from the act 

of proclaiming or summoning {according to The 0S/crrf Unimrml DietUman?, 

s. Ban, v., Germanic *Bannan is formed from the root ba-» cognate with Greek 

$a-t Latin fa-, "to speak"]). This usage may perhaps be compared with Engl, 

"to bindw in the meaning "to constrain with legal authority," Mto subject to a 

specific legal obligation" and it n ,«„ certainly be compare/with the iai„m "to 

bind over for trial.n 
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To decide which of these translations of line § is to be preferred, 

we may examine some of the effects of the actions described in 4-5. 

The following lines, 6-7, inform us of the first and main consequence 

of these actions: the alienation of the victim's personal gods and his 

loss of social stature. In texts concerned with witchcraft we often en-

counter a similar reaction on the part of a victim's superiors and/or 

equals.34 For the purposes of our present discussion, it is of the 

utmost importance and significance (1) that a number of these and 

related texts center on the activities of a bel lemutti/dab&bi/atn&ti 

and frequently, implicitly or explicitly, construe the aforementioned 

consequences as resulting from a combination of witchcraft activity 

and verbal denunciations; and (2) that several of these texts contain 

ritual and incantation parallels to the first section of MaqM*m 

MSee our analysis of KAR 26 in Part One, Chapter 3, and note the passages 

quoted there in the text and in notes 64-65 (KAR 26 obv. 37ff,, AMT 87/1 rev. 

Iff. / / BAM 315 II 42ff.» 4 R 55/2 obv. Iff., M IV §4, AfO 18 283:661!., M 1 100, 

II 86ff.» KAR 80 rev. 6); among many additional examples, see the texts cited 

below in note 35, as well as M III 114f.» IV64ff., V 73, STT 80:76-79, 8T-90, 91-15 

and STT 2T5 I 6'ff. (note that the nnits which follow this entry in STT 275 [I 

16'f.f 20*) deal with MipU, mdmftu, zikurrudu and dibalu). 
3 sAn examination of the text type which hss been called MBeschwof«ngen 

gegen den Feind" by Ebeling, ArOr 17/1 172ff,, will suffice to demonstrate and 

document these statements. Examples of this type are 4 R 55/2 (ArOr 17/1 

186ff.), Assur photo 4129 and VAT 13909 (ArOr 17/1 liOff.), STT 256 (already 

compared to the above texts by Gutney, STT II p. 12, no. 266) and probably 

VAT 13740:711. (ArOr 17/1 202f.)t which is probably duplicated by K 25§2:lff. 

These texts normally describe the patient's misfertunes in an opening statement 

introduced by iumma and usually repeat them in an elaborate statement of 

purpose, which contains a description of the situation to be rectified and the 

positive goals to be attained. In trying to determine the real cause of the patient's 

plight, the interpreter is hindered by the frequent absence of a distinct formal 

articmlation of the aetiological diagnosis (e.g., NA.BI ...) and by the lack of 

syntactic coordination between the individual elements in the description of the 

misfortunes. 

I. Let us ignore, for the moment, the rare diagnosis and the accompanying 

rituals and only examine the remaining sections of these texts. This examination 

leads to the following observations (STT 256 and ArOr 17/1 190ff. are examined 

separately below in Section II, and the material in these texts is not frequently 

used in this section). 

1) The description of the patient's plight centers on the social difficulties en-

countered by the patient and on his rejection by divine and human authorities 

(insofar as the patient's own behavior is described, it can best be understood as a 
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reaction to what must have appeared to him to be an unjustified and calamitous 

situation), and the statement of purpose and prognosis essentially describe the 

social and religious rehabilitation of the patient. 

2) The opening section of these texts (i.e., the description of the patient's plight 

or, when this is missing, the statement of the purpose of the ritual) frequently 

begins with the mention of a bil lemutti In the course of the description of 

misfortunes and of the statement of purpose this iff lemutti generally turns out 

to be a bil dabibi: see, e.g., STT 28§ discussed below. 

3) Standard witchcraft terms occur. An examination of these occurrences 

reveals the following: 

a) Witchcraft may be the cause of rejection by authority: see, e.g., 4 R 55/2:3-5 

discussed below and cf, the texts listed above in note 34. 

b) The use of witchcraft is explicitly imputed to the bil dababi: see VAT 13T40 

(ArOr 17/1 203):10 / / K 25S2 obv. 3: upMii Ml dabsbiiu and cf., e.g., AMT 

89/1 II (= rev. ¥!) 18 / / K 249 + V! (KMI 51f.) 14: DIS NA EN KA-fu 

(K 24§ +: -#«) kii-pi NIGIN-fu; AMT 89/1 II 19 / / K 249 + V! If: DIS NA 

EN KA-fu (K 249 +: -#«) kii-pi NlGIN-lu (K 249 +: -!«); EAR 80 obv. ftff.(A) 

/ / K 18S3 + I 2'ff.(B): LU.BI EN [K]A.KA-Ai (B: EJN KA-iv rx(3t)-#ti1 (= 

(?) ' EGIR-iti')) kii-pi NIGIN-Ju (-iu is from B) kip-di hm{nUti ih-p}u-dvriu ana 

kii-pi #u(B: im)-nu-ti BlJE-rt one IGI dUTU N1G.NA §IMXI GAR-on mp-ih-ha 

BAL-qi NU USta.ZU a (A: USu.ZU! u!) MI.USo.ZU ... DU-wl (B: +-ma) (see 

below note 37). Note that the use of witchcraft by the EN KA is consistently 

expressed through the verb NIGIN in the texts just quoted, as weE as, e.g., in 

AMT 87/1 rev. Iff. / / BAM MB II 42ff. This should suffice to prove that the 

bil lemutti = bil dabMmi R 85/2 1-8 (DIS NA EN HUL-tim TUK-It ... U§ 1 2 

U § „ U S U NfG.AG.A.ME§ HUL.MES ina NU ZU NIGIN-M MNGIE LUGAL 

... Kl-fti 4-ia-di-ki-rtwma ...) is responsible for the use of witchcraft and is 

the understood subject of NIGIN-Iti (and that kiipf, etc., is in the oblique case 

[contra ArOr IT/1 188, CAD I 29 and AS W 290]). 

c) Furthermore, there is explicit evidence that the bil dababi will use witchcraft 

in order to bring about the aforementioned rejection*, see especially 4 R 55/2 

quoted above and cf., e.g., AMT 87/1 rev. Iff. / / BAM 315 II 42ff. (It is within 

this context that we should interpret a text like 5T3T2T1 I 7f.: DINGIE-iw Kl-nt 

SIMM-im NA.BI UGU EN KA G[U]B- r«1) 

4) The victim is harmed not only by magical acts, but also by being maligned, 

accused and denounced. In 4 R 58/2 obv. 1-2 we read: 

1 DIS NA EN HUL-tfm TUK-« EME $ah-[ ... }-tu US.US-M 

2 dib-bi-M i-dab-butbu INIM.MES-fti ui-tan-nu-u EMB.5IG.ME§-#« KU.MES. 

That the bil dababi is responsible for this is clear from a comparison of line 2 

with the speech addressed to a bil dababi by Ms victim, as he renders the bil 

dababi harmless by depriving him of Ms powers of speech, in the following texts: 

VAT 35:1-5 (see below note 50): [ajf bat paki ... attasah liian p[iki\ ana IS dab&bi 

ia dibbiya ana Is Smnni ia amStiya; ArOr lift 191:4-8: a§bat paka ana Id. qabi 

<(?) ia amSt > lemuttiya (for our emendation, see below note 52) ... aktanak 

iaptika [ana IJl Mli ia iumiya. 
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The final words of this last text recta in a similar context in AfO 11 pi. V (A) 

and its duplicate LKU 27 rev. (B) which we have identified. (This text is an 

incantation addressed to a witch; A was previously edited in AfO 11 367f.) 

A 10 presently reads: [xxx] iw-$iri id im-mi-ia 

B 7' presently reads: ]ud la is M i id ba me ' t o ' [ 

A comparison of these lines with each other and with ArOr 17/1 191:6 and a re-

consideration of the context result in the reading (contra the edition of A): [o-n]o 

la ithliri id iwmi (B: me)-to. (Notes: A; The previous edition reads: [o-noj fu-

ll-c The spacing of A and the la of B require that A be restored: [a-na la]; for ft 

read It! B: for udread n}a; for wread It*!; for 6a read I«! [note that the same sign 

form recurs in B §': harJul-ut-tv (cf. A : l H 2 ) j we have assumed that the form is 

a slight error only becanse of the more standard form of #« in LKU 27 obv. 9; it 

can just as well be taken as a legitimate paleographic variant]. Note also that B 

6» reads: » n a vM»\r!\.[ki and thus ^indicates that the beginning of A 9mmt 

be restored: {a-na u]6-6u-r>fct. Accordingly, disregard [a-na du-u}b-bm-ri-ki in the 

edition in AfO 11, as well as [ana dmpjpuriki in CAD S 9.) 

The context of AfO 11 pi. V 10 / / LKU 2T rev. f and of ArOr 17/1 191:6 

indicates that the act referred to as iuma MM is injurious to the bit dab&bfs 

victim and that the M dabsbin month is instrumental in its performance and 

suggests that iuma #fif«here is to be translated: "to summon to court.** (Cf. PN 

ml "to sununon „ . wit„e,s» [CAD E I t tb ] and PN M, to go to court" [E 

110b] and Mto start a lawsuit" [B 123b], We know of no other example of this 

usage. Should sum DN/1UGAL #«!«, "to take an oath by DN/kingw [E 138] be 

compared? [Obviously one must not compare iuma ullu, "to extol** (E 126b).]) 

We may conclude this part of our examination of this text type by quoting AfO 

18 298:15-17 (for which we are able to suggest two important improvements: the 

reading E[N!J KA-iu in 18 instead of the edition's w(ras) p f l « " and the restora-

tion la in If; see Part One, note §9). This text sums up a few of the features which 

we have previously recognised: 15 [DlS NA] id-do-na-bu-bttriu ina Mi-pi E[N!] 

KA-M / 16 litj^ta^na-'-dap-M ina &.GAL GIN.GIN-fcu / 17 [la majh-ra-iv .... 

I I . An examination of 1) STT 256 and 2) ArOr lift 10011. confirms the 

observations made in Section I and leads to a somewhat sharper delineation of 

the situation described in our text type. 

1) a) Gurney, STT II, p. 12, no. 256, has characterized STT 256 as a **rit-

ual with incantation against 'hand of man' ( , » am€lmi, 11) i.e., calumny and 

hostility on the part of neighbours and the authorities.*' Most of the misfortunes 

enumerated in Iff. describe social difficulties encountered by the patient. Those 

others which center on the patient's own behavior are best understood as reac-

tions to persecution and rejection: If.: DIS NA EN HUL-£» fTUKU] SA-ba-iu 

iu- '-dwur K[I. . . ] INIM.ME§-#ti im-ta-na-dlii..., "If a man has an enemy and, 

therefore, is afraid, [ ... ] stutters (lit.: he continually forgets Ms words), ....•* 

(Cf., e.g., STT 247 [edited JNES 26 190] where the statement that the patient 

ta-di-ra-M ttJ-io-DAE (4) folows a description of his rejection and of the spreading 

of rumors about him (1-3).) 

b) Almost all of the entries in 14ff.t the statement of the purpose of the ritual, 
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center on regaining the esteem and favor of the gods and of superiors. The 

Verheissung found in line 40 I W M up the earlier statement of purpose (14-10) 

with the prediction; KI-#« G1.NA.MB5 i-tam-mw-u. As we have shown elsewhere 

(Part One, note 69), this means that the patient will i nd favor and that a l of Ms 

requests will be granted and become "established facts" (cf. 4 R 55/2:23 [ArOr 

17/1 187]). 

c) The enumeration of misfortunes is introduced by the statement *iumma 

amelv* bel hmutti ftro##tj (1), which would seem to imply that the III lemutti 

is ultimately responsible for the various misfortunes. This is confirmed by 

the formal diagnosis which follows the enumeration of the misfortunes; NA.BI 

SU.NAM.Lti.U,.LU rUGUHfti GAL-*] (11); for this diagnosis states explicitly 

that the various misfortunes are due to machinations and activities performed by 

another human being. (Note that this is the only example of a formally articu-

lated diagnosis found in the texts listed at the beginning of this note.) Within 

the lengthy statement of purpose of the ritual we ind the entry: UGU BN KA-M 

<mna> GUB-zt (17), This entry is the only -one in the whole statement of pur-

pose which relates, not to the regaining of things lost, but to victory over an 

opponent. It may, therefore, be presumed that this bel dabSbi is responsible for 

the various misfortunes, that the bil lemutti of line 1 is to be understood as bit 

dabSbi and that this adversary's actions are termed qSt amSlMti in the diagnosis. 

Turning to the ritual, we find that the objects of the destructive part of the 

ritual are none other than the warlock and the witch: 2 NU.ME§ LU.U§i2.ZU 

« M 1 U § O . Z U id IM DU-[t*f (34). Since the warlock and the witch are referred 

to as kur.kur: nakara in the accompanying incantation addressed to the fire god 

(4HT. [cf. ArOr 17/1 191:25ff. and K 8107:l'ff.J)» it is more than likely that the 

bel dababi (= lei lemutti) and the warlock are identified with each other in this 

text. This situation is paralleled exactly by KAR 80 obv. iff. / / K 1853 + I 

2*ff., quoted above. 

d) The situation, then, in STT 258 is that of a man who is rejected by his supe-

riors, who suffers losses, etc., because of the actions of an enemy {bil hmutti/qSt 

amSlmti/bel dabdbi/kaiiSpu/nakru) who uses witchcraft against him. 

e) Finally, it must be noted that the ritual in STT 286 is a miniature version 

of several crucial acts in tablet I of Maqlu. Thus, after various preparatory rites 

(20-28), the priest prepares statues of a warlock and witch (34), places an offering 

before the gods of the night (tif muiftt, 35), destroys the statues (3S; cf. M IX 85, 

the text of which we have established in our "Textual notes to the ritual tablet 

of MaqW) and recites an incantation to the gods of the night (37 = 29ff.; cf. M 

I 1-3S) and another to the fire god (37 = 41ff.; cf., e.g., M I 135ff.). (See below 

Chapter 4, Sec. C, and note 115.) 

2) We may now turn to ArOr 17/1 190ff. (The main text edited there is 

Assur Photo 4129. Ebeling listed VAT 13909 as a duplicate, and cited variants 

from it on p. 192:a-e [cf. also p. 195], Note, however, that the two tablets have 

different layouts. An examination of a rough mixed transliteration and handcopy 

of the obverse of VAT 13909 [GeersJ indicates the following correspondences: VAT 

13909:l'-6' = ArOr 17/1 191:34-38; VAT 13909:7' cites the incantation ArOr 
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In view of these other texts, the emphasis in our incantation on 

the adversary's "mouth" (28, 31, 32 [see below]) and "word" (28 

[cf. lit, 27], 32, 35), the close association in our text of the "word" 

and witchcraft (e.g., 31-35 [see below]) and the fact that the activ-

ities in 4-5 lead to the alienation of the victim's personal gods and 

to his loss of social stature strongly suggest that we should translate; 

17/1 If 1 rev. 2-8 by incipit only; VAT 13909:8' (NU.BI rihP-md and mVTW 

[x][)~10' = ArOr lift 191 rev. 9 - 192 rev. 11. Here, after a dividing line, VAT 

13909:ll'-15', which Ebeling edited on p, 192 as a-e, follow. While these five 

lines [preparation and burning of statues and recital of an incantation to the Are 

god) are functionally equivalent to ArOr 17/1 191:18b-32, it is unclear whether 

they ate part of the same ritual as the preceding lines on the tablet or whether 

they constitute the beginning of a new ritual. {The absence in these lines of any 

mention of such preliminaries as the setting up of the apparatus would seem to 

favor the former alternative.] In any case, it may be presumed that the concern 

with a bel dmbsbim VAT 13909:l'-10' extends to ll '-15'.) 

If the edition is correct, the text of Assur Photo 4129 begins with the statement 

of purpose of the ritual and does not contain a description of the situation. 

Central to this statement is the desire to achieve victory over an opponent and to 

regain the favor of the authorities. According to the Verhei$sung, the performance 

of the ritual results in victory over a bel dababi (192:12, 22-23; cf. 191:38 and rev. 

2). That the bel dabmbi maligned the patient is clear from the ritual (191:35fF.), 

which prescribes that the mouth of a statue of the bel dmbmbi be sealed, and from 

the accompanying incantation (191 rev. 2ff. [see above 14) ] ) , which states that 

the reason for sealing the b€l dmbMbfs mouth is to stop him from maligning the 

patient. That the bel dabMbi also performed (or initiated the performance of) 

witchcraft against the patient is rendered probable by the fact that the ritual 

in ArOr 17/1 190ff. evidences a number of similarities to and connections with 

those in the witchcraft corpus, generally, and in Maqlu, specifically. Thus: the 

preparation and burning of statues in 191:1411. and in 192:a-d (= VAT 13909:11'-

14') are in a form standard for the witchcraft corpus (cf,, e.g., AfO 18 296:111, 

and EAR 80 [and duplicates] obv. 8ff. and rev. 15ff.); the incantation in 191:25ff. 

( / / Srr25§:41ff. / / K 8107:l'ff.) is directed against a witch (who is, thereby, 

identified with a Mr.Wr: nakam) in STT 256 (see above 11 1) ) and mentions 

zikurrudd, a form of witchcraft', the function and formulation of the dousing of 

the ftre in 191:33-38 (emend it-turn 34 to it-tu-<hu>) are comparable with AfO 18 

297:10 and M IX S8ff.; the incantation cited by incipit in 192:e (= VAT 13909:15') 

is identical with M II 19ff. = IX 29 (see already ArOr 17/1 198); the incantation 

addressed to the bel dab&bim 191 rev. 2ff. and the corresponding ritual in 191:37 

may be compared, for example, with M HI 89ff. (for the reading of 89, cf. AfO 

21 80 on IX 47) and IX 47f. (the ritual for III 89ff. [for 48, see CAD B 102 and 

A/2 301]) respectively. (In contrast to Maqlu and to STT 2S6, ArOr 17/1 190ff. 

did not contain an address to the gods of the night, because it was performed in 

the daytime [cf. 191:38].) 
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4 Because a witch has bewitched me, 

5 a deceitful woman has accused me (or; a denouncer has 

denounced me), ...,37 

It must be emphasized that this translation of line 5 is based on 

established meanings of efenfte, elfin and mbburm.m 

This understanding of line 5 is rendered certain by more explicit 

usages in other incantations and by the evidence of later sections of 

our own incantation. 

Evidence of Other Incantat ions . Elsewhere in the witchcraft 

corpus we find the explicit association of elenStu/'ubburu with "words'* 

(amatu/ qibftu) and the concomitant occurrence in parallelism of 

elinitu, mbburu and amatm/ qibftu with kaiiapin^epeiu and kiipm/riksu, 

respectively. Note especially the legal setting of LKA 154 rev, 8'-9' 

quoted below. 

4 R 59/1 rev. l l -13; 3 i 

ia MI.USi2.ZU.MU GAZ KESDA-sa 

ia e-le-ni'ti-iaB sm-pi^MWlMMES-M 

tip-fa Ms-pi-id a-no, me- he-e INIM.MES-M ana IM 

(compare M I 34-35: 

asFor the meaning of ukmiiipmnni in this line, see below Sec, A, 3. 
3TIn view of the documented association of witchcraft, a legal adversary and 

kipda/kaptdu (see Wow and cf.t e.g., AMT §9/1 II [= V!] 11-22 / / K 249 + V! 

[KMI Slf.j 8-20; K 249 + V! 21-24), we consider such statements as §m kii-pi 

i-pm-iu-ni ik-ptt-du-ni r»«-til-to-a-[tt] (4 R IT rev. 20) or EN [K]A.KA-#u Mi-pi 

NIGIN-Itt kip-di km[nuti ik-pjw-dt^iu (KAR 80 obv. 6f. and duplicate; for a 

fillet quote and for variants see above note 35) to be parallel formulations of M 

I 4-5 and of LKA 154 rev. 8'-9' discussed below. We would translate 4 R IT rev. 

20, for example, as "who has performed witchcraft against me and has conjured 

up baseless (charges) against me.1' (Note further the Inal word in each of the 

lines 2T-29 of this text; ... kip-di-[#«-««] ... kii-pe-e ... -if-it.) 
38Cf. CAD E s. elineti, elinftu A, elftu nutg. 9 (for elftu, see also Nabnftu 

L;2§5 cited CAD A/2 2fb), JCS 9 124 (ubbvr% ttkil karri) and AHw s. abSru 

III D 2 (for the lexical equation M, M.M = ubburu ia am&ti cited there, see the 

translation of Nabnftu M:lT5f. in CAD A/2 29b and SL 481.2). 
MSee below Chapter 4, Sec. C. 

*°5ee below note 104. 
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M VI 44-48: 
e koiiaptiya elemtiya 

[u]sappah kiipiki u[tir amaiiki ana piki]41 

Sm 352 obv. 17': 

[ia kaMapti Mpi) |>tl-*w-*a id eft-n&(text; *a)-*t te-erWlM-sa 

\and\ [piia] 

LKA 154 rev. 8'-9': 

...US l2! Dti-H-ni tfia gt-rfciti1 

[«- te6/ u6]- M- m- w- ni % T U tna tft- ni~ka GAL- e dt- no- ni- ma 

JJGV-M-nu iu-ziz. 

(Note the courtroom setting, and for UGU-m-rm lu-ziz, see, e.g., 

STT 271 I 8: NA.BI UGU EN KA G I U ] ! ^ 1 ; and compare LKA 

154 rev. 8'-9' with BWL 200:16-17: eninna ina qibiti ubbumi napiiti f 
dSamai ina dinika murtudu aj iff [also compare LKA 154 rev. 10'ff. 

with BWL 200:18].) 

Other l i n e s in this Incantations Lines 31-33, 34-3S, 28. 
Our understanding of M I 5 as referring to the oral delivery of ac-
cusations or denunciations against the speaker is confirmed by lines 

31-33, 34-35 and 28. Although the nature of the argument in each 

case is essentially identical, the reader will perhaps forgive us if we 

present each argument separately and in detail. 

" T h e correctness of Meier's restoration of M VI 48 is apparent from a com-

parison with M V 4f. It is possible that V 53 should serve as the basis for 

the restoration of VI 4fj if so, read: [kaH ti'ut m0~«]~«. In VI 48 Meier read. 

".. a(l)-bu la taM-kw-ni tu-qu-un-tu.n If Meier's reading ".. arbx? is correct, then 

the mention of tuquntu and the association of these types of texts with those 

relating to an adversary suggest the possibility that ayytbu or, more probably, a 

derivative should be restored. 
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a) Lines 31-33 read: 

puia In lipu lUdnia If tabtm 

ia iqb% amSt lemuttiya Mma lipi Uttatvk 

ia ipuiu MipiMma tabti iihharmit(l)42 

Before we can make use of these lines, we must correct the previous 

translations of 32-33. Eecent students of these lines have assumed 

that the witch is the subject of 32-33.43 For example, Meier, M«fM, 

p. 8, translates; 

Ihr Mund sei Talg, ihre Zunge sei Salz: 

Die die bose Zauberformel gegen mich gesprochen, wie Talg 

zergehe sie! 

Die Zauberei gemacht hat, wie Salz lose sie sich auf!44 

However, this understanding is incorrect; for the subject of 32, 

represented by ia, is p% "mouth," mentioned in 31a, and the sub-

ject of 33, also represented by a ia, is timnmt "tongue," mentioned 

in 31b.45 Since the mouth is identified with fat in 31a and the 

tongue with salt in 31b and since the subjects of 32 and 33 are then 

compared to fat and salt respectively, it is, to say the least, rather 

unlilcely that the subjects of 32 and 33 respectively could be anything 

but the mouth and the tongue. Furthermore, the actions ascribed to 

the subjects of 32 (ia iqbu am&t lemuttiya)
49 and 33 (ia ipmiu kispi) 

"For this emendation, see AS 13 Ml 

*3B.g.» Meier, Muqlu, p. 8, Mendelsohn, op. eit, p. 212, von Soden apul Meier, 

AfO 21 71. Some translations (cf. Thompson, op. eit., p. XXVII, Landsberger, 

TeiOnctf, p. 125 and Heidel, AS 13 811) take the "word" and "magic" as the 

respective subjects of 32 and 33. 

*4Below we indicate that the subjects of 32 and 33 are the mouth and tongue 

respectively. That Meier did not take these as the subjects (and, therefore, 

that he construed the witch, as the subject) is evident from the feminine relative 

pronoun "die" and the feminine third person pronoun MrieM used in Ms translation 

of 32, since "Mnnd," the correct subject of 32, is a masculine noun, 
46 Our translation of these lines was communicated in February, 1909 to Prof. 

A.L. Oppenbeim and was introduced into a draft of the dictionary article on 

kiiptl [See now CAD K 455 a),] 
46 Cf., e.g., ArOr lift 191:4: asbai pika ana la qabe <(?) ia amM> lemuttiya. 
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express functions of these two organs rather well. Finally, the pre-

served part of the ritual for this section, STT 83:12'-14', prescribes 

the recitation of lines 32-33, the placing of salt in the month of the 

statue and the application of a torch to it.4? The ritual thus assumes 

that these lines express the wish that the mouth and tongue of the 

witch, and not the witch herself, be destroyed and, therefore, that 

the subjects of 32-33 are these organs. 

The speaker in lines 31-33 expresses the wish that the witch's 

mouth and tongue be destroyed. They are to be destroyed because 

these are the very organs which she used to harm him (ia iqbu atnat 

lemuttiya ... m ipniti kispi) and which she may be expected to use 

again for the same jpurpose. Through this destruction the plaintiff 

is avenged for past harm and protected against future harm, since 

the witch is now rendered powerless and unable to initiate harmful 

actions. This should be compared not only with such passages as 

ArOr 17/1 191:4-6 and VAT 35:1-5, where the victim renders his bil 

dababi harmless and unable to malign him by depriving him of his 

powers of speech,48 or with such others as M VII 109f. / / 1161, but 

also with those laws which stipulate that an organ responsible for a 

damage is to be destroyed; it has already been said of paragraph 218 

The reasons for our emendation are given below note 52. 

*TThe ritual, STT 83:12'-14', reads: 

12' EN aJ-«*-*tt-n[ti-J)f 3-M $ID-nu M[UN 

13' id tff-twrtt a-mat HUL-tt-io i-<qab>-bi M [tpuiu kiipf 

14' fx| [x x) fxl MUN ina KA-M GAE-nu/NU ina ap~pi GI.IZI.LA[L 

The reasons for our reading of I t ' will be found in our "Textual notes to the 

ritual tablet of MaqliL* Moreover, it is noted there that the ritual tablet has 

split our incantation into two parts and has prescribed a different set of ritual 

actions for each of these parts. The treatment of our incantation in the ritual 

tablet points up an important principle which should be kept in mind when 

reading incantations: An incantation describing progressive ritual actions may 

in fact have been accompanied by the performance of these very actions. An 

incantation of this type need not be static, and the action may progress step by 

step and achieve its intended result within the incantation itself. Accordingly, a 

later part of the incantation may express, assume or derive from the fulfillment of 

an earlier part. This dynamic is especially evident in our incantation. The reader 

will remember, for example, that the speaker in 21-24 requests that various plants 

cleanse and free him. In 25-26 he states that he has been cleansed. 25-28 assert 

that the earlier actions have been performed and that the hoped-for result is now 

an established fact. The later parts of the text then start from that result. 
4#See above notes 38 and 46 and below Sec. A, 3. 
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of the Code of Hammurabi that: 

If, however, either of the first two operations is unsuccessful and the 

patient dies or loses his eye, the doctor, if the patient is a free man, 

loses Ms hand and therewith his ability to remain in practice; he » 

punished in the offending organ for the satisfaction of the patient, 

and the general public is at the same time protected against future 

risk at Ms hands.49 

We have seen that the tongue and mouth of the speaker's adver-

sary are to be destroyed because they are the organs with which that 

adversary has harmed him. More specifically, the tongue has ipuiu 

kiipi (33) and the mouth has iqbu amat lemuttiya (32). We are now 

ready to return to lines 4-5. Since 4-5 describe the actions by which 

the speaker's adversary originally harmed him, it may be supposed 

that 4-5 and 32-33 parallel each other and refer to the same actions 

(but see below Sec. B). Given this supposition, the sufficiently ap-

parent parallelism between liiansa ,., sa ipuiu kiipi (31b.33) and 

kaiimptu ukaiiipanni (4) and the association, established above, of 

elenitu and ubburu with amdtu/ qibitu permit us to conclude that 

puia ... sa iqbu amat lemuttiya of 31a.32 parallels elenitu ubbiranni 

of 5 and that both refer to the same action. Accordingly, 5 must 

refer to an action involving the spoken word, and ubburu here must 

be translated 6'to accuse/denounce." 

b) Lines 34-35 read: 

kisrusa pntturu ipietuia hulluqa 

kal am&tnia mala sera. 

Since 4-5 describe the actions which the speaker's adversary has per-

formed against Mm and since 34-35 contain the court's declaration 

that (the results of) these actions are nullified, it may be supposed 

that 4-5 and 34-35 parallel each other and refer to the same actions. 

Given this supposition, the sufficiently apparent parallelism between 

kisrusa putturu ipietvia hulluqa (34) and kaiiapiu ukaiiipanni (4) 

(see below Sec. A, 3.) and the association of elenitu and ubburu 

"Driver and Miles, The Babylonian Lmw$, I, pp. 417f. 
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with am&tnj'qibiim permit ms to conclude that kal amatum mala sera 

of 31 parallels elenitu mbbimnni of 5 and that both refer to the same 

action. Accordingly, 5 must refer to an action involving the spoken 

word, and ubburu here must be translated "to accuse/denounce." 

e) Line 28 reads: 

turrat amassa ana pisa liidnsa kasrat. 

28 parallels 31-33 in that 28a and 31a.32 are directed against the 

witch's mouth and word and 28b and 31b.33 are directed against 

the witch's tongue. 28 also parallels 34-35 in that 34 nullifies an 

effect of an action performed by the witch and 28b causes that same 

effect to take hold of the witch (see below Sec. A, 3) and both 28a 

and 35 declare that a "word" spoken by the witch has been rendered 

ineffective. Accordingly, 28 also reflects the original actions of the 

witch. Since 4-5 describe the witch's original actions (and since 4-5, 

31-33 and 34-35 are parallel), it may be supposed that 4-5 and 28 

parallel each other and refer to the same actions or types of actions. 

Given this supposition, the parallelism between 28b, 31b.33 and 34 

and between 31b.33, 34 and 4 indicates that 28b paraBels 4 (see 

below Sec. A, 3). The parallelism between 28b and 4 and the associ-

ation of elintiu and mbburu with amMu/ qibiiu permit us to conclude 

that tmrrat amassa ana piia of 28a parallels elenftu mbbimnni of 5 

and that both refer to the same action. Accordingly, 5 must refer 

to an action involving the spoken word, and mbburm here must be 

translated "to accuse/denounce." 

Summary! Line 6 and Lines 21-28. It may be considered 

as established that ubburu in 5 means "to accuse/denounce," that 

in this line the speaker states that orally delivered accusations or 

denunciations have been directed against him, and that these ac-

cusations are responsible for his having been rejected by god and 

man. This understanding of 5 confirms both our interpretation of 

amatu in 28 (as well as in 32 and 35) as referring to an accusation 

which had been brought against the speaker and our interpretation 

of 21-26 as representing the speaker's attempt to clear himself of an 

accusation by means of (a functional equivalent of) an ordeal or oath. 

Given this confirmation and the exegeticai presumptions concerning 
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the relation of 21-26 to 27-28 and of 27 to 28 established earlier (see 

above Chapter 2), we may summarize our understanding of the in-

ner logic of this part of the plaintiff's address to the court as Mlows: 

The speaker-plaintiff has had an accusation brought against him by 

the witch (5: elenitn ubbiranni). By clearing himself by means of 

an "oath" of the accusation (21-24: bfrm liUUanni...), the speaker 

has demonstrated his innocence to the court (25-26: ina mahrikmnn 

etelil... etebib azzaku ..,). If he is innocent, the accusation must be 

false and must have been motiYated by evil intent. This being the 

case (27: tuia ia kasiapti lemutie)$ the accusation is disproved or 

rebutted (28a: tmrmt amassa ana piia)1 and the accuser is silenced 

and unable to press the charge (28b: limnia kasmi). 

For a convincing parallel to this situation, we need only remem-

ber that in the Code of Hammurabi the act referred to by the verb 

mbbmm normally causes the accused to undergo some kind of ordeal 

in order to establish his innocence.50 

S. Silencing of Victim (Tongue): Lines 4, 8-11 and Parallel 

Lines 

Silencing, In our text the speaker and the witch are to be viewed 

as legal adversaries (bel dabdbi) who harm each other by means of ac-

cusations and counter-accusations. In addition to accusations, there 

is a further component in a controversy of the type found in our 

text, and we must now turn to this component. In this type of con-

frontation the adversaries are understandably concerned with their 

opponent's ability to speak, because it is this ability which allows 

one party to make the initial charge and the other to disprove it. For 

this reason, the parties not only accuse each other, but also attempt 

to silence each other. One may silence an opponent by presenting 

the evidence in a manner that will confound him and will thereby 

50 In connection with the occurrence in paragraphs 1-2 of the Code of Ham-

mnraM of forms derived from «ft6*r«, Driver and Miles, The Bikyhnian Law., 

I, p. 59, ask: "Does this mean that the man who brings the charge prosecutes 

the other man in a court of law or merely that he is publishing a defamatory 

statement about hum?" They answer the question as follows; 
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force him to remain silent and/or by magically impairing Ms speech 

organs. (We should not see these as totally separate means, since 

the use of magic to silence an opponent is often no more than a con-

cretization of the hope that the evidence will be so overpowering as 

to force him to keep silent.) 

This silencing, however achieved, finds literary expression in state-

ments involving the tongue and mouth of an adversary. In texts 

dealing with this type of conflict we have already encountered such 

statements as anettepu UiSnsm (utarra amassu ana ptirn) (KAR 71 

rev. 5f.) and uska liiSn\ia\ [ (K 8162;11),S1 and we may also quote 

The other passage where it is found is §131, which says that a 

woman's husband 'has charged her' (Bab. uWirlt) with infidelity; 

and it seems that this charge must be brought in a court of law as 

the woman is required to purge herself by the ordeal by oath, which 

is a mode of proof frequently ordered by a court where there is no 

direct evidence. In §132, again, where the wife is accused by com-

mon report, she is required to undergo the ordeal; here, too, there 

must be a trial before some court which sends her to the ordeal. In 

§126, too, the proof before a god that nothing has been lost seems 

to require the order of a court, and in §127, which is in content 

not unlike §§1-2, the proceedings take place before the judges. It 

appears, then, that this verb in §1 implies an accusation before a 

court of law, and that in §2 the 'man' (Bab, awftum) who brings 

the charge of witchcraft is also a prosecutor as he is called in 1. 44 

the 'accuser' (Bab. m&bbirmm). (ibid,) 

Without necessarily rejecting this conclusion, we must take exception to the 

argument on which it is based. The argument boils down to this: since the 

act of ubburu leads to an ordeal or to some other court-instituted procedure, 

uhburu must refer to the bringing of a formal accusation before a court of law. 

However, the authors themselves compare paragraphs 131 with 132 and note that 

132 also requires an ordeal. But, since^the functional equivalent of ubburu in 131 

is accusation "by common report" in 132, the comparison would seem to vitiate 

the argument because it indicates that a formal determination of innocence or 

guilt need not result only from a formal accusation brought before a court of law. 

Note, for example, that in the Middle Assyrian Laws, Tablet A, paragraph IT, 

Numbers ch. 5 and Deuteronomy 22:13ft*. an initial non-formal suspicion and 

accusation led to an ordeal (the first two) or to a court investigation and decision 

(the last). It may be that in those communities in which these laws developed 

the distinction between a formal and informal accusation, which gave rise to the 

authors' original question, was not significant and that both types of accusations 

would have had the same effect upon the accused's standing in the community. 
M

See above Chapter, 2, Sec. A. 
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from a patient's address to his bet dabdbi (ArOr 17/1 191 rev. 2ff.) 

which he delivers as he magically impairs the speech organs of Ms 

bit dababi (cf. ibid, 35ff.): 

salam bel dababiya attama ... 

asbat pika ana la qabi <(?) ia amity kmuttiya ... 

aktanak iapteka ana la MM ia iumiya,52 

In our incantation we find the same idea expressed: after the plaintiff 
has proved his innocence and has established the presumption that 
the accusation brought against him is false, he states; 

(turmi amassa ana piia) liiania ka§mi (28). 

As we have seen, the plaintiff declares in this statement (a) that the 

witch's accusation has been disproved (turrat amassa ana pisa) and 

(b) that her speech organ has thereby been disabled (liiania kasmi). 

Meaning of Line 4. Since we may assume that the plaintiff's 

(= the speaker) actions essentially parallel those of his detractor 

(= the witch) and reverse their effects, since one of the two compo-

nents present in this type of conlict can be documented for both 

the detractor and the plaintiff, viz* the bringing of an accusation 

by the witch (eliniiu ubbirannif 5) and its refutation by the speaker 

(turrat amassa ana pisa, 28a), and since the other component can 

be documented for the plaintiff, viz. the silencing of the witch by 

the speaker (lisania ka§m% 28b [cf. also 31a.32]), it is reasonable to 

surmise that also the detractor originally attempted to silence the 

plaintiff, that kaiiaptu ukaiiipanni (4) refers to this attempt and 

is parallel to liiania kasratf and, therefore, that the witch's initial 

action against the speaker would have involved not only the bringing 

M
Our emendation of a$bat pika ana lit qabi hmuttiya to ... ana If qabi <§a 

ama~t> lemuttiya is based on: the parallelism between this line and aktanak 

iapteka ana ia M£ ia iumim the stractwe (ana ft + verb + M + torn for 

utterance (+ ...)) of the latter line and of such similar lines as VAT 35:4-5 

quoted below; and the similarity in function as well as in linguistic content of 

the emended line to M I 32; ia iqbu am&i lemuttiya (cf. M III 89f., for which see 

AfO 21 80 on M IX 4T). 
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of an accusation, but also an attempt to impair Ms speech organs 

and to render him speechless. 

To determine whether this is correct we must turn again to the 

description of the witch's actions. Several considerations indicate 

that 4 is in fact to be interpreted in the light of 28b and that it 

refers to the disabling of the speaker's speech organs by the witch 

for the purpose of ensuring the success of the accusation. We may 

refer in the first instance to the formal configuration of elements in 

our text. It may be taken as established that 28a (tmrmt amassa 

ana pisa) parallels 35 (kal amatnia mala fere), that both parallel 

(i.e., refer to the situation created in) 5 (elimiu mbbimnmt) and that 

34 (ki$mia puttmm ipietuia hulluqd) parallels (i.e., refers to the sit-

uation created in) 4 (kaisaptu ukaMipamni). From these equations 

and from the occurrence of forms of kasdru in 28b (liidnia kasmi) 

and in 34 (kismia pttlfwri), it may be inferred that 28b and 34 are 

parallel (i.e., 34 nullifies an effect of the witch's action, 28b causes 

that same effect to be imposed on her) and that, since 4 and 34 are 

parallel, 4 and 28b must also be parallel. It follows from these in-

ferences, especially since the witch's kisru in 34 must be due to that 

action of the witch referred to as ukaisipanni in 4, that 4 refers to 

the same type of action as 28b, that an action which creates a state 

described by forms of ka§am must be understood as being subsumed 

under the statement kaisaptu ukaisipanni and that this action had 

as its purpose the disabling of the speaker's speech organs so as to 

ensure the success of the accusation which was subsequently brought 

against him in 5.53 

t ines 9-11. This interpretation of 4 is rendered certain by the 

continuation of the description of the plaintiff's state. In 9-11 we 

read: 

9 q%M imtanallm piya 

10 upunti piya iprasmm 

11 me maititiya mmailu 

63 See below Sec. B for the place of 31-33 in this configuration of elements. 
Mft*-ti is to be preferred to qu-lu found in one MS. See below note T8. For the 

meaning of §«» see below. 
i BThe omission of a macron OYer the final a in iprusu is not inadvertent. See 

below. 
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These lines were translated by Meier, Maqt% p, 7, as; 

Mit lauberknoten haben sie meinen Mund geftillt, 

mit MeM mir den Mund verschlossen,56 

mein IMnkwasser verringert. 

Let us leave 10-11 for later and concentrate on 9. According to von 

Soden,87 "Die Dbersetzung von Meier setzt anscheinend voraus, dass 

im-ta-na- al-lm-4 ein Horfehler fur mm-ta-ma~at~lu-4 *sie fallen immer 

wieder* 1st. Im I, 1 und I, 3-Stamm ist main neutrisch (s. zu Z. 23). 

Der Text muss hier verderbt sein."58 Underlying this translation and 

emendation of 9 are the incorrect assumptions that the qu had not 

been placed in the speakers mouth prior to its mention in 9, that 

the function of 9 is to describe that placing, that the main purpose of 

placing it in Ms mouth was to prevent Mm from eating and drinking 

and that imtanallu is a plural verb whose grammatical subject is the 

witches. 

In VAT 35,5 i a text wMch had as its purpose the victory over a 

legal adversary (see 18, the statement of purpose of the ritual*, ina 

mvh-hi EN INIM-rf GUB-JW; cf. 7: NU EN da-ba-ba ... DtT-'W), 

we find the speaker addressing a statue of Ms bel dababi as follows: 

1 {a]f-baiKA~ki 4~iab-bil EME-k{t] 

2 as-bat mm-ki ad~di qa-a a~na KA~[«] 

3 ap-Urte KA-JW at-tar»ah EME K{A-ki] 

4 a-na la da-ba-ba id dib-bi-ja a-na [la] 

5 &u~ un- ni- e id a- ma- ti-jd 

8«Von Soden mpud Meiei, AfO 21 71 now translates: "Das MeM fir meinen 

Mrad hielten sie fern." 

*
r
Apud Meier, AfO 21 71. 

SiCf. AHw 9, main IV Gtn 2: uqu im-to-nooU** pt-ja Maqlu I 9 (Fehler?).
w 

- W e learned of this text from quotations fa. CAD B St A t r a n s l a t i o n o f 

the M l text prepared by Prof. F. Koeker is in the possession of the Oriental 

Institute, and we quote from that transliteration. Most of the lines quoted below 

have already appeared in CAD (18; D 4; 7; D 3; 1: A/1 31, S 21; 4-5: A/2 31). 
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Lines 1-3 may be translated as follows: 

Having seized your mouth (and) dried out your tongue,80 

(and) having (then) seized your hands (and) placed a qi 

(see below) into your mouth, 

I have now held your mouth open (and) torn out your tongue 

(i.e., having held your mouth open [by means of the §ij, 

I have now been able to tear out your tongue), .... 

The text explicitly informs us that these operations on the bel dababfs 

speech organs were carried out in order to silence him and thereby 

to prevent him from maligning and accusing the speaker. These op-

erations include the insertion of a q% into the bel dabdWs mouth 

in order to force Mm to keep his mouth open, in order to prevent 

him from moving his tongue and in order to force Ms tongue into a 

position in which it may easily be grabbed and torn out.61 

However, if one inserts a qu into an adversary's mouth, it is not 

really necessary to also tear out his tongue, because the qu by it-

self would achieve the desired result of silencing Mm. The insertion 

of a f« into an adversary's mouth causes Ms tongue to be kasraty 

"constricted,"62 and this physical condition makes it somewhat dif-

ficult to speak (cf. TOP 62:19: iumma liiiniu ikka§ir dababa ffi 

•°For this translation of lb , see CAD A/1 31 and AHw s. abMv I D 3. 
61 For addresses to a Iff <fal» «W similar to the one in VAT 35, see above note 35 

I 4). The sequence of actions in Hnes 1-3 can be best understood in the following 

way (we refer to the speaker as A and the bel dababi as B): A causes B's tongue 

to be parched in order to force B to open Ms month. (It may also be that a 

parched tongue is more easily torn otit than a moist one.) When B opens his 

month, A grabs B's hands in order to prevent him from offering any resistance 

and inserts the §« into B's month. (Consider that it would require both of A's 

hands to grab B's hands and to place the qu in his month. This left A with no 

hands free to hold B's mouth open. Since the qu could only be inserted if B's 

month was open, A had to resort to a means which would force B to keep his 

own month open, and so he first dried out B's tongue.) The qu forces both B's 

month to remain open and his tongue to be in an accessible position. A, then, 

tears out B's tongue. See below note 83. 
62 See already Krans, AfO 11 22S:6fit who translates kasrat when said of the 

tongue as M
>Qsammengesogen.

n Cf. AHw s. kamru G §b and N 3 for further ex-

amples! kasSru in this usage is translated there as "verhlrten" (G 8) or "gebnn-

den, verkrampft werden" (N 3). 
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tie and ZA 45 26:8; [l]iidniu ikmrma atma %l uiarro). As the 

Mesopotamia^ were no less economical in their actions than we 

are, more often than not they would have placed a §w, or a similar 

device, into an adversary's mouth and have left it at that. This is 

clear, for example, from the address to a witch in M VII 109f. / / 

116f.: piki lerrntm epera limli (var.: limla) liianki ia lemutti ina qi 

likkmirm or from the rubric STT 72:40 / / 251:6': INIMJMM.MA 

ki-mr qa EN(f>ef) Bl(dmi) DUrrt(pttffttrf), "to relax the constriction 

(of a tongue caused by) a qu (placed into the mouth by) a legal 

adversary."64 Contrary to accepted opinion,85 qu in these passages 

does not simply refer to a string with which the tongue was tied. 

Eather, it refers to some kind of gag or bridle, the mouthpiece of 

which was probably placed under the tongue and pushed as far back 

in the mouth as possible, qu should be compared, for example, with 

napsamu. Compare specifically addi qi ana pi[k^ (VAT 35:2) with 

ina pi ... iddi napsama {BWL 56:q) and liianki ... ina qi likkamr 

(M VII 110 / / 117) with napsamu: maksaru ia pi si$i (the commen-

tary to BWL 56:q). 

Eeturning to our Maqfu incantation, we note immediately that 

kifruia putiuru (M I 34) is exactly parallel to kisir qa bil dim putturi 

(STT 72:40 / / 251:6') and that lUSnia kasmi (M I 28b) is exactly 

parallel to liianki ia lemutti ina qi likkasir (M VII 110 / / 117). 

In view of the function of the qu just documented and of the as-

sociation of f«, kasanm and liianu in magical texts having a back-

ground similar to that of our incantation, the occurrence in our in-

MVAT 35 (see above note 61) points to the possibility that dixt/dust (epru) 

was placed in the witch's mouth in order to dry out her tongue and, thereby, to 

facilitate the insertion of the qu, 
64In STT T2 DI is immediately followed by DU«-. In STT 251 there ate traces 

between these signs, and we are uncertain whether these traces represent a dam-

aged sign (in which case perhaps read DLfKUD] or <tt-jni!?l in this MS) or an 

erasure. While we have disagreed with Reiner, JNES 26 191, who transliterated 

and partially translated the robric as INIM.IN1M.MA fct-#tr qa EN Dl pafffri, 

"incantation to undo a knot of ...." in talcing DU»-r» as puffurt, we have done so 

only because of fetfrtlfa puUurM of M I 34, and it is still possible that pat&ri is 

correct. 
wE.g. f Meier, Maqlu\ pp. 7:9, 80:110, 51:117; AMw s. kaMru N 3. 
6*The underlying association of qu and kamru is also evident in the phrase 

muiallitu qi lumni (cf. 4 1 1 7 rev. 17, 1 1 48 8:16, Iraq 18 62:18), since qi lumni 

is obviously comparable to ki$ir lumni (e.g., 4 R 55/2:6). 
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cantation of Mania kasrai (28b) and kismsa pmtturM on the one hand 

and of f i imtatudlu piya on the other clearly indicates that the qn 

in our incantation was placed in the speaker's mouth in order to si-

lence Mm and to deprive Mm thereby of Ms ability to defend Mmself 

against accusations. And we must compare tMs situation with the 

one described, for example, in lines 68-75 of the first tablet of Lmdlul 

bil nemeqk 

Their hearts rage against me, and they are ablaze like fire. 

They combine against me in slander and lies. 

They haYe sought to muirfe my respectful mouthf 

So that I, whose lips used to prate, have become like a mute. 

My sonorous shout is [reduced] to silence,67 

My lofty head is bowed down to the ground, 

Dread has enfeebled my robust heart. 

A novice has turned back my broad chest.68 

The G (neutral) tn (iterative) form of maM (in contrast to a fac-

titive non-iterative form of the verb) in the statement qu imtanallu 

•ptya, in 9 excludes the possibility that this line describes the inser-

tion of the qu into the speaker's mouth, indicates that the verb is a 

singular whose subject is qnm and requires that this line describe a 

continuous situation ("a q% continually fills my mouth") which re-

sulted from the aforementioned action. Therefore, the speaker in 9 

must take tMs action for granted; the action must have taken place 

at a point prior to 9; and the description of the action must be im-

plicit in one of the earlier lines in the text. Since there is no reason 

to assume that it is implicit in 1-3 or in 5-8,T0 since we previously 

wCf. M 112. 
68Lines 68-69 and 71-75 are quoted from BWl 35, and line 70 is quoted from 

ANET
 3 596. 

mSee below where we show that the -u ending is a subjunctive morpheme. 
w T b a t a description of this action is not implicit in 1-3 and 6-8 is too obvious 

to require comment. Moreover, we reject categorically the possibility that it is 

either explicit or imphcit in 8 (elinftu ufrfrtranm). While we believe that our 

previous arguments relating to 4 and 5 are sufficient to establish this, the reader 

might be inclined to raise an objection from the rubric AfO 18 296:26-28, and, 

therefore, we must examine this rubric. The present edition and translation of 

this rubric read: 
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estabMshed the presumption from the parallelisin between 4, 28b and 

34 and between 5, 28a and 35 that the act of silencing was implicit in 

kaiiaptu mkaiiipanni of 4 and that this act created a state described 

by forms of ka§arm (kifrm, ka§mi) and since we have also established 

that the main purpose of inserting the qu into the speaker's month 

in our text was to silence him and that the state created by this 

use of a qu is also described by forms of kamm (fesfnt, nakmm)f 

we are completely justified, and probably even required, to conclude 

that the act of inserting the qu into the speaker's mouth in order 

26 INIM.INIM.MA iko#«ph(Mf.US».ZU) id kii-pi mor'-dwtu >-j>u-[#u] 

27 $aharim(MGW)-ma $arba-ti id kmMpti(Mlmi2MV) M ru-he-e 

i-pvrivrim pt- t-[#]a 

28 dr-hii ub-bu-ri 

Incantation for finding and seizing a sorceress who has performed much sorcery, 

for speedily binding the mouth of the sorceress who has performed charms 

against him. 

We consider the text of this rubric to be corrupt. The present edition and trans-

lation of the duplicate, ibid. 8-0, read: 

8 INIM.INIM.MA [ .. } kai-iap-tu ia Mi-pi ma-'-[<fo-tt Q>via(Dfj-*<Q] 

9 $ahSrim(MGWyma mbMi(Bl[B) [id ru-jhe-e id ru~$e-e fpuia(DH-id) 

u-ie-pi-Hd .. ] 

Incantation { .. ] for finding and seining a $otcereis who [has performed mu]ch 

sorcery, [who] has performed and has had performed [ .. chajrms and spells. 

1) Since the duplicate reads tpti#o(DtJ-#a) u*ie-p+i[d] (9) instead of i-pu-iv-iu 

j»i-t-[lja (27) and since lines 2i-28 contain the only occurrence of pa ubburm known 

to us, it is probable that the original text did not have pfia and that 2? should 

be emended to i-pt*-I« rt21-<#e>-pi-<<$>>-|^a. 

2) Line 8 of the duplicate indicates that something has been omitted in 26 

between INIM.INIM.MA and Mf.U§».ZU. A glance at MA 154 (+ ) 185 (not 

yet confirmed) / / MA 157 / / K 3304 (Gray.SflT 7)+ K 0866 (confirmed) is 

most instructive in this regard; 

MA 157 1 21 / / MA 154 obv. 9(B); 

[kii-pi e]p~ithiu $m-ha-rim-ma ana DV-iwrm fo-r&o|(B: (?)+-fo|>-«(B: te); 

K 3394 rev. 18 / / MA 15S rev. 27: 

INIM.INIM.MA kii-pi s^hehrim-[ma anaDt-id]-rw {o-ta-to. 

These two passages, and especially the second, indicate that kUpt should be 

restored in 8 and inserted in 26. 26-27a should be translated "to cause 

<witchcraft> to turn and seize the witch (kmiimpta) who has performed much 

witchcraft.w (For the saharu/ tart* §mbmtu motif in this meaning in witchcraft texts, 

cf., also, M VII 159f., 160, AMTBB/1 II 13f. / / BAM'208 II 8f.» K 2398:2.) 

( 3) We leave open the question whether the first ia in 27 should be attached 

to fubSti or whether it was inserted after uiepiia had been corrupted to piia and 

should, therefore, be eliminated,) 
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to silence him and to prevent Mm from rebutting the accusation is 

implicit in kaisapim mkaiiipanni in 4. 

Our interpretation of 9 as describing a situation wMch resulted 

from an action of the witch, rather than the action itself, not only 

explains the Gtn form imtanallu and thereby eliminates the need of 

an emendation, but also aEows us to remove a disturbing anomaly 

from lines 6-12. According to the previous translations of 9-ll,71 

these lines describe actions of the witch. However, since 4-5 describe 

actions of the witch and since 6-8 and 12 describe the effects of these 

actions on the victim, 9-11, as understood by these translations, do 

not fit into the sequence and create a structural and logical distur-

bance. By showing that 9 describes a situation which resulted from 

an earlier action, we have eliminated that part of the problem created 

by 9. But we are then left with the following interrelated questions 

about 9-11: 

1) If the witches are not the subject of imtanallu, what is the 

function of the -u ending in this verb? 

2) Since 9 describes a situation which resulted from an action 

whose purpose was to silence the speaker and since no mention is 

made of any speech impairment in tMs and the following lines, why 

does the speaker in 9 even bother to describe this situation? 

3) If 9 describes an effect of an action performed in an earlier 

part of the text, should not 10-11 also describe such effects? 

The reader will recognize that if we can answer these questions sat-

isfactorily, our interpretation of 4 and 9 will be further confirmed. 

To answer these questions, we need only realize that the same 

qu which was placed in the speaker's mouth in order to silence Mm 

would not have allowed Mm to close Ms mouth or to use his tongue 

and, therefore, would also have had the added effect of not allowing 

Mm to eat or to drink. The purpose of 9-11 is to describe this added 

effect. In presenting this description, the speaker first explains why 

it is that he is unable to eat or to drink, viz. qu imtanallu pfya, and, 

thereby, also ascribes ultimate responsibility for tMs inability to the 

witch who had placed the qu in Ms mouth (4). However, it is not 

nCf.f e.g., Meier, MaqM, p. T, quoted abovej von Soden apudMeier, ,4/021 71, 

qmoted above and in note 56; Landaberger, Textbuc$f p. 322 ("Mit Kleistei (?) 

haben sie meinen Mtind vollgcstopft, . . .w). 
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the witch, but rather the qu (9) that is immediately responsible for 

the speaker's inability to eat and to drink (10-11). This immediate 

responsibility is implicit in the proximity of 9 to 10-11 and in the 

situation underlying our text. And we may again refer to a descrip-

tion of a comparable situation in Ludlul bit nimeqij though this time 

found in tablet II (BWL 42-45:84-87): 

A snare is laid on my mouth,72 

And a bolt bars my lips, 

My *gate' is barred, my 'drinking place'73 blocked, 

My hunger is prolonged, my throat stopped up. 

Moreover, the speaker in our incantation expressly describes the sit-

uation exactly as we have construed it. For, by using the preterite-

specific form of the verb in 10-11 and by contrast the present-iterative 

form in 9, a usage which indicates that the events described in 10-

11 are attendant upon the circumstance described in 9, the speaker 

also explicitly ascribes the immediate responsibility for his inability 

to eat and to drink (10-11) to the qu (9). 

The verbs in 9-11 (imtanallmf tprwsii, wnattu) have been inter-

preted by the previous translators of 9-ll74 as plural verbs whose 

subjects are the witches. The considerations presented thus far in 

our treatment reveal, however, that this interpretation is incorrect 

and that not the witches, but the qu is the subject of all three verbs 

in these lines. Moreover, the aforementioned considerations do- not 

exhaust our reasons for contending that "the witches" cannot be the 

subject of these verbs. We may also introduce the -m ending in these 

verbs as further evidence in support of this contention; for if "the 

witches" (kassaptu + e/eniltt), a feminine plural referent, were the 

subject, the pronominal affix expressing the subject of these verbs 

should then have been -a (*imtanalla^ ^iprmsd, *vmatta) and not -n. 

This -% ending is a subjunctive morpheme, and the subjunctive form 

of these verbs is due to aim in 4, which word governs 4-12. This is 

T3ina piya nahbal nadtma. In the context of our discussion, note, for whatever 

it is worth, that nahbah is translated qu nahbalim in MSI VI 76:98 and Tt;43 

(cited AHw s. nahbalu). 
?3See below note 79. 
T4See above note 71. 
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proved by the variant am-rm-m in 7»?5 since amntm obviously can-

not be a plural verb and the -u must be the subjunctive morpheme. 

All the verbs in 4-12 are in the (singular) subjunctive form,?i and 

these lines form a Kansatsaiz introducing 13-1.4.77 

The verbs in 9-11 are singular subjunctives whose subject is the 

§« mentioned in 9,78 and these lines are to be translated: 

A gag(?) continually filling my mouth 

has kept food distant from my mouth (and) 

has diminished the (amount of) water (which passes through) my 

drinking (organ).7"9 

T6Meier, MaqM, p. 7, n. 7. 
TfTbusf "the witch** and not the witches is the subject of u#e*«u(6). Prom the 

speaker's point of view, the kaisaptu and elimtuot 4 and 8 are simply designations 

of a single opponent. 
TrThis, of coarse, proves that 4-5 are not a syntactically independent unit or 

syntactically connected to 1-3. 
n According to Meier, Mmqlu, p.66, an Assur MS has qu-lu instead of qu-u in 

this line. Even if qu-lu were to be shown to be the better reading, our interpre-

tation of 4 would not be essentially affected, since 9 would then be quite expEcit 

in describing the speaker as being silent and would, therefore, still take a prior 

action of silencing for granted. (Also our interpretation of the verbs in 9-11 as 

singulars would remain unaffected, though the subject of 10-11 would then prob-

ably have to be the witch.) However, we consider qu-u to be the better reading 

for a number of reasons. These reasons are all implicit in our discussion of 9-11 

and Aeir relation to other parts of the incantation, and here we need only sum-

marine several of these reasons, 

1) Texts like BWL 34f,:§8-75, quoted above, establish the association of ma-

ligning with silencing the accused by means of a mouthpiece. 

2) In view of the association of kasaru, lii&nu and o« in, e.g., M VII 110 / / 

117, the clear occurrence in our incantation of the first two (alb, 34) argues in 

favor of seeing the third in 9, 

3) Since 9-11 deal with the mouth, it is a legitimate presumption that there is 

a close relationship between 9 and 10-11. ft* fulfils the terms of this requirement 

and establishes a relationship between f and 10-11 identical with the one between 

BWL 42f.:84 and 42-45:85-87. qalu, on the other hand, does not fulfill the terms 

of this requirement. 
nSince upunti piya (10) and roe maitUiya (11) are parallel, maitUiya is best 

taken here as a term for the whole or part of the mouth. Compare the use of 

maiqu'a'm BWL 42:86 (fco-fct e-di-il pi-hi mai-qn-u-a), quoted above. 
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4. t i n e s 4-8s Summary and Fur ther I l lustrat ion, 

We have tried to show that lines 4-5 (aiiu kaiiaptm ukaiiipanni 

elinitu ubbimnni) are to be understood in the following way: In or-

der to effectively denounce the speaker, the witch inserted a qm in his 

mouth and thereby constricted his tongue (ka,§mt; cf. 28b and 34) 

and silenced him. She then denounced him. We may conclude this 

part of our analysis by citing a bilingual incantation, edited without 

translation in ZA 45 25f,80 Not only does this incantation provide 

a parallel to the treatment suffered by the victim in M 11-36 at the 

hand of his witch, but it also shares with it a number of linguistic 

usages. It wiE be sufficient for our purpose to quote and translate 

the Akkadian version of the first eight lines, and we may safely leave 

it to the reader to notice the similarities and to draw the necessary 

conclusions. 

2 {kai]sapium ana tappe nbbmri §alam ibni 

4 [t\Uaniu muiatu ukarrik meiritMiu mktessi 

6 pii% i§batma pirn ul ipeiti 

8 [Qtfanitt ikmrma atma ml utarra 

2 In order to denounce a comrade,81 a witch made a statue (of 

Mm). 

*°A further duplicate of this incantation is Rm 491 obv. l ' - l l ' . These lines 

correspond to obv, 5 - rev. f of the edition. Note that the incantation in 

this MS seems to be unilmgual. This MS provides several variants. (In listing 

these variants, we utilise Palkenstein's alphabetic notations of variants whenever 

possible and repeat the information given there.) 

obv. 12 u-me-ni-si: Em 491; u- for u-. 

obv. 15 ba-ni-lb-gii-gi*: Em 491: mu-un-ab-gi4-[. 

rev. 1 note d: "Em II 314 mu-na- fir ba-.w; Rm 491: mu-un-na- for ba~. 

rev. 3 kui-ni-ta: Rm 491: in- for kus-. 

rev. 3 note f: "Rm II 314 hat si-si fir b»~ait-si.n; Rm 491: si [ for ba-aa- i i 

rev. 8 sigs-ga: Rm491: sigg- for sig»-. 

"Fo r intra-tappu denunciations, cf, BWL 34:86 and JCS 9 123. For a different 

translation of vbburi in this line, see AHw s. abiru III D 1 (MunupaiuienM). 
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4 She gagged his tongue with wool combing82 (and) bound his 

members. 

6 She seized his month so that he would be unable to open his 

mouth. 

8 She constricted his tongue so that he would be unable to refute 

(her) accusation.83 

B. Two Images of Witchcraft 

1. Tongue-Mouth/Words 

For reasons which will become evident, we have refrained thus 

far from introducing lines 31-33 into our discussion of line 4. We 

previously showed that the speaker in 31-33 expresses the desire 

that the mouth (31&.32: puia 1% Upu ... ia iqbu amat lemuttiya kima 

lipi Uttatuk) and tongue(31b.33; liiania In tabtu ... ia tpum kiipi 

kima tabti lihharmii(l)) of his opponent be destroyed. We need only 

compare these lines with 28; turrat amass® ana p&a liiania kasrat 

to notice that both 31-33 and 28 are concerned with the mouth and 

tongue of the adversary, that 28a (... amassa... piia) parallels 3 la. 32 

(puia ... amat...), that 28b (liiania ...) parallels 31b.33 (liiania ...) 

and that both 28b and 31b.33 have as their purpose the disabling of 

the witch's tongue. Given the parallelism between 28 and 31-33 and 

between 28, 34-35 and 4-5, it may be supposed that 31-33 parallels 

4-5. In view of the parallelism between 5 and 31a.32 (see above 

See. A , <&), i t may be concluded that 4 and 3lb.33 are also parallel. 

The mention of the witch's tongue in 31b supports, therefore, our 

interpretation of 4 as involving an action which disabled the speaker's 

tongue. 

In terms of this interest in the tongue and mouth, the unit 31-33 

fits with the other units in our text, and together they form the pat-

*
2
For this translation, see CAD K 199 (correct "he" there to "she"; see below 

note 83). 

"Contrary to » previou, i l l a t i o n of lines 7-8 (JCS 15 10: "He (the demon) 

has bound his (the patient's) tongue so that he is unable to reply."), the subject 

of these lines is a witch and not a demon. 
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term 4-5 / / 28 / / 31-33 / / 34-35. Each of these four units is made 

up of two components, one of which always centers on the tongue 

and the other of which always centers on the mouth and/or words 

(i.e. accusations); 

A. the tongue 

4: the tongue of the speaker is harmed, 

28b: the tongue of the witch is harmed, 

31b.33: the tongue of the witch is harmed, 

34: the tongue of the speaker is healed. 

B. the mouth and/or words 

5: the witch harms the speaker by uttering words (with 

her mouth), 

28a: the witch's words are "turned back into her mouth," 

31a.32: the witch's mouth, which uttered the words, is 

harmed, 

35: the witch's words are scattered to the wind. 

In both A and B, the recipient of the action in the first and last 

units is the speaker (with the first describing the harm done to him 

and the last declaring that it has been undone), while the recipient 

in the middle two units is the witch. It is interesting that while 

the two units which center on the harm done to the speaker have 

the order A(4; 34) - B(5; 35), the two which center on the witch 

reverse this order and have B(28a; 31a.32) - A(28b; 31b.33). Both 

of these orders probably reflect, and are therefore probably due to, 

a speaker-oriented chronological perspective: 

A-B: the actions performed against the speaker are'described and 

their effects are eliminated in the order of their performance. 

B-A: Those performed against the witch are given in an order which 

is determined by (1) the closeness to the speaker of the effect em-

anating from the organ to be harmed - for this reason, the witch's 

tongue is harmed only after the "word" which "touches" the speaker 

is returned to the witch's mouth or only after the mouth which utters 

this "word" is destroyed - and (2) the actual order of events - only 

by disproving the accusation is the speaker able to silence the witch. 
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2. t ines 31-SS: Another Conception of Witchcraft 

The tongue-mouth/word pattern constitutes the dominant theme 

in our incantation. However, while lines 31-33 lit into this pattern, 

the fit remains imperfect because of 31b.33; "may her tongue be 

salt, ..., may that (= the tongue) which performed 'witchcraft' (ia 

ipuiu kiipf) dissolve like salt." Since the act described in 4 resulted 

in the constriction of the speaker's tongue, the destruction of the 

witch's tongue in 31b.33 can be understood as an "eye for an eye" 

type of revenge. But, whereas kaiaaptv ukaiiipanni (4) assumes that 

the witch manually manipulated the speaker's (statue's) mouth in 

order to disable his tongue (just as 31-33 assume that the speaker 

manually manipulated the witch's (statue's) mouth and tongue in 

order to disable them84), lines 31b,33 assume that the witch's tongue 

is to be destroyed because it has ipmm kiipi^ and, therefore, these 

lines also assume that the witch performed kwpi with her tongue and 

not with her hands. 

This contradiction is symptomatic of the fact that our incan-

tation contains an uneven mixture of two sets of images of the 

witch and witchcraft and that these images reflect two distinct situ-

ations: (a) the conflict with a witch and (b) the conflict with a legal 

adversary. 

In much of the SB Akkadian and late Sumerian prayer and incan-

tation tradition, experiences originally unrelated to law or the law 

court are perceived through, molded by and integrated into a view 

of reality generalized from the legal sphere of life and are expressed 

in images drawn from that sphere. Thus, for example, evil demons 

who "are forms given to the numinous power experienced in sudden 

illness and pain, or other situations of uniformly terrifying nature"88 

are perceived as criminals, and the experience of being in conflict 

with a demon takes on the character of a conflict whose resolution 

lies not only in the realm of "sympathetic magic," but also in the 

law court.8i Where the gods were asked originally only for magical 

M T h e ritual tablet (S2T83:12'-14'; sec above note 47 and reference there) con-

firms this interpretation of 31-33, since it expressly prescribes such, manipulations. 

"Jacobsen, "Formative Tendencies in Sumerian Religion," The Bible and the 

Ancient Near Bast, ed. G. Ernest Wright (1961), p. 2T1. 
86 Cf. Frankfort et alf Before Philosophy, pp. 22If. and Laess#ef Bit rimki, pp. 8?f. 
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assistance, the entreaty now becomes a lawsuit and the gods become 

judges. It is well known that the theme of turning to the god as 

judge and seeking a decision from him dominates many Akkadian 

prayers and incantations. 

Central to the original perception of witchcraft was the witch's 

spittle, and it is possible that this perception derives from the im-

age of the witch as a (disturbed) woman who, among other things, 

slavered at the mouth. It is well known that the sign US12 is com-

posed of the elements KAxUS and represents not only the standard 

words for witchcraft, but also such others as twite. A most revealing 

passage is BAMZ1S II 38f.: DIS NA Hi-pi u rm-mi-ka-ti ik-bu-ms a-na 

kii~pi u m-mi-ka-ti BUR, "If a man steps in kispi or (lit.; and) in 

(discarded) washwater; in order to release the (effects) of (stepping 

in) kispi or (lit.: and) (discarded) washwater." In view of nimi&afai, 

it is not unlikely that also kispi in this passage refers to a liquid 

substance87 and that this substance is spittle. It is possibly with 

this meaning of kispm in mind that the witch is said to give her vic-

tim bewitched food to eat and bewitched liquid to drink (i.e., food 

and drink mixed with spittle).88'89 

* It is possible, though in our opinion doubtful, that this inference is disquah-

led by JNBS 15 142:43'-47'. 
MCf.» e.g., Laess#e, op, cit, p . 38:1 Iff. and n. 88, M I 103f.f 4 R 59/1 obv, ISf. 

/ / K 9285 + 13861:2'f. (Note that Laess0e*s statement, op. cit, p. 15, n. 10, 

that ramaku in 4 R 59/1 obv. 16 refers to washing with beer is wrong, since it 

•imply ignores the break in the middle of the line. This line must read: inm KA§ 

lul [ i J ^ # « ma A.MBS] I« * n * m e - M u . The duplicate, K 8285 + 13861, has. 

[ ... ina KAS lu NAG-#«J ina A.MES la TUr-lti.) 
8f Note that the medical texts frequently associate symptom syndromes center-

ing on the stomach, lungs and mouth with witchcraft diagnoses. Since some of 

these texts expressly state that the patient has eaten and drunk W#pC(e.g., BAM 

190:22f. and the texts cited in BAM II p. XXI for these lines; AMT 87/1 obv. 

8ff.; 48/4 rev. 8f,; STT 102:lff,), this is probably also to be assumed for those 

others which simply say that kiipU has seiied the patient or that the patient is 

kaiip (t.g., BAM 193 I 8'ff., 90:12'f., J M T 5 0 / 3 ob¥. 11, 55/2:4f., 31/4:14ffM AfO 

1 23:lff.). Note BAM 90:5* (cf. AMT 48/2:13f.): NA.BI Ivrarte KI N1NDA Kti 

u KAS [NAG. 
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3. In tegra t ion 

While this perception of witchcraft and the witch remains alive 

throughout the life of the tradition, in many texts it has been placed 

into a legal setting, redefined in terms of this new setting and over-

layed by, mixed with, and even submerged by images drawn from 

this new setting and sphere. This legal setting can be described 

as the conflict at law with an adversary.90 We need only examine 

the many anti-witch Samai incantations to see and appreciate the 

transformation. In these incantations the speaker addresses Samai, 

or one of his replacements, as a judge, refers to the witch by such 

terms as bel ikkiya, bil $irriyaf bel dfniya, bil am&tiya, bil dababiyaf 

bil lemutiiya, etc., denounces the actions of the witch, claims that, 

while he has not harmed her, she has harmed him unjustly and asks 

the god to give a judgment in his favor.91 

In this new setting the witch and victim become legal adver-

saries and the conflict becomes a legal conflict. For our purposes 

it is necessary to emphasize that also the means normally used by 

legal adversaries are attributed to both the victim (i.e., the plain-

tiff) and the witch (i.e., the defendant). This development in the 

image of the witch is especially apt, because in both the older and 

younger conceptions one of the witch's main instruments of harm is 

her mouth. For this reason, the development did not require that the 

older terminology used to describe the witch's actions be eliminated 

or even that it undergo radical transformation. Often the addition 

of new terms and the subtle shift in meaning of older ones sufficed to 

create a literary idiom for the new conception. And perhaps it is not 

to be attributed to textual error that in the witchcraft incantation 

PBS 1/2 120(A) / / Sm 2T5 + Em 329 (confirmed)(B), ina pirn naiit 

•°The fact that a witch might be called upon to assist a paity to a "real" conflict 

may have contributed to this. Cf, JCS 23 29:20-26, where both the plaintiff and 

the defendant accuse each other of having been assisted by witches (see ibid,t 
p. 28). (Note that the last paragraph on p . 2T is to be disregarded, because «ie 

texte cite comme 1'unique exemple de magie noire par Ebeling, Orienialia^ NS, 

20, l iT ssM n'est en vettte qu'un sentient niant une dette on I'accusation d'un 

detournement de fends." [Reiner in Le Monde du Sorcier, Source Orientales 7, 

p. 97, n. 10.]) 
81 Cf. e.g., M I 73ff., EAR 80, AfO 18 289ff. (A fall list of the representatives of 

this incantation type will be presented elsewhere.) See below Chapter 4, Sec. D, 
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amat maru[j[ti (A obv. 4 / / B 9') of the description of the witch's 

actions is paralleled by u$ki imat W5L-U ia piki (A obv. 15 / / B 

16') of the speech to the witch.92 

This new conception of the witch pervades our incantation, and 

the conflict between her and her victim has taken on the guise of the 

type of legal conflict described earlier, to the extent that not only the 

victim but also the witch has recourse to the standard techniques, 

both magical and non-magical, used in this type of conflict. But even 

here, the older conception has not been completely eliminated and 

it finds particular expression in lines 31-33, and we should probably 

translate 31b.33 as: "her tongue ... which has made spittle ....w9S 

f2We identified Sm 275 as a duplicate of PBS 1/2 120 on the basis of Geers' 

copy, and guessed that Em 320 both dupEcated PBS 1/2 120 and joined Sm 

275 on the basis of Besold, Cat,, p. 1§04 s. Bm 320, where we came across the 

entry **One section begins: EN an-nu-u iurti an-ni-tu ft-t i-l#-a#-«*-f?ta [ ] . " We 

communicated ova Suyjnise | 0 j^fj, C.B.F. Walker of the British Museum, who 

checked and confirmed the suggested join. Because a copy of Em 339 was not 

available to us, Mr. Walker most graciously prepared a preliminary translitera-

tion, and we wish to express here our deep-felt gratitude to him not only for this 

but for all his assistance. An edition of this text will be presented elsewhere. 
t 3Compare 31-33 with M III 89-92 (for the correct reading of Si, cf. AfO 21 

80 on IX 47). 
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Meaning of I 1-86 and Observations on MaqM I 73-121 

A. Legal Construction! Force and Function of Lines 4-12 

and thei r Implications for the Incantation 

Lines 4-12. In view of our lengthy discussion of lines 4-12 

and of our understanding of the incantation as representing a legal 

conflict between two adversaries, it is necessary to determine the 

legal force and function of 4-12. It is obvious that these lines form a 

Kamsahatz which serves to introduce 13-14 (asm ... izizzanimma iti 

rabuti iimi dabSbi dim dma alaktt Umda m) and that they explain 

and justify the plaintiff's request to the court that it convene, hear 

the case and examine the evidence. Our question, then, is whether 

the plaintiff's description of the actions performed against him by 

the witch and of the injuries which he suffered as a result of these 

actions constitutes, as such, evidence of the witch's guilt or whether 

it has no legal force beyond that of setting out the grounds for the 

above-mentioned request, 

The description in 4-12 simply presents the facts of the case as 

they appear at the beginning of the trial. These facts constitute 

neither proof of the witch's guilt nor an accusation against her. In 

fact, the witch would not deny these facts, She and the speaker 

would differ solely on their interpretation, and she would claim that 

" F o r the technical meaning of mmz% cf. JNBS 2 163f. and especially 164 

n. 24. We shall discuss the meaning of alaktu and alakta lamaduf'tamu elsewhere. 

For the time being, note the following: (1) the usual translations of alaktf limda~ 

in oux line (cf., e.g., Meier, Maqlu, p. 7, Landsberger, Textbuch1, p. 125, Mendel-

sohn, op. cit, p. 216, CAD A/1 207) are probably wrong. Note that alaktu 

is a synonym of ttmtu, t€mu and urtu and that alakta lamSdu is a synonym of 

p u n , / . , PL,»and drna ^ The approximate meanin g of M J J L i, 
Mto infer a ruling about (the nature of) one's destiny." (2) Saul Lieberaian, 

Hellenism in Jewish Palestine7
 f p. 83, n. 3, discussed the origin of the term 

Halakha (hlkh) and suggested the possibility that it had its origin in the name of 

the fixed land tax Wfc/Wfc*, which in turn derived from Akk. Wat. In our opinion, 

it is more likely that alaktu and alakta larnadu in the sense used in our incantation 

were the points of origin of hlkhfhlkf and Imd Ukh respectively. 

131 
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her actions were legally justified. Moreover, the witch is initially not 

required to defend her construction of the facts, and the burden of 

disproving her construction is imposed on the plaintiff (= speaker) 

who convenes the court in order to demonstrate that, far from being 

justified, these actions are criminal and actionable. 

That the actions ascribed to the witch in the plaintiff's statement 

of the facts need not be criminal and that their criminality depends 

on evidence above and beyond a simple description of the actions 

are apparent in the first instance from the following considerations: 

1) It is obvious from the Code of Hammurabi that mbb%rm$ "to 

denounce/accuse," is not, as such, an illegal action; 

2) The use of magic to influence other people was permitted in 

Mesopotamia',95 

3) The witch's actions do not differ in kind from those of a normal 

litigant or from those of the speaker; and 

4) In any case, the witch qua bel dab&bi is not presumed to be a 

criminal any more than is a normal litigant, 

LemSnu : Significance of Absence and Presence . This 

understanding of 4-12 is confirmed by the conspicuous absence of 

any form of leminu in 4-12 in contrast to its marked presence in 

later parts of the incantation (18, 2?, 32). Having convened the 

court, the speaker in 18 states*, aim ipuia temniii iiie'a la baniti (if 

limutma ...). Here the speaker states for the first time his construc-

tion of the facts presented in 4-12 and his own accusation against the 

witch, We cannot help but observe the structural similarity between 

4 and 18 and, therefore, the significance of the replacement of aism 

... ukaiiipanni... ubbiranni by assu fpuia lemneii iste'a la baniti 

98 Several texts which center on relations between the sexes may be cited as 

examples. They are ZA 32 16411. (to build up a prostitute's clientele), TCS II 

TOff. (to attract a woman) and STT 25T rev. 2ff, In this last text, which we have 

identified as a duplicate of RA 18 21 face (STT 25? rev. 11-16 / / RA 18 21 face 

I 1-10; STT 25T rev. Ifff. / / RA 18 21 face I llff.), a woman'attempts to win 

back her estranged husband, who is angry with her because she is not pregnant 

(see RA 18 22 obv. II 9 and 14). (Note that STT 28T rev. 2ff. and obv. l ' -

rev. 1 are not part of the same ritual. Their inclusion in the same tablet is to be 

explained by their mutual concern with problems which cause a husband to be 

angry with his wife. It is to be presumed that in obv. l ' - rev. 1 a rival—called 

Ififftt} in rev. 1 and mupputt in obv. 18' and 22' and charged with the practice 

of witchcraft in obv. l'-4'—has come between a husband and wife.) 
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Moreover, it is only after the plaintiff establishes his own innocence 

of any accusation made against him by the witch (21-26) that he 

states: tuia m kaisapti lemutte, "ihre Besehworung (1st) die einer 

bosen Zauberin."98 Only clear evidence of Ms own innocence can 

constitute proof of the evil intent of the witch who has accused him 

(elenttu ubbiranni, 5) and of the falsity of her accusation; and it is 

only this proof that can then allow him to state that her accusation 

has been refuted (28) and to request the court to take action against 

her (291), We cannot help but observe that as a consequence of his 

having cleared himself of the witch's accusation and of his having 

proved its falsity, the kassaptu of 4 becomes the kaisapti lemutte of 

27. 

Accordingly, the speaker in 4-5 simply states that a kassaptu has 

performed magical acts against him and that an elenttu has accused 

Mm. The actions mentioned in these two lines, which are the cause 

of the injuries described in 6-12, are inherently neither legitimate nor 

illegitimate. Their legitimacy depends solely on their having been 

used for legitimate ends. Having seen that the legal status of the act 

described in 5 (an elenttu
97 has accused me) depends on the truth 

or falsity of the witch's accusation of the speaker, we should now 

define that upon which the determination of the legal status of the 

act described in 4 depends. 

The contrast between assu ... ukaisipanni (4) and asm ipusa 

temneti... (18) and between kaiiaptm. (4) and kasiapii lemutte (27) 

and the consequences derived therefrom indicate that the author of 

our incantation used kaiiaptm and kuiiupu as legally and morally 

(though probably not emotionally) neutral terms and that at least 

here the person designated kassaptu is not by definition an evil-doer 

or criminal and the action designated kuiiupu is not by definition evil 

or illegal and actionable. The neutral use of these terms is probably 

to be explained not only by the fact that the image of a feel dababi 

is superimposed on, or replaces, that of a witch, but also by the fact 

that sometimes the services of at least some segments or members 

of the kaisapu-kassaptu group were employed for legitimate causes 

mAfO 21 71; see already Landsbeiger, Textbuch1 p. 125: '*die Zamberfoimel 

der bosen Hexe, ..." 
8 DM elinftu originally designate a type of informer? 
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and that, therefore, they and their actions were sometimes deemed 

unobjectionable from a legal and moral standpoint.98 

Kispu and lines 21-85. However, while kaimptu and kmisupu 

are legally neutral terms in our incantation, kiipm is not. For that 

magic designated by the term kiipuh by definition evil and a crime.80 

The issues to be decided in this hearing are not only whether the 

accusation brought by the witch against the speaker-plaintiff is false, 

but also whether the magical acts performed by the witch are evil 

and constitute legitimate grounds for indicting the witch on a count 

of practicing that type of illicit magic designated as kiipn. Just 

as the witch would not deny that she had accused the speaker, but 

would deny that this accusation was false, so too she would not deny 

that she had performed magical acts against the speaker, but would 

deny that these magical acts were kiipm. 

We previously saw that the speaker in 21-28 established his in-

nocence of the witch's accusation (21-26) and used this innocence 

as proof of the falsity of that accusation. To fully understand lines 

21-30 and to explain the deviant order of elements and mixture of 

"tenses" in 28fT.,100 we must realize that - and this is the key to the 

problem - the determination of whether or not -the witch's magical 

f tSee above note 90. See especially M VII §4-105 (= IX 155-159). Our analysis 

(for the present see out "Ritual and Incantation: A Consideration of Maqlu VII 

58ff. and IX 182C," which was delivered before the American Oriental Society 

in Jt6§) has shown that in that incantation a kai$Spuand kaiiaptu(VU 94f., IX 

158), working together with other "magical" personnel (VII 02-100), side with 

a bewitched man against another kaiiaptu (VII 8S-100, IX 1SS£), We hope to 

present additional evidence and to discuss the sociological implications elsewhere, 
t fWhile we do not wish to claim universal applicability for this distinction 

between kaiiaptu/kuiimpu and kiip% it would explain, and be supported by, 

usages found elsewhere. We may restrict ourselves to one example. Both the 

Code of Hammurabi, parag. 2 and the Middle Assyrian Laws, Tablet A, parag. 

4T (KAV 1 VII Iff.) take for granted that "witchcraft'* is a crime, that its 

performance is illegal and that the performer is guilty of a crime. The issue at 

stake in both laws is whether the accused did in fact perform that crime. In the 

light of our discussion, it is therefore noteworthy that: (1) that act which is taken 

for panted to be a crime is termed kiipu; (2) the performers who by definition are 

culpable are called muppiiana ia kiipe (KAV 1 VII §) and not kaisipu(contrast 

Exodus 22:1T: mkiph f thj/h and Deuteronomy 18:10: V ymf bk ... wmkip); and 

(3) the performance of this crime is described as kiipe uppiMma (KAV 1 VII 

2)/kUp€ epiia (7) and not as (kiipe) kmiMpu/kuiiupu. 
lO0See above Chapters 1-2. 
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acts were evil and were, therefore, kiipu is wholly dependent upon 

the determination of whether or not the accusation in whose service 

these acts were performed was true or false. 

We can see this most clearly from a consecutive reading of lines 

21-30: 

21 frffitt IMilcmni... 

22 giiimrnaru lipiuranni ... 

23 maitakal libbibanni... 

24 terfnatu lipiuranni... 

21 ina mahrikunm eietil ktma sassati 

26 etebib azzaku ktma lardi 

2T tuia ia kaiiapti lemutte 

28 turrat amassa ana piia tiidnia kasrat 

29 ina, mmhhi kiipiia Umha§€ii Hi nmiiii 

30 3 masmmti ia muii Mpmra(l)im
 ruhUa lemnuti 

In order to prove that the witch's magical acts were kiipu and that 

they, therefore, constitute a criminal offense, the speaker must clear 

himself by means of an oath of the witch's accusation (21-26) and 

establish thereby the evil intent of his adversary and the falsity of 

her accusation (27-28). Only when he has discredited the accusa-

tion and established thereby a sound evidential basis upon which to 

base the claim that the witch's magical acts were kiipu\ is he able 

to - and only then does he - ask the court to charge the witch on 

a count of kiipu (29). That the designation of the magical acts as 

kiipu depends upon the evil intent and falsity of the accusation and 

that this notion determines the sequence of elements in 21-30 would 

seem also to be supported by the order in lines 31-33: 

31 puia ... lUania ... 

32 ia iqb% amat lemuttiya ... 

33 ia ipuiu kiipi... 

Because his refutation of the witch's accusation is a prerequisite 

for his request that the court charge the witch with the crime of kiipu 

See above note 4. 
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and release the witchcraft, the "returning of the word to the mouth" 

motif (28) must precede the "striking" (29) and "releasing" (30) 

motifs. Furthermore, whereas the motifs in 28 can be formulated in 

stative form because the refutation follows from the speaker's own 

innocence, the motifs in 29 and 30 must be formulated in precative 

form because the power to charge the witch and nullify the magic 

resides solely in the court,102 '103 

This analysis of 21-30 also allows us to explain the apparent rep-

etition of 28.30 in 34-35. It is evident from 36, which cites the source 

and authority of the statement contained in the preceding two lines, 

that 34-35 contain the announcement of the court's decision: 

34 ki§mm puttmm ipietmsa hullmqa104 

35 kol amatusa mal£im mra 

36 ina qibii iqbu ill muHti TUe.EN.1§§ 

This explanation of the deviant order of elements and mixture of "tenses" in 

2m. i . . d i d to the further o b l a t i o n ,hat 2>«. differ, in one other reg.rd 

from all the examples quoted above for the joint occurrence of these motifs. It is 

the only one in which there is an active interplay between two parties (the plaintiff 

and the judges) and in which all the actions described by these motifs are not 

assigned to only one party. Contrast this, for example, with the performance of 

all the actions by the judge in M V 27fM by the plants in Sm 786 and duplicates, 

by the litigant in KAR 71 and by the gods in M VI 17f. 
i e 3 The meaning "to charge, to indict** for mahim in 29 is inferred from (and 

required by|?l) the context and the relationship of our incantation to M I 73flu 

(see below Sec. C). It is possible that this inference finds external support in the 

occurrence of m,L .ajudiiunum the meaning «leur accusatemr* in Dossin, «Un 

cas d'oidaie par le diem Fleuve," Symbolae Koschaker (Stadia et Documents 2), 

pp. 114f.:15, 22f.» 27 (cf. p. 118). (We owe our knowledge of this text to Yochanan 

Muffs.) 
104

 Following S I T 78: [A.t*JI-l«-fa, rather than hullrnqM preserved in the main text 

used in the edition. 
im

 STT 78 has Urn-la-a. Because 1. 34 has statives and because the Sultantepe 

MS also has a stative in that line, we retain mala as the better reading for the final 

version of the incantation. For the possibility that Sultantepe's Umld is a vestige 

and represents the reading of an earlier and shorter version of the incantation, 

see below note 113. 
106 We remain unconvinced by Landsberger's explanation, ZDMG 74 441, of 

TUe.EN| for we are unable to see how it applies to the occurrence of TUs.EN in 

our incantation and in some others. 
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Though we do not wish to convey the impression that the judicial 

function of the court of the gods of the night in 1-36 is identical 

with that of the assembly (see below Sees. B-C), it is not amiss, 

in view of the occurrence of qabu in 36 and of our analysis of the 

incantation, to quote Jacobsen's description of the judicial function 

of the assembly: 

The competence of the Old Babylonian assembly is in general that 

of a court of law. A plaintiff may himself "notify the assembly" 

(puhrmm lummudum)^ of the case may be delegated to the assembly 

by the king or other high authority. The assembly investigates the 

case (inim-inimma igi-dug), hears testimony, and may send one of 

the parties and Ms witness to some temple to prove their testimony 

by oath. Finally, it renders its decision (e or d u n and goM).IOT 

In lines 34-36 of our incantation the court rules that the witches 

magical acts together with their effects are nullified (cf. 4) and that 

her accusations are without substance and are disregarded (cf, 5). 

The nature of these lines as an automatically operative court decree 

explains the use of statives. 

In 28 the plaintiff himself asserted that the witch's accusation had 

been (stative) refuted by the evidence of his own innocence. Since 

this refutation could follow completely from and be determined solely 

by his own innocence, the plaintiff used the stative in referring to the 

refutation. In 35 the judges announce that they accept the plaintiff's 

refutation of the witch's accusation. They, thereby, accord to the 

refutation the force of a public legal decision. Hence, the repetition 

and the use of statives in both lines. In contrast to the refutation, the 

plaintiff has no power to nullify the acts of magic and their effects, 

and this power resides solely in the court. The plaintiff can do no 

more than prove that these acts were a criminal offense and appeal 

to the court to "release" them (30). In 34 the judges announce their 

acceptance of this appeal and rule in accordance with it. Hence, the 

repetition in both lines and the use of the precative in (2§-)30, but 

the stative in 34. 

JNES 2 184. 
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B, Overview of I l - 3 i 

Before we offer a few observations on the history of this incan-

tation and its relation to other parts of the series, it will be best to 

first summarife in general terms some of the results of our study. 

Thus far we have treated M I 1-36 as an integral composition and 

have recogniied its thematic and structural unity, as well as its dy-

namic quality. The two central concerns of the incantation are the 

magical acts and accusations which the witch has respectively per-

formed and levelled against her victim. Awareness of the importance 

and interrelation of these two concerns has allowed us to discern and 

to understand the structure and logic of the incantation. While these 

two concerns are of equal importance to the composer and are ulti-

mately balanced within the incantation, the logic of the underlying 

situation in which they constitute the two main elements determines 

the dynamic of the text and the emphasis sometimes on one and 

sometimes on the other. 

The plaintiff invokes the gods and watches of the night and pe-

titions them to take up his case on the grounds that a witch has 

magically silenced him (so as to effectively accuse him), has then 

accused him and has by her actions caused him to suffer certain in-

juries. These facts clearly establish that he has suffered injuries at 

the hand of the witch and therefore that he has a right to a court 

hearing. However, since the witch's actions are open to conflicting 

constructions in regard to their legality, these facts do not establish 

her culpability. When the court convenes, the plaintiff causes the 

witch-defendant to be present (in effigy) and accuses her of having 

acted iEegally and with evil and malicious intent. The plaintiff then 

proves that he is innocent of the accusation levelled against Mm by 

the witch. He demonstrates thereby that her motives for accusing 

him were evil and that the accusation was false. Furthermore, since 

the magical acts performed in the service of a false accusation are 

illicit and are to be treated as kiipu, he asks the court to charge 

the witch with the crime of kispu and to release its effects. He also 

expresses the wish that the organs responsible for accusing and be-

witching him be destroyed. The court accepts the evidence, argu-
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mentation and requests submitted by the plaintiff and rules that the 

witch's magical acts and accusations are null and void. 

C. His tory of I 1-38 

Although the incantation in its present form possesses literary 

unity, it seems nevertheless possiMe to discern two literary strata 

and to suggest that the author of our incantation took an existent, 

but much shorter, incantation as the basis for his composition. 

This suggestion is based on lines 19-20; 

stlimutma amaku lublut 

kup&a nthuia ruauia If pair*
tm 

The position of 19-20 in the very heart of the incantation consti-

tutes a structural anomaly, since elsewhere in the witchcraft corpus 

lines identical with or similar to 19 and/or 20 are always found, as 

far as we can recall, at or near the end of their respective incan-

tations. For example, line 19 occurs consistently as a member of a 

fairly common sequence, and it is to be noted that the examples of 

this sequence listed in AfO 18 296109 are all found near the end of 

their respective incantations. 

100Contrary to Meier, Maql% p. 7, the end of 20 should be read It* pa-dl-ru and 

not Kp-p+dlru. Simply see K 43 + ... (4 R 49) and K 32f4 + ... (Tallqvist, 

MaqMt II p. 53). Note that also 82-5-22, 508 (ibid., p. 5T) must have read lu] 

pa-^i-ru; tm the wide blank space between the broken left-hand edge and pm-

d[i-ru indicates that pa- was the first sign in the word and therefore excludes 

itp]-po-o[#-ra. Cf. 4 R 59/1 rev. 18 and duplicate quoted below. 

Note, however, that STT 78 seems to have [fyp-pa-di-ru. If this reading is 

confirmed by a collation, it should probably be compared with STTs reading 

timid in 35 (see notes 105 and 113). 
109Cf. BiOr 14 229. The examples listed are AfO 18 294:78f., M II 93-96, LEA 

154 rev, 10'f. (for this text see above Chapter 3, Sec. A, 2), Laesste, Bit rimhi, 

p. 40:44-4? ( / / STT 76 and 77:47-50). A farther example is K 6418:8'-12': 

8* ] \iu\-u lim-qutrma ana-ku [lutbi 

10' #tJ-tS K-mut-ma anarku [lublut 

11' iu]-u li-ne-gi^ma ema-ku [luJir 

12' iu]~u lt-*^t[#-*]ti(text: t]#)-mo ana-ku [tabib . 
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The force of our observation about the present position of M I 

It-20 can best be seen from an examination of the incantation 4 M 

§9/1 rev. 11-20(A) / / K 7140 rev. l'ff.(B):110 

11 EN so, Ml.USi2.ZU.MU GAZ KESDA(rt*t>)-5a 

12 ia e-k-ni-ti-m su-pi-hi INIM.MES-& 

13 tfrra Mi-pi-M a-na me-he-e INlM.ME8-#«f ana IM 

14 mim-ma te-pu-ia tu-us-te-pi-ia lu-bil IM 

15 DIS ku-u-m u ni~ is- 8a- ti lit- bil U4- urn-id 

16 DIS hm-us-m « GAZ SA-M U-qaMa-a MU.AN.NA.MES-sa 

17 ii-i li-mui-ma ana-km lu-mb-lmt 

18 kis-pn-M m-hu-M m-su-id h BUR-nt (B: pa-ai-ru111) 

19 ina ft-Wt dE-a dUTU dAMAE,UD 

20 u rvrbarti dbe-lit i-¥TU6.EN 

Not only does this incantation share with M I 1-36 the dual concern 

with kaiiaptthriksu (cf. kisru, M I Un2)/kiipu / / eleniin-amain, 

but it also contains an identical version of M I 19-20. It is there-

fore significant that these lines occur at the end of the incantation 

immediately before the concluding ina qibti formula. 

We have seen that the latter half of our Maqlu incantation con-

tains several literary innovations. Since lines 19-20 are completely 

unexpected in the middle of the incantation and since the section 

containing the innovations begins in 21, it is not unlikely that the 

author reiponiible for the final version of our incantation took over 

an already existing traditional incantation more or less identical ei-

ther with 1-20 or with 1-20 -f the ina qibit formula presently found 

in 36 and wrote by himself only 2 Iff. Depending on whether the 

original incantation ended with 20 or whether it also included 36, 

(To the one example cited in the dictionaries of the N of egiru in a non-lexical 

text, add 11'. Note also that 12' contains one of the rare occurrences of rmu [for 

other examples and a proposed translation, cf. BiOr 14 329f.].) Since K §418 

breaks off with 14', we do not know how close these lines are to the end of the 

incantation. 

" ° K T140 rev. l'ff. / / 4 R 59/1 rev. lTff. K T140 rev. was already identified 

as a dwpEcate in the margin of Goers* copy. 
111 The signs po-o*- are transliterated, but without brackets, in Geers* copy. Are 

these signs on the tablet? 
1 "Elsewhere we cite the evidence for the interchangeability of rik$u and kism. 
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this author would have either written and added 21-36 to 1-20 or 

written and inserted 21-35 between 1-20 and 36.113 

This development (1-20 + (?)36 > 1-36) had as its purpose the 

transformation of an independent incantation (1-20 + (?)36) into 

one (1-36) which would serve as the introduction to a sequence of 

incantations and which would find its fulfillment not in itself, but 

in a later part of the sequence; for while the original incantation (1-

20 4- (?)36) serves to kill the witch, the incantation constructed from 

it (1-36) only serves to indict, incarcerate and physically disable her. 

M I 1-36 constitutes the first stages in the trial of the witch, the 

final stages of which are to be found in the address to Nusku in I 

73ff. M 11-36, the opening incantation in Maql% serves as an initial 

hearing in which the plaintiff's charges are investigated by the gods 

and watches of the night, who then assign the case to the court of 

the fire god. While the court in 1-36 does not allow those issues 

directly affecting the plaintiff to remain unresolved, it does reserve 

the determination of the verdict and final penalty to be imposed on 

the witch for the court of the fire god. 

Seen from this perspective, the function of the hearing before the 

court of the gods of the night is as follows: The plaintiff describes the 

witch's behavior and establishes thereby Ms right to an investigation. 

The court undertakes this investigation and requires the submission 

of evidence so that it may determine (a) whether the effects of the 

magic on the plaintiff should be eliminated and the plaintiff cleared 

of the accusation levelled against him by the witch, and (b) whether 

the witch should be indicted and bound over and the case assigned 

to the court of the fire god. The evidence submitted by the plaintiff 

is in the form of an oath whereby the plaintiff establishes his inno-

113 This reconstruction is no more than a tentative sketch of the general lines 

of development of the composition. Even if it is accepted as generally correct, it 

will still require further refinement. For example: since it is difficult to explain 

why a scribe would have changed mali (35) to limla attested in Snltantepe (see 

above note 105) and since 4 R 50/1 rev. llff. attempts to eliminate not only the 

witch*s kiip% but also her amSt% is it possible that the incantation which served 

as the batis for the composition of M 11-36 was also concerned with eliminating 

both, that limla is the more original reading, that 35 was also part of the original 

incantation, that this incantation ended in the sequence: ... kilpMia ... Ifl pair® 

(STT T8: (?) [ti\ppairQ) kal amatuSa limla sera ina qibtt iqbu iff muitti, and that 

the desire to harmonize 35 with 34 led to the change of limla to molo? 
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cence of charges levelled against him by the witch. The court accepts 

this evidence as demonstrating the existence of a case and as con-

stituting grounds (a) for releasing the magic's effects on the plaintiff 

and clearing him of the accusation (34-38), and (b) for indicting the 

witch on a count of having practiced kispu (29) and binding her over 

for trial before Nusku. 

Since the first incantation in Maqln is an investigative hearing 

and since the final verdict of death by fire is imposed on the witch 

only in I 73ff., it is understandable why 1-36, in contrast to the 

original incantation (1-20 + (?)36) from which it was constructed 

as well as to other incantations against the witch modelled on court 

trials, does not emphasize the killing of the witch, but rather the 

destruction of her speech organs. By destroying the witch's speech 

organs, the speaker seeks not only to avenge himself for injuries 

previously inflicted by her, but also to make it difficult for her to 

harm him, to frustrate his efforts to bring her to trial before Nusku 

and to defend herself properly during the subsequent stages of the 

legal proceedings. 

This understanding of the address to the gods of the night in 

1-36 and of its relationship to the address to Nusku in 73ff, is not 

only supported by the exegetical presumptions inherent in the previ-

ously established fact that Maqlm constitutes a consecutively recited 

sequence of incantations;114 by our exegesis of I 1-36 and 73-121; 

by the fact that 37-72 become meaningful when interpreted in the 

light of this understanding of 1-36 and 73ff.; and by the existence of 

a parallel of sorts in STT 256, which text prescribes, among other 

things, the preparation of statues of a warlock and witch, the recita-

tion of an incantation addressed to the gods of the night (Utmmmti) 

and the recitation of an incantation in which the speaker states that 

he is burning .his enemy and giving him over to the fire (dGibil),115 

"*For the present see out "Some observations on the series Maqlu," which was 

deEvered before the American Oriental Society in 1071. 
l l*5ee above note 35 II 1) for a discussion of STT 2S8. Lines 34-37 of this text 

read; 

34 te-ri-qamrma 2 NU.MES LU.USo.ZU u Mf.USta.ZU la IM DU-[v# 

35 NfG.NA SIMXI t-n« IGI DINGIR.ME5 GI6-tt DUB-o? KAS GE§TIN(?) 

BAL-fi \x\ [ 

36 A.ESfE SEe ana UGU-lu-nu SUB-cK vna GIS.PA GIS.MA.NU [ 
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Additional warrants for, and farther refinment of, this understand-

ing are found in actual legal procedures; for it is well known that 

in Mesopotamia the adjudication of a case may involve a judicial 

procedure composed of two stages. Instances are known of criminal 

charges being brought initially not to the court which will impose 

the final verdict, but to an authority whose function is to examine 

the charges and their factual foundations and to assign those cases 

judged to be sufficient to a suitable court for trial and execution.116 

In MaqM the gods of the night function as the investigating court 

to which the charges are first brought. These gods investigate these 

charges and deem them sufficient for allowing the court to rectify 

certain abuses committed against the plaintiff by the witch and to 

assign the witch to the court of Nusku for trial and execution. 

D. Mmqlu I 73-121 

To fully understand the legal procedure operative in the first 

tablet of Maqlm we must examine more closely the address to Nusku 

in I 73-121. As we demonstrate elsewhere, this incantation was orig-

inally addressed to Samai and was re-addressed to Nusku when the 

text was adapted for nighttime use. In this type of incantation, 

Samai is addressed and functions in his capacity of judge, and Nusku, 

as his replacement, carries on this function.117 However, it would be 

a mistake to infer from Samas/Nnsku's role as judge in 73-121 and 

from the law court setting of this incantation that the submission 

and examination of evidence substantiating the charge against the 

witch and the determination of her innocence or guilt are part of 

the proceedings in the court of Nusku in this incantation. In texts 

37 EN 3~f« ana UGfUl-Iu-nu SID-nt* EN kur.kur gibfl.la kur.kur i[n.na.ka. 

37 . (UN 3-M ... SID-ni) refers to the Sumerin incantation given in 2*32 (*t 

< m n an .gka ... dfegk.re.e.ne ... ) m d 3Tb (EN kfeJcfa . ) refers to the 

bilingual incantation given in 41-44 (en kur.kur gibil ... : na!(text: la)-karra 

\a\-[qal'lu ... J kur.kiir iub.ba * Gibil iub.ba.bi ...)» duplicates of which are ArOr 

17/1 l§l:25-32 and K 8107:l'-7'. 

»8Cf. Jaeobsen, AnBi 12 130ff. (now reprinted with corrections in ESS 21 

193ff.) and especially ISiflu 
l iTCf. Laess#e» op, eit, pp. 8ff. 
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belonging to the same genre as M I 71-121, such as EAR 80 and AfO 

18 28lff.» the core of the speaker's address to Samai is represented 

by the simple, though often long, statement by the accuser that he is 

presenting before Samai statues of the witches who have performed 

witchcraft against him and by his request that the judge pronounce 

a verdict of death by fire and that the fire god execute the verdict. 

In this regard, there is no essential difference between the ad-

dress to Nusku in M I 73-121 and the aforementioned addresses to 

Samai. Here the accuser identiles the (statues of the) defendants 

as the ones who have committed acts of witchcraft against him (73-

109) and demands that the court of the fire god order and execute a 

death penalty by fire (110-121). Nowhere in this incantation does the 

plaintiff attempt to substantiate the claim that the accused did, in 

fact, perform witchcraft against him, and nowhere is the court asked 

to determine the innocence or guilt of the accused. The accuser 

treats the guilt of the witch as a foregone conclusion and demands 

of the court that it impose the death penalty on her: 

115 qumm koisapu m kaisaptu 

116 afad ayyabiya, arvh lemnutiya 

To all intents and purposes, the accuser himself pronounces the death 

verdict on the witch. The accuser does not fear lest the court of 

Nusku declare the witch innocent, does not attempt to prove to 

the court that she is guilty as charged and feels secure that the 

court will accede to his demand. The accuser's behavior admits of 

only one explanation; the court's knowledge of the witch's guilt and 

the accuser's belief that the court will act in accordance with that 

knowledge. 

Although evidence was previously submitted to the court of the 

gods of the night in 1-36 proving, or, at least, establishing the pre-

sumption, that the defendant had practiced witchcraft, this cannot 

account for the fact that in 73-121 the facts of the case and the 

guilt of the witch are taken for granted. Since the guilt of the witch 

is also taken for granted in the aforementioned Samai incantation 

type, since this type is neither preceded by nor assumes a previous 

investigative hearing, and since the Nusku incantation derives from 
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a member of this type and agrees with this type in taking the guilt 

of the witch for granted, the attitude displayed by the speaker in 

73-121 and the legal procedure operative in this incantation must 

haYe already been present in the original version of the incantation 

prior to its association with I 1-36 and cannot be explained as a 

modification introduced into the Nusku incantation as a result of 

this subsequent association. 

Accordingly, we cannot look to the present context of 73-121 for 

an explanation of the lack of substantiation of the charges and of 

the assumption of the witch's guilt and must seek that explanation 

in some datum of the Mesopotamian criminal legal tradition. That 

explanation is forthcoming if we treat the legal procedure opera-

tive in 73-121 and in similar incantations as representing a stage 

of development in that tradition of criminal procedure discussed by 

Jacobsen in his analysis of the Nippur homicide trial. We refer the 

reader to his discussion of the existence and nature of the tradition 

(AnBi 12 142fF.) and simply quote those observations made by him 

on pp. 141-142, In discussing a homicide case involving an investi-

gation of the charges by the king and the assignment of the case to 

the Assembly in Nippur for trial, Jacobsen remarks as follows about 

the trial stage of the case and the situation underlying the tradition 

of criminal procedure: 

... the record of a trial for homicide can obviously claim special 

attention. We ind it to be concerned with law to the complete 

exclusion of facts; it is the record of the formulation of a verdict 

only. Proceedings in the assembly open with a statement made by 

a group of nine named men identifying the accused as killers and 

ordering the death penalty for them; this proposed verdict is fol-

lowed by a question about the applicability of the term ^kilF in the 

case of one of the accused, the woman, and then comes a ruling on 

the question by the assembly. The initial statement stands - and is 

allowed to stand throughout - unsupported by any show of proof, 

and this complete absence of a detailed establishing of the facts of 

the case through testimony of witnesses, confession, oath, or other-

wise is most striking. Even if one would assume, as we have done 

above, that a thorough establishing of the facts had already taken 

place before the king, before the case reached the assembly for trial, 

the lack of even the briefest presentation of those earlier findings 

leads again to the conclusion that the assembly was expected to 

reach its verdict on the basis of its members' personal knowledge 

and convictions rather than on facts established in court. This is so 
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unlike all we know about procedure in the civil trials, where fact-

finding looms so large as to constitute the bulk of the average trial 

record, that the question cannot but arise whether we might not 

here - since this is a case of homicide - be dealing with a separate 

and altogether distinct, criminal procedural tradition .... 

Eather different [from the situation underlying civil procedure] 

appears the original situation underlying the tradition of criminal 

procedure. The early "crime" is an act endangering the whole com-

munity, and the community, aroused and scared, is apt to deal with 

it along lines of lynch-justice. In the emotionally highly charged 

lynch situation the facts and the guilt of the accused are generally 

taken for granted (it is the conviction that they are true that has 

aroused the community to action). At the tense moment when the 

community faces the accused the salient point is therefore merely 

the crystallization of the guilt in a precise and poignant formula 

that will trigger the punitive mass action. This formula fulfils the 

function of the later "verdict." 

If, accordingly, our Nippur trial stands in a specific wcrimi-

naF procedural tradition going back to an original situation of 

lynch-justice its exclusive concentration on the verdict and its lack 

of interest in the facta of the case would become far easier to 

understand."8 

The legal procedure operative in M I 73-121, in the Samai incan-

tation from which it derives and in other incantations of the same 

genre stands in the same procedural tradition as the Nippur trial, 

and it is for this reason that the accuser is able to take the court's 

knowledge of the witch's guilt for granted and to base the demand 

that the god kill the witch simply on his own assertion that she be-

witched him. The aforementioned incantations and incantation type 

represent a further stage of development of this procedural tradition; 

for in these incantations, in contrast to the examples discussed by 

Jacobsen, the case is tried by a single judge and not by an assembly. 

H8 | | w y | n o | e g c a p e | | j e reader's notice that in the Nippur trial, as in Maql% the 

trial stage is preceded by an investigation of the charges (see above Sec. C and 

note US) and that Jacobsen's judgment that the "complete absence of a detailed 

establishing of the facts of the case" during the trial stage is not explained by the 

fact that "a thorough establishing of the facts had already taken place before the 

king" would seem to be supported by our having reached a similar conclusion 

concerning the relation between the hearing before the gods of the night and 

the trial before Nusku on the basis of an independent and dissimilar I ne of 

argumentation. 
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We have tried to understand those segments of the proceedings 

against the witch represented by M I 1-36, the hearing before the 

gods of the night, and 13-121, the trial before Nusku. Elsewhere 

we shall discuss the intervening incantations contained in 37-T2. We 

hope that our analysis of 1-36 and of its relationship to 73ff. has 

convinced the reader of the richness of material contained in 1-36 

and has justified the extensive treatment. The scope of our treatment 

has also been necessitated by the fact that a clear understanding of 

1-36 and T3ff. is a prerequisite for the analysis of the incantations 

contained in 37-72. Since these incantations are quite laconic and 

their meaning is therefore most elusive, a productive analysis of 37fF. 

must proceed in part from premises inferred from data found outside 

of these incantations. Since the incantations in 37ff. are part of a 

longer sequence and their laconism assumes a knowledge of their 

background, the best and most valid source of legitimate premises 

is undoubtedly those incantations which constitute their contextual 

matrix, i.e., 1-36 and 73ff. 
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